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Abstract
Sustainability tends to ensure the future revenue of local community through the
preservation and proper exploitation of resources. However, the economic characteristics and the
requirements of sustainability lead to a economic gap-disadvantage for private subjects involved in
sustainability strategy.
This study, according to the author's idea that small local business are among the main
regional factors for sustainable tourism development, examines these barriers for sustainable
development and develops a theoretical model based on a system of relationships between public
and private subjects, able to spread the "cost" of sustainability beyond the study area and to
optimize the use of resources in order to solve these economic obstacles.
The present research collects the primary data used using a quantitative-qualitative
approach to explore the research objective. There are three questionnaires-surveys completed by
professionals involved in local tourism of the case study that includes 10 tourism destinations in
Bulgaria, Macedonia and Serbia. The secondary data are used to support and help the
understanding of the research topic.
The main findings of this dissertation were the following:
−

most literature sources study the economic aspects of small sustainable entrepreneur
mainly at macroeconomic level, while the matter has to be studied at micro-economy level;

−

most local tourism entrepreneurs have low financial resources as well as low knowledge
both in economic and technical fields;

−

public support for sustainable development is missing;

−

small local tourism entrepreneurs reject the investments in intangibles;

−

no studied local tourism entrepreneurs implement sustainable practices;

−

small entrepreneurs consider cooperation and partnerships very important, but only a few
of them were involved in joint actions,

−

all studied destinations can be potential actors in sustainable projects thanks to their
cultural and natural heritage
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter will show the basic idea of this research as well as the reasons for choosing
this topic, the research hypotheses, objectives and aim. Finally, it will summarise the content of the
main parts of this dissertation and the difficulties and limitations met by the author.
1.0 Research summary
The most reliable definitions for sustainable tourism focus the main goal of sustainability as
a way to preserve the natural, social, cultural, etc. resources, in order to ensure their economic
exploitation by future generations. However future generations will be the result of the present
ones in terms of survival, development as well as of adopted choices and strategies. As it was
shown above, it's necessary to be focused on the problems related to the current generations
before the future ones, allowing them the adoption of sustainable strategies according to their
social development and economic satisfaction. These concepts are shown by the following figures
Sustainabilit
y

Preservation
of natural,
cultural, social
resources

Ensures the economic exploitation of
the resources by the future generations

Future depends on the
present
Small local enterprises are the
drivers of sustainable development

Public function

Small local enterprises development
and survival are the conditions for
local sustainable tourism development

Small local sustainable enterprises
develop a public function

For small tourism businesses
sustainability means
Limits in management

high
Costs

Loading capacity

Knowledge

Investments

Sustainable entrepreneurs are
characterized by an economic gap

Sustainable entrepreneurs development and
survival depend on the solution of this gap

Figures (1-2) Summary research
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which lead to this deductive reasoning:
sustainable entrepreneurs have an economic gap with respect to companies operating in
traditional tourism, this leads to a reduction in their profitability, which seriously undermines their
development and/or survival.
Considering these subjects as the main local-regional factor for sustainable development, all public
and private interventions have to be focused on the reduction of this gap, hence the profit of
sustainable companies will increase, and with it their ability to develop and/or survival.
1.1 Reasons for choosing this topic
Regional factors for sustainable tourism development can be considered as the elements
allowing the implementation of sustainable practices and policy in the area. Usually they involve
natural, cultural, social etc. elements, but, according to author's idea, from the economic
standpoint, they are strictly connected with small local tourism businesses. At the same time
sustainable tourism is often the only chance for local economy development and survival, hence
the regional factors for the development of sustainable tourism as well as the local economy
depend on these subjects. Experience shows that the economic development of small rural
villages as well as the well-being of locals is a goal that doesn't belong to the strategy of big
companies whose main goal is profit. Despite their declarations, large companies are focused on
profit which represents their true goal: the area is as a simple factor of production which will be
abandoned when they will find a more profitable destination. It's reasonable to suppose that only a
very little part of locals will be touched by economic development and most of gain will be invested
abroad.
Large tourist structures generally managed by large companies or foreign tour operators
that offer services with content aligned with international standards, without any interaction of the
tourist with the local reality are the best example of this. Lack of any links between the destination
and tourists that represents a great contradiction with human nature that has need of interpersonal
relationships, come from the business strategy based on maximising of profit. There is the risk of
playing the demagogue in thinking that the maximising of profit allows room for the present and
future interests of the local community, of the area and all the other factors devoid of the ability to
be transformed into short-term profits.
In conclusion, regional factors and the assumptions for sustainable tourism development
have to be based on the economic variables which characterise small local tourism businesses.
Again, it has to be noted that a natural temporal phase is the result of the evolution of
phases that have preceded it, according to a dynamic which represents a constant movement. This
determines that the future will depend also on current choices regarding the preservation of values
and heritage that will be available to future generations, which is the main goal of sustainability.
Small local tourism enterprises are among the main protagonists of the territorial preservation, for
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this reason the future of local communities, not just in terms of financial health, will depend on the
importance attached and the role carried out in managing tourism of this regional factor.
Business economy teaches that every business strategy has to be based on some
strengths which belong to destination identity. Every destination possesses specific qualities linked
to its natural heritage, the presence of artistic sites and monuments, the cultural traditions and
folklore, the terrain and the tourist infrastructure, which all combine to form the identity of a
destination. If a area has these characteristics it's reasonable to assume that it can become a
successful tourism destination. According to practice and reason small local tourism enterprises
are the best actors for the protection and development of these resources which, at the same time,
represent the true local heritage and the only one chance for local economy. In other words there is
a direct relation between the preservation of local tourist identity and the survival-development of
local tourism businesses: one needs the other.
Chapter 30 of Agenda 21 underlines the same concept: “... Small and medium-sized
entrepreneurs, in particular, play a very important role in the social and economic development of a
country. Often, they are the major means for rural development.” As Matev and Assenova (2012)
state the accommodation and catering facilities in Bulgaria prevailingly are small enterprises, about
40% of the employees are engaged in enterprises with up to 9 employees.
However, the following pages will explain that while local small tourism business is the main
regional-local factor for sustainable, the support and needed measures have to come from public
and private subjects beyond the concept of “regional”, because sustainability support is a duty
which cannot be limited to subjects belonging to a specific geographical area. Hence the concept
of “regional” cannot be considered as a geographical limitation.
Another reason for choosing this topic is the lack of attention by main researchers who are
focused on the study of the structural-physical characteristics of local establishments, tourism
facilities and services rather then on the economic needs and characteristics of local tourism
businesses. Even studies about the implementation of sustainable tourism often show a list of
tasks, but nothing is said about the concrete way to develop them. In this context public support is
missing and, at the end, small local tourism businesses have to solve their problems alone.
For this reason, a method and a proposal giving a concrete support-help to small local tourism
businesses, and not only a list of recommendations and goals, is needed. In nutshell this problem
solving includes: the study of the economic needs, limits, problems of local tourism businesses, the
explanation of the economic hypotheses to solve these problems-limits etc. such as the way to find
and use the resources, the determination of the subjects involved in the needed measures etc.
The last, but not the least important, reason for choosing this topic comes from a personal
experience of the author in a village near Sarajevo few years ago. He is a business consultant
specialized in tourism planning, for this reason the board of directors of the local tourism
association asked him to develop a tourism promotion of their village. Local Administration was
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developing a tourism based on sustainable tourist offer. This village was fully supported by an
Italian province that was giving to locals the needed money for everything: from the costs of the
renovation of the buildings to the cost of petrol for their cars. Through some simple questions, it
was clear that this support was a basic condition for their survival. In fact their goal in terms of
number of clients was 3 – 4 visitors for month, which is a result could be reached to some callings
to their friends. In author's opinion, they needed to justify their project with the Italian province
through some visitors, because any assumptions of business strategy were missing: local
sustainable tourism was totally based on Italian public support.
This experience led the author to ask some questions: can this village survive and develop
without the public support? What are the regional-local factors and/or the conditions, especially the
economic ones, to make sustainability a true business opportunity?
1.2 Research aim
In the economic field, almost any forecast process bases its future projections on past
trends: the ability to produce future returns, the start-up formula of the business, the bringing up to
date of future values obtained by inputting the past returns, or the varying budgets of the sector, on
which the programming and the company planning are defined, are all calculated based on past
experiences, and these are only some examples.
The tourist sector naturally behaves in the same way, but is different from the other
economic sectors in that it is influenced by a greater number of variables containing extreme
variegations that determine dynamics not always easily interpreted.
It was stated that the most reliable definitions for sustainable tourism focus the main goal of
sustainability as a way to preserve the natural, social, cultural, etc. resources, in order to ensure
their economic exploitation by the future generations. However future generations will be the result
of the present ones in terms of survival, development as well as of adopted choices and strategies.
It seems that the problem if there is one will regard only future generations, allowing the present
generation the freedom to decide to limit the current exploitation of the resource to the benefit of
future generations, or to ‘eat it all at once’ because as Lorenzo de Medici said, “Who would rather
be happy tomorrow if it is not certain”. Against this hypothesis, however, the signals from the real
situation are clear enough in that they show that exceeding the limits of sustainable use of the
natural resources does not just endanger the economic prospects of future generations, but also
produces loss of returns for the current generation.
Moreover the fact that the time taken for effects on the competitiveness and attractiveness
of the place to appear is much shorter than the average length of time normally attributed to a
generation, leads to the need to be focused on the problems related to the current generations
before the future ones, allowing them the adoption of sustainable strategies according to their
social development and economic satisfaction.
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Throughout this dissertation the author’s aim includes the following parts:

− identify and analyse the regional factors, especially the economic ones that enable the
development of regional sustainable tourism (see the question from another standpoint);

− find a concrete way for the solution of the problem through the development of a theoretical
model which can be really used by the public planner (propose a solution). According to the
author's idea sustainable tourism enterprises, as regional factors for tourism development,
are affected by an economic gap, due to the higher resources needed by sustainability,
concerning the entrepreneurs who don't apply sustainable strategies, which makes the
implementation of sustainable practices very difficult and often not justified from the
economic standpoint. The solution of the problem needs the solution of this economic gap;

− considering the increase of relations and transactions between private and public subjects
with the passage of time, forecast the best trend of cooperation and relationships between
local actors according to the proposed theoretical model (plan the future);

− solve the lack of information and studies about the economic characteristics and needs of
small tourism local enterprises (open new research opportunities).
1.3 The research hypotheses and objectives
The earlier summary shows that the research in question is based essentially on the
following deductive reasoning: among the main regional factors for sustainable tourism
development is local tourism businesses which is characterized by an economic gap with respect
to companies operating in traditional tourism. This matter leads to a reduction in the profitability of
these entrepreneurs, which seriously undermines their development and/or survival. If we
introduce interventions to eliminate this gap the profit of these regional-local factors will increase,
and with it their ability to develop and/or survival.
These concepts lead to the following research hypotheses:
−

the studied local tourism entrepreneurs are really subjected to the cited economic gap;

− the studied situations show common points or aspects with the proposed theoretical model;
−

the implementation of the data from the questionnaire-survey to the proposed theoretical
model has positive effects on the studied entrepreneurs.
Throughout this research the objectives of the author are:

−

to explore the current literature sources in order to discover and understand the main
studies about the economic aspects of small local tourism entrepreneurs;

−

to propose a theoretical model in order to find the regional factors, with particular emphasis
on the economic ones, for the implementation of sustainable practices by small local
tourism entrepreneurs;
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−

to use a case study to check in reality the compatibility between the suggested economic
measures and the studied areas, as well as the positive effects on the studied
entrepreneurs by the implementation of these measures;

−

to develop a graphical method to show and analyze how the main parts-aspects of
management can be distributed among the involved public and private subjects in order to
obtain the maximum effects from the possible joint actions;

−

to analyze the causes of the existing economic barriers for the implementation of
sustainable practices by small local tourism entrepreneurs;

−

to improve the knowledge about the economic characteristics and needs of small local
tourism entrepreneurs which represent the basic regional factors for local development;

−

to compare the economic characteristics and needs of small local tourism entrepreneurs
belonging to three different countries;

−

to use the findings and results to elaborate suggestions and recommendations.
1.4 Research object and subject

Object. The present research involves some rural areas of three neighbouring countries of the
Balkans which have been chosen because:

− sustainability aims at the preservation of present resources such as local culture, natural
beauties, folk traditions, local architecture etc., in order to allow their exploitation by future
generations. Hence the countries and the related tourism destinations must be
characterised by a great cultural, historical, architectural heritage as well as natural
beauties which have to be protected and transferred in the future. In author's opinion, a
destination which has lost its own tourist identity and its natural or cultural heritage, due to
wrong political choices (not only related to tourism), has very little chances to be involved
into a local sustainable project. Lack of this condition makes the solution of the question
very difficult or quite impossible;
−

these areas are characterised by interesting differences in their political and administrative
structure, national tourism, their recent history, their ethical structure, location, etc., It's
reasonable to suppose that these aspects have probably affected both positively and
negatively local tourist destinations as well as local tourism establishments, whose study
could give some very interesting indications concerning the aim of this research. In
particular the following aspects were considered:
−

Bulgaria: it's an old state, a EU member, it was integrated in the
Warsaw Pact, it has sea tourism, it's well connected with EU by low
cost flights;

−

Serbia: it was involved in recent wars, international tensions exist, it
was leader of the former Yugoslav Federation;
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−

Macedonia: it's an EU pre-accession member, it had marginal
position inside Yugoslav Federation, it's characterized by a very
complex ethnic structure.

Regarding the tourism destinations in these countries they were chosen on the following criteria:
they are not involved in mass tourism, they have local tourist offers known in the tourism market,
their local tourism potential depends on their cultural heritage, local traditions, tourist attractions,
tourist services, natural beauties, they can be a potential subject of sustainable tourist projects,
they are rural areas characterised by different strengths and variables, such as being nearby to
famous tourist destinations, local architecture and traditions, specific local tourist attractions and
economic activity, sustainable tourism would be the main chance for their local tourism and local
economy.
−

In particular these aspects were considered:
−

(Bulgaria) Dolen: it has a rich architectural heritage and a production
of stone for buildings; Leshten: it's located along the road for
Kovachevitsa, Kovachevitsa is a national architectonic reserve and it
was the set for some Bulgarian movies

−

(Macedonia) Elsani: it's near the lake Ohrid, Babino: it preserves the
first Macedonian library, Brajcino: it has a great architectural heritage
and is one of the most famous rural destinations in Macedonia;
Vevciani: it's famous for its carnival;

−

(Serbia) Guca: it the host the famous trumpet festival; Sirogojno: it
hosts a very important and famous ethno village; Mecavnik: it's a
tourist invention by the famous movie-director Emil Kusturica

Subject,
The research is represented by the economic regional factors in the selected destinations playing
an important role for sustainable tourism development in them. Considering small local tourism
entrepreneurs as the most important regional factors for sustainable tourism development in these
areas and in order to reach the above formulated goals and objectives, the research is based on
the study of small local tourism entrepreneurs which have been chosen according to the following
method:
−

local establishments which are characteristic for the tourism destination (the destination is
closely related to these enterprises. Mecavnik and Sirogojno are known through their tourist
complex and ethno-village which, of course, cannot be considered as small enterprises due
to their high level of management and involved resources);

−

local establishments which show such characteristics so as to be considered important for
sustainable tourism (usually these characteristics come from their internal structure-
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organisation, based on family-run business with clear connections with the community, local
traditions and cultural importance such members, especially the old ones, who can “tell the
story of the place, of local people, etc”. For example in Babino the fish farming uses antique
techniques in production, such as the separation of the different species of fish fry with the
help of a goose feather, in Brajcino the owner-manager of a guest-house produces some
jams following the old recipes of local monks, and so on).
Of course activities not belonging to the local life-style, such as fast-food shops, new bar, etc.,
were not included in the studied entrepreneurs comprising: 5 restaurants, 10 restaurants+rooms, 7
hotels, 28 guest-houses, 1 association, 1 etno-village, 2 other firms.
1.5 Research method
This study due to its complexity is base on both a quantitative approach and the qualitative
one. One of the most used methods for information collecting is the survey method, including
questionnaire-survey (quantitative) and semi-structured interviews (qualitative). For this reason, the
primary data were obtained through direct observations, questionnaires and interviews. A data
control method was introduced both in the design phase and the operational one. The secondary
data come from books, websites, official records and publications and academic journals. Obtained
quantitative and qualitative information was further processed and analysed to outline the
characteristics of the studied establishments, the existing relationships among private and public
subjects and the public support of local tourism development. Not least, the data were shown
through tables, figures and a specific method that I called the diagram of the circles.
1.6 Structure of the dissertation
This dissertation is divided into seven chapters as follows:
Chapter 1: Introduction. This chapter presents a brief description of the main aspects of the
dissertation such as its topic and the reasons for choosing this topic, the research aim as well as
the research hypotheses, objectives and method. Finally, it outlines the structure of the dissertation
as well as the difficulties and limitations of the present research. The chapter ends with the
acknowledgments.
Chapter 2: Literature review. This part provides the review of the current literature related to
sustainable tourism with particular emphasis on the economic dimension of sustainability.
According to the research aims, literature sources about management, profit and the reasons
which lead the implementation of sustainable practices by firms are described.
Chapter 3: Theoretical and methodological background and study. Firstly it describes the main
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definitions, theories and concepts which represents the theoretical background of the present
study. Secondly it shows a brief description about the sample as well as the method used to collect
primary and secondary data research. The central part of the chapter is focused on the description
of the data processing and analysis and the simulation. Finally it presents the advantages and
disadvantages of the methodology in order to give suggestion for future tourism surveys.
Chapter 4: Theoretical model. This chapter shows and explains the theoretical model developed to
reach the research objectives. It also describes a graphical method to show and analyse the
relationships between areas, public and private subjects and their measures and actions.
Chapter 5: Field of research. It is focused on the description of the studied tourism destinations
and the explanation of the reasons for choosing them. The chapter puts great emphasis on the
explanation of the characteristics of the countries and the villages which can affect the economic
aspect of local establishments. The comparison is done through the description of the destinations
by local websites including the opinions of the respondents and the author.
Chapter 6: Findings and analysis. It presents the results of the research, especially those related
to local establishments which are considered among the main regional factors for local tourism
development. Moreover, it describes the author’s analysis done in order to prove the three
research hypotheses. Finally a simulation of the economic effects on the entrepreneurs studied
from applying the theoretical method to the findings is shown. The effects on local businesses and
tourism by the characteristics of the countries and the villages are shown at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 7: Conclusion. It summarises the main concepts of each chapter and it also provides
suggestions and recommendations in order to make the implementation of sustainable practices
possible and economically profitable for local tourism small enterprises as regional factors for
sustainable tourism development. Finally, it shows and explains the difficulties and limitations of
this research in order to give suggestions for further similar studies.
1.7 Difficulties and limitations of the research
The research was characterized by several difficulties and limitations which mainly come from
these four fields:

− the limited resources available. No public or private institutions has supported this research
which was developed thanks to the work by Prof. Maria Vodenska, the author and his
friends who live in the studied countries. It can be described as nice compromise between
low resources and great enthusiasm; the knowledge that we were doing an important thing
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gave us the needed energy. However the limited available resources led to some limitations
especially related:
−

to the low sample size. The research findings represent the whole tourism
entrepreneurs in the studied villages. Despite the high number of the studied
villages, ten, most of them have shown a local economy characterized by a
very low number of entrepreneurs related/involved in tourism.

−

to the lack of support by experts:
−

for the translations from Italian to Macedonian, Bulgarian and
Serbian both during the interviews and the design/translation of
the questionnaires;

−

for the analysis of the laws related to economic and trade sectors
of the three countries, as well as the behaviours, problems, limits,
etc. of small businesses.

− the research field involving three different countries. The main problems related to the
studied countries were related to the different languages and the transfers always by car
often on roads difficult and slow to go. Moreover the different working hours and the
seasonality of some tourism destinations led to organize several visits and this fact has
meant higher costs and much more time needed. Lack of local scanner was often a great
obstacle in delivering the material.

− the research topic. Research topic, belonging to economic field, often needed knowledge
and data which were unknown by the respondents. The author has envisioned this fact, so
during the design of the questionnaire-survey he chosen easy questions from the point of
view of knowledge in economic field. However the situation found was worse than the
envisioned ones.

− the difficulties in understanding the reason of this research by most of respondents.
Sometimes the respondents, especially the older ones, have considered the questionnairesurvey as a loss of time only aimed to scientific reasons. This fact needed a great effort
especially from the local contacts of the author both for the organizations of the meetings
and the interviews.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The study and analysis of the concepts which characterized the topics of this research
through the use of the main literature sources about the economical aspect of sustainable tourism
is necessary. The first part of this chapter shows a brief description of the development of the
concept of sustainable tourism starting from the growing concept of environment protection and
social equity in the 1980s.
In these years when the environmental issues are assuming greater importance, to think of
the mere physical aspects of alternative tourism is restrictive. There is the risk to lose the true
significance of sustainability as a possible or even the only real opportunity of investment based on
local development, born from the long-term vision that covers diversity and the fundamental points
of a strategy of development and conservation of the well-being of all local communities.
The tolerance of the environment and the economic and social balance become in this way
the foundations on which to stimulate and reinforce the concept of local development. The Eighties
signalled the start of the reporting of the damage caused to the environment by tourism which was
considered “smokeless industry” until the Sixties. To oppose the trends of mass tourism,
institutions and individual countries started to elaborate programs and documents outlining
principles of sustainable development from the mid-Eighties.
In 1987, the Brundtland Report was the basis for the WTO's definition of sustainable
tourism:
to be extremely brief, development is sustainable when it satisfies the current economic needs of
the present tourists and host areas without compromising the ability of the future generation to
satisfy theirs. In a few words, environment protection doesn't mean a limit for development, but it's
the condition to obtain a durable development.
The whole tourism industry is based on natural resources therefore tourism businesses, in
particular local ones, have to switch their profits to preserve them otherwise tourism will suffer in
the future. Hence the idea of sustainability is not more than sustaining the profit (Higgins and
Desbiolle, 2009).
Some other definitions of sustainable tourism and a large debate about that originating from
most representatives of the scientific community (e.g. Butler, 1998-9 and Sharpley, 2000) and
international institutions have characterized the following years. However, up to now this debate
didn't lead to a widely accepted definition of sustainable tourism (Mowforth and Munt, 2009) and
many questions are still opened, such as the way to determine values and indicators of
sustainability (Manning, 1999) and especially the economic ones. Among them is the basic
question if sustainability is a way to increase profit (Higgins and Desbiolles, 2009) or is a moral
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duty (Javis, Simcock and Weeden, 2010). Of course, lack of accepted definition of sustainable
tourism is a great obstacle in regulating sustainability (Mowforth and Munt, 2009).
A clarification about the variables representing indicators of sustainability is necessary,
because the different perceptions and interpretations among stakeholders of this topic influences
their decision-making (Mowforth and Munt, 2009).
With the passage of time a multitude of more or less recognized definitions of sustainable
tourism have been suggested by the main authors and academic meetings, but a further full review
about these documents is not necessary for the purpose of this research and some of them have
been already mentioned in Chapter 1. In nutshell they outline a concept which involves the
following aspects:
−

the economic value for the operators involved;

−

the duration over time of the economic value;

−

the safeguarding of the environment;

−

the guardianship and the responsibility towards the community and the cultural values of
the area.
With the development of the concept of ‘sustainability’ it is desirable to overcome the idea

of alternative tourism as a mere physical activity mainly related to natural and cultural aspects
and/or variables. During the last years, economic terms have increased their importance and now
they are among the central points of sustainable tourism as well as the territory development and
the local well-being which depend on small local businesses. According to this concept strong
measures in support to the survival and development of local sustainable entrepreneurs, which can
be considered one of the main regional factors for sustainable tourism development, would be
obvious. Instead, to date, most of the existing studies are focused on the aspects which regard the
local community and the environment preservation: a full study about the economic aspect of small
local tourism enterprises is missing. Of course, the present literature introduces some important
and interesting items, some of them cited below to the basic principles of the author's idea, but it
can be stated that from the economic point of view, their contribution for the survival and
development of local businesses has not been sufficient.
The earlier paragraph shows that many documents consider local small businesses as the
drivers of local development. However the economical needs of these regional factors are
mentioned only in a few documents-publications, which, in any case, don't include concrete
measures to help sustainable entrepreneurs. The present lack or insufficient studies and statistical
data about the economic characteristics of this type of entrepreneurs is another evidence about the
low attention that research gives to this topic. For this reason the present literature analysis is
focused on the economical aspects related to the topic of this research whose aim is to study the
regional factors for the development of sustainable tourism, which means to explain the
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contribution by these documents in the development and/or survival of local small businesses.
Conclusions are drawn on the strengths and weaknesses of the suggested contributions
regarding the topic and the aim of this research and its related theoretical model.
2.2 Sustainability dimensions
Implementation of sustainable practices is the subject of discussions by many authors.
These studies led to different definitions of sustainability in tourism with the consequence that
different approaches about sustainability by the main authors have been proposed.
Most of the literature sources reflect the three main dimensions of sustainability in business:
economic, social and environmental (Figge and Hahn, 2006). However the analysis is often limited
to the environmental ones (Robert and Tribe, 2008).
Kernel (2005) has written that environment protection can represent the first step of
sustainability development but never the final one which has to include the socio-cultural
dimensions of local community. This definition of sustainability outlines the low attention toward the
economical aspect, which is probably included by the author into the socio-cultural dimension.
According to the concepts regarding sustainability, due to its importance, it has to be directly
mentioned and not included into another macro-category and related to small businesses and not
only to local community. Sustainability was born from natural environment and up to now this basic
assumption has not changed.
Currently there is a great deal of research about socio, cultural and environmental aspects
of sustainability and the economic ones are often switched toward the community as a whole
without the right attention and care of small local businesses needs which represent the basis of
sustainable tourism and, according to the author's idea, one of the main regional factors for
sustainable tourism development. Even though sustainable tourism is important for local economy
of rural areas, the study of the economical needs and assumptions of local businesses still remains
relatively neglected by many researchers. Of course some authors studied this problem and some
investigations about that exist, but they are not so deep and detailed like those about the other
aspects of sustainability (Dodds and Buther, 2009, Landrum and Edwardsm, 2009, Robert and
Tribe, 2008), etc. In any case these have a very low impact on sustainable tourism development.
In conclusion, this chapter is focused on the study of the economical survival and
development of local small businesses and even a small summary of social and environmental
dimensions, due to the plethora of available researches about these, needs too much space and
risks to be useless for the aim of this research. Hence, the literature review is limited to the
economical dimension of sustainability considering, in particular, the most common publications
related to the economical aspect of sustainable firms. The studied articles are not so many due to
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the low number of the existing research about this topic and the limits in using the scientific databases. In order to make an easier presentation, the studied articles are divided into two categories:

− management oriented which includes the authors who have written about the general
aspects of sustainable firms such as management, internal-structure, organization, etc.;

− profit oriented which, instead, shows the articles about the economical aspects of these
enterprises, such as costs, investments, revenues, etc.
The matter can be shown by the following figure:
Economic dimension

Literature related to the
principles of local economy, etc.

Management

Profit

Literature related to management,
organization, etc, in sustainable tourism

Literature related to costs, revenues,
investments, etc, in sustainable tourism

Moral-ethical
reasons

Economic reasons

Figure (2-1) Literature scheme
2.2.2 Economic dimension
Regarding the economic standpoint a very important declaration was made by Robert and
Tribe (2008) who have written that sustainability refers to the businesses' skills to make profit in
order to ensure the development and/or survival of local economy: they give to sustainability its
right economic role.
Growing local economy leads both to positive aspects such as new job opportunities,
demographic growth, higher local taxes etc., but also negative ones such as more pollution, traffic
and potential social tensions between the locals and tourists. However it's needed that local
businesses reach the right corporate probability and internal financial stability (Landrum and
Edwards, 2009). These authors introduce the concept of right revenues, but they don't give
suggestions about its level. The author didn't find any contributions about the measures of the
“right level of corporate probability”, but on the basis of the following considerations:
−

sustainable tourism can be orchestrated by small entrepreneurs, for example family-run
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businesses or non-profit agencies;
−

the profit assumes a less central position in sustainable tourism, outside the logic followed
by companies that pursue maximum profit;

− the profit has to be necessary and sufficient to induce an entrepreneur to start up a
business, or to continue running it
it's reasonable to state that profit has to allow the payment of the human factors at least. The
determination of the right profit is very important in order to fix the minimum target of the applied
measures. Some researchers recognize that ethical concern is more felt by small firms than the
large ones. Spence and Rutherford (2000) said that small entrepreneurs go beyond normal
business motivations of being profit driven.
Again, Ateljevic and Doorne (2000) state that lifestyle entrepreneurs often reject economic
growth opportunities and that this is an expression of their socio-political ideology. In author's
opinion these concepts can be accepted only when local entrepreneurs have reached the level of
profit as shown earlier, because the survival of these regional factors for sustainable tourism
development depends on economic reasons and not on social ones like for no-profit subjects.
Management
The demand for more sustainable tourism products has been growing for the last few years
(Dodds and Joppe, 2005), but the implementation of sustainable practices depends on several
aspects among them those related to the characteristics and limits of local enterprises are very
important.
The role played by people in the application of sustainable practices depends on the
consideration that sustainability is not a business strategy but a new life-style which of course
involves social and ethical aspects as well as integration in the community (Kernel, 2005).
Sustainable business practices have positive effects on management especially when they
are fully integrated into the businesses' strategy (Larson, 2000). This is a very interesting
declaration and these words have heavy effects on sustainable entrepreneurs. In fact the business
project based on the principles of sustainability means a road without return due to the implications
in management, investment etc. which follow the implementation of sustainable practices. An
important consideration follows: a public institution which brings local entrepreneurs in the
implementation of sustainable practices, has to introduce the measures and/or support to these
firms, whose failure could have great effects in local economy.
Sustainability has to be considered by persons involved in businesses as the basis of the
company process (Landrum and Edwards, 2009), which has to be monitored in the future
(Blackburn, 2007). These authors confirm the previous observation and introduce the need to
ensure the true application of sustainable principles throughout the life of the firm. Of course it's
connected with the certification of sustainability (this matter will be shown in Chapter 4).
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Implementation of sustainable practices is often hindered by the lack of readiness of
entrepreneurs and their employees to go through the process of change: personal attitudes
represent the most serious barriers to change in business (Dewhurt and Thomas, 2003).
Entrepreneurs well know that the introduction of new techniques, including the
management, usually takes a lot of time and often leads to great/new problems into the internal
organization (La Lopa and Day, 2011). If employees don't understand the benefits of sustainability,
the changes tend to work slower (Le and Hollendshrt, 2005). These observations are an obvious
consequence of the lack of knowledge, both in economic and technical fields, which represents
one of the main obstacles for the implementation of sustainable practices. However without more
friendly policies toward a higher professionalism of small firms, this barrier would not be removed.
The statistical data of the present survey conducted in 10 villages of Bulgaria, Macedonia
and Serbia, show that small local entrepreneurs and their workers are characterized by very low
knowledge level in all fields: from the basic economy to management, from foreign language to
marketing, etc. Of course, it's not the good assumption to involve them in a true sustainable
business and high public resources have to be focused on this question.
(Assenova and Georgiev 2013), hoteliers from rural areas generally do not have knowledge
and good access to new technologies (regarding solar thermal, biomass heat pumps), due to the
lack of information at local level. These technologies are also more expensive and because of the
electronic control and components less reliable and need more expensive servicing.
Lack of knowledge and professionalism by local businesses, due to its complexity and the
characteristics of local private subjects, can be solved only through programmes which involve
different levels of government, while in reality there is a lack of coordination between government
bodies as stated by Lickorish (1991) and Singh (1999).
In the same direction, (Vodenska and Assenova, 2013) “for the implementation of
sustainable tourism development concept it's necessary to establish a permanent relation between
the national and the regional sustainable tourism development policies and the investment
programs of the private tourism sector” and “in conclusion, it can be pointed out that on the one
hand, sustainable development is impossible without the participation of both private and public
sector”. While chapter 6 “Findings and analysis” will show that the involvement of local public
subjects in the life of local small businesses doesn't quite exist.
Again, sustainable tourism development requires close coordination with other sectors
including taxation, transformation, housing, social development, environmental protection and
resource management (Butler, 2009).
Profit
To date, there is a debate, among the main authors, about the reasons for adopting
sustainable business practices by local enterprises. Usually these reasons can be divided into
moral-ethical reasons and economic ones.
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Moral-ethical reasons.
Among the authors who state that the implementation of sustainable practices depends on
moral and ethical reasons rather than economic ones, are:
Tzschentke (2004) and Javis, Simcock and Weeden (2010) have written that the
implementation of sustainable business practices are dependant on the moral desire to contribute
to the well-being of society.
Bansal and Roth (2000) are other authors who accept the idea that ethical criteria move
entrepreneurs toward sustainable practices. Their research has shown that there are many
subjects who were truly concerned for the environment. In particular they noted that small
businesses closely connected with their owners show a high desire to contribute to environmental
preservation.
Dewhurst and Thomas (2003) have written that entrepreneurs who apply sustainable
practices are often driven by non-economic motives.
Opposed to them, are the group of authors who consider the economic advantages the
reason which moves entrepreneurs toward sustainability.
Economic reasons
Economic reasons are supported by Miller and Twining (2005) who have written about the
commercial interest related to sustainability.
Alternative tourism is driven by small local businesses (Carter, 1993) which are based on
the human factor: the work of the owner and his employees prevail over the capital aspect.
In any case it has to be noted that, despite the fact that sustainable entrepreneurs don't put
profits in the central position of their strategy, basic economical rules have to be satisfied and
usually moral aims don't belong to businesses. The idea that the adoption of sustainable practices
comes from moral/ethical reasons, is probably far from reality, especially during a period of
economic crisis when the survival is the main goal for entrepreneurs. Moral questions can be
accepted, but only after that the economical conditions for the survival of the firm are achieved.
From his experience as an accountant the author have learned that both small and big
entrepreneurs are mainly interested about their profit and also the actions which seem to be moral
ones, are based on the goal to make money, which always represents (at different levels) the main
reason for their investments and efforts. Again, entrepreneurs who have the true desire to
contribute to environmental preservation are few and they cannot represent the tourism businesses
as a whole. In the same direction think Figge and Hahn (2006) who give the issue the right
economic approach: entrepreneurs contribute to sustainability only if the expenses are lower than
the perceived benefits.
Tzschentke (2004) states that one of the main reasons for the implementation of
sustainable practices is the reduction of costs by increasing operational efficiency.
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Miller (2001) states that entrepreneurs don't take responsible initiatives unless it becomes
economically beneficial. It's easy to see that, through these words, the authors want to connect the
implementation of sustainable practices by small businesses to the profit coming from them.
Further analysis outlines the fact that the commercial interest and the benefits of
sustainable practices, especially in the accommodation sector, come from a reduction of operating
costs (Landrum and Edwards, 2009; Hobson and Essex, 2001; Hitchcock and Willard, 2009)
through the saving of water, energy and a better waste disposal (Tzschentke, 2004).
Although these approaches relate sustainability to the concept of profit, they cannot be
totally accepted at least for the following reasons.
Usually, this hypothesis needs some measures based on recycling of materials and energyconservation systems, which have positive effects in environmental preservation, while, due to the
high related investments, they don't ensure a cost reduction especially in short time.
The question of the short term goals
Some barriers in the implementation of sustainable practices often depend on the short
term objectives both for private and public subjects (short term focus is supported by Godfrey 1996
and Tosun 2001).
Short time attention is focused on the community needs in terms of job creation and
development for growth (Butler and Dodds, 2009) instead of an equal priority with environmental
and social concerns. The importance of short term goals, which mean fast economic gain, is
confirmed by Graci, (2010). Sustainability invests in the future, but doesn't have to forget the
present. Hence, at the end, these measures, which should have an economical nature, have
effects exclusively on the environmental aspect (Swarbrooke, 1999).
Usually, most businesses are oriented toward short-term strategies and especially when
entrepreneurs have low resources they need to reach financial and economical balances in short
time. Instead sustainability is based on practices which give their results in long-term. The different
time horizon between the business rules and the sustainability ones is one of the main obstacles in
implementation of sustainable practices and its solution through specific measures is necessary.
The central position of short -term strategy in tourism is confirmed by Haaland & Aas (2010) who
have written that short-term financial reasons lead to choose easy solutions, but in the long run this
might work against them.
Another author who criticised cost-reduction through environmental practices when these
are the only reasons or basis for their strategy is Knowles, (1999).
The author totally agrees with those researchers who include the high costs of technologies for
energy-conservation among the main obstacles in implementation of sustainable practices
(Swarbrooke, 1999 and Bohdanowicz, 2003).
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Butler (2008) states that operating costs may be neutral or less expensive than
conventional ones. May be with the passage of time, sustainable practices will become less
expensive than conventional ones, but now the high level of related investments, the not quite
friendly government policy and the high interest bank rates don't allow us to consider this
hypothesis as possible in the near future.
Several other important authors raise the same concern:
−

implementation and investments in sustainable business practices are prohibitively
expensive (Bohdanowicz and Martinac, 2003, Butler, 2008, La Lopa and Day, 2011)
especially for the subjects with limited resources;

−

new investments in environmental protection may not provide a financial return (Tilley,
2000).
It has to be noted that the results of the present survey show that small entrepreneurs focus

their investments in material goods, especially in buildings and equipments. Hence it's reasonable
to suppose that the manager would have a friendly approach to the implementation of sustainable
practices when he is supported by public measures related to material goods.
As shown in the previous paragraphs, lack of knowledge is an obstacle for the
implementation of sustainable practices. Speaking about the techniques related to the recycling of
materials and energy-conservation systems, such as solar power, etc., which quite often are one of
the main parts of the sustainable approach, this lack is increased due to the specific skills needed.
Regarding this matter the management often has a negative approach: Assenova (2012) “the
senior management of hotel is reluctant to invest in its personnel due to fear that this investment
will be lost with a high probability”.
These techniques are known by tourism entrepreneurs, but their knowledge how to dispose
of them are inadequate (Graci, 2010). Lack of public support, the low level of general information of
environmental concept by public institutions (Sloan, 2003) and high complexity of sustainable
practices (Berry and Ladkin, 1997) are often considered among the main barriers to the
development of sustainable ideas.
Again, some authors (Jarvis, Simcock and Weeden, 2010) state that energy and water
saving etc., doesn't often mean lower prices for a sustainable holiday. The approach by these
authors seems to be critical toward entrepreneurs who don't consider sustainability as a way to
reduce their price and overestimate the number of clients who are willing to pay more for
sustainability. Some authors outline a contradiction between the price and the sustainable
consumer behaviour. While sustainable behaviour is increasing, only a small part of consumers is
willing to pay more for sustainable tourism products. This contradiction about consumer's intentions
and actions comes from some studies such as those conducted by Font (2003) and Miller (2001).
This contradiction can be explained by Dodds and Joppe (2005) who have seen that most
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consumers believe that sustainable behaviour belongs to the tourism operator's task.
According the author's opinion the question of the price is not dealt well and so it leads to
wrong conclusions. Sustainable tourism is a way to preserve and develop local economy through
the implementation of several rules and principles. From the management standpoint, they mean a
great effort and energy spending from small local businesses, which often cannot overcome the
related obstacles, without a specific public support. Sustainability cannot be seen as a way to
make cheap tourism: lower prices can come from the using and saving of local resources, but they
cannot be the main aim of the development of sustainability. High level of profit is one of the most
important conditions for the survival and development of the regional factors for the implementation
of sustainable business practices, whose efforts must be focused on the economic success of local
tourism businesses.
Among the studied literature sources, Rojo (2009) proposes an interesting approach. He
notes that natural resources are considered to be public good therefore investing in their
preservation doesn't bring direct economic benefits to the company. This statement leads to the
concept which supports the central position of the author's idea: culture, tradition, natural beauties
are a collective heritage, hence their preservation belongs to the public function. These resources
are the basis of small local businesses, but for small local businesses they are a tool, often the
main condition, to make profit which is the basis for every enterprise.
It cannot be forgotten that the behaviours and the choices by entrepreneurs often depend
on the so called communitarian view. According to Portney, (2003) often what is good for the
community in aggregate is not always the simple sum total of what is good for each of the
individuals in that community. The protection of common resources (beach, water etc.) will never
be fully achieved because the problem is that there is usually no incentive for individuals, acting
purely in pursuit of the short-term, self-interested bargain to use less air or water (Butler and
Dodds, 2009).
Sustainability is considered by business an important marketing tool (Le & Hollenhorst, 2005). This
approach can be surely accepted. However it has both positive and negative aspects:
−

helps the development of sustainable practices thanks to the positive image on tourism
market which comes from the “green”;

−

needs high financial resources to have the best benefits, which often are not available for
small local businesses;

−

may mean a disappointment for the tourist-consumer due to the lack of certification in
sustainable businesses which allows everyone to use the title of “sustainable”.
The following chapter 4 will show a brief explanation about the role played by certification in

the implementation of sustainable practices. Buckley (2002) emphasizes the importance of the
certification in eco-tourism that distinguishes the approved products and organizations from the not
approved ones and the author considers the certification one of the most important assumptions to
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the consumer satisfaction. Some international organizations give a sustainable certification to firms
which apply/follow some specific principles, but often this certification requires a great bureaucratic
work and solid financial resources (Javis, Simcock, Weeden, 2010). Hence small and medium size
companies quite often fail in adopting sustainable tourism practices (Javis, Simcock, Weeden,
2010). The low available resources of small tourism entrepreneurs in rural areas, as well as the
bureaucratic costs are considered a great obstacle in the implementation of sustainable practices.
So a very important question should be answered. How can we think that small local businesses,
which are considered the drivers of local economy development, are able to develop full
sustainability if they don't even have the resources to pay the bureaucratic costs-investments?
2.3 Conclusion
It can be concluded that scientific literature is mainly focused on social and environmental
dimension of sustainability, while the economical one is neglected. A simple analysis of the studied
approaches seems to outline the well-being of local community disconnected from the
development and survival of local small businesses which is quite always forgotten by the
suggested measures. Literature and research are rich in environmental, cultural and social
dimensions and also the few existing studies about the economical aspect of sustainability are
quite always related to these dimensions.
Only a few contributions about economical dimension exist and they are related to the
community and not to small local businesses which, at the same time, is considered to be the
drivers of development of local tourism by most researchers and one of the main regional factors
for sustainable tourism development by the author. Of course this is a great contradiction: from one
hand they state the importance of this type of subjects for local economy and from the other hand
they don't give the right attention towards the economical survival of these subjects-factors. I'm
quite sure to state that most of the studied literature sources don't address the central topic
regarding the implementation of sustainable practices. Only through the introduction of some
measures able to make sustainable tourism a profitable strategy, local small entrepreneurs will be
interested to invest in sustainable practices. It's a difficult issue to be solve, because, from the
economical standpoint, the characteristics of sustainability lead to several problems-limits for small
local entrepreneurs, three of them having a large impact on sustainable tourism development:

− sustainability is a long-term strategy;
Sustainability is based on a long-term vision while small local entrepreneur's vision is a
short-term one, in particular about economical dimensions. This problem can be solved only
through a measures' system based on a strong cooperation between public and private subjects
which, to date, doesn't exist. In this case the barrier in implementing sustainable practices is the
attributed economic priority over social and environmental concerns (Butler and Dodds, 2009) and
they also depend on political governance's short term which is not long enough to achieve
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sustainable tourism policy goals.

− sustainability needs high investments, both in assets and in management;
The present chapter outlines that a part of literature publications states that these
investments are limits which cannot be exceeded by small entrepreneurs. The information
collected through my statistical research show that small local entrepreneurs are characterized by
low knowledge in management and low available resources. The implementation of sustainable
practices needs both some economical conditions and some assumptions such as sensitiveness,
futuristic vision, etc., which quite always are not held by the small businesses in rural areas.
−

sustainability is a way to preserve collective heritage;
It has been explained, in several parts of this dissertation, that environmental protection,

preservation of local culture etc., cannot be the core business for any type of firm: they can be a
form of good management, they can be the basis of the business strategy, but they never can be
the main goal. To imagine an entrepreneur who develops his business to preserve the collective
heritage, means to make demagogy and upset the principles and rules of the private business.
Demagogy is when we say that sustainability needs a business strategy fully integrated with the
sustainable practices, or when we acknowledge that the implementation of sustainable practices
needs too many resources, which are often not available for small local businesses and, at the
same time, public institutions don't introduce good measures in support to the entrepreneurs who
have chosen sustainability.
Regarding these three points, the studied literature doesn't give any solutions: economic
aspects are considered a big obstacle in developing sustainable tourism, but no solutions are
proposed. However some authors state that these problems related to the first two points exist,
while none puts the right attention on the last one which, in author's opinion, represents one of the
central points of the question.
Lack of statistical data about the economical characteristics of small local tourism
entrepreneurs evidences the low attention given by researchers to this type of subjects. This
situation represents a great contradiction and outlines that a large part of the authors is myopic
with respect to the economic aspects of this important regional factor for tourism development.
Especially in this period characterized by great changing, a heavy economic crisis, etc.,
research cannot be limited to just noting the problems (often not even this) but it must answer the
questions and try to solve the problems. In author's opinion the studied literature doesn't put the
economic aspect in the central position of the question and doesn't give a concrete contribution to
make the basis for the development and survival of sustainable tourism.
The aim of the present research is to give a contribution in filling this gap and solving these
issues, through the analysis of the economical characteristics of these enterprises and the
development of an approach which makes sustainable tourism a profitable economical practice.
The author is absolutely sure that the implementation of sustainable tourism and its survival
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in the future depend on the profit which this long-term view will ensure to the subjects involved. He
confirms his agreement with what was explained earlier through a scheme which is very used by
numerous websites. It states that the characteristics of sustainable tourism can be outlined as
follows:
−

durable, it's focused on the preservation of local resources to ensure the economical
exploitation by future generations;

−

sized on environment, its exploitation level of local resources has to ensure the
environment preservation;

−

integrated, it makes a system with other local economic activities;

−

planned, it's a part of the planning of local development;

−

participated, it has to involve all local subjects both in economic planning and in economic
advantages;

−

vital for local economy, it's focused on the well-being of local community.
From the economic point of view, analysis of these points leads to consider sustainable

tourism as an investment for the future without considering the right importance of the present local
economy. It seems that the profit (in general the economical aspect) of local tourism entrepreneurs
is always sacrificed in favour of the future survival of the investments in environment protection, the
well-being of local community, etc.
This project/assumption can be pursued by public subjects, but it cannot belong to private
economy without specific private and public measures and supports for local tourism
entrepreneurs. This scheme confirms what has been explained earlier and, in author's opinion,
another point, maybe the most important among them, must be added to the list:

− according to management rules, small local businesses is among the main regional factors
for sustainable tourism development, hence the development of local small tourism
entrepreneurs has to agree with the principles of good management, which in other words
means to establish the basis of a profitable economic activity in order to ensure the right
profit to local tourism entrepreneurs (survival-development of the regional factors) and to
attract new ones in the area (development of the regional factors).
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CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND AND STUDY
3.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is the description of the theories and concepts which represents the
theoretical background of the present study, the presentation and explanation of the research
method as well as the implementation of the research design.
In principle, quantitative and qualitative methods, due to their specific principles, are
considered incompatible. However research methods and research designs which combine these
methods are very much used (Bryman, 2006) in order to have a better understanding of the
questions related to complex data. In order to answer the three research hypotheses the method
used needs the collection of both numeric data, which are found through the questionnaire-survey
(quantitative) and information based on the personal feeling of the locals which can be obtained
only with semi-structured interviews (qualitative). The comparison between the findings from these
methods leads to the confirmation or rejection of the research hypotheses as well as to a better
view of the question. After the description of the theoretical background, the chapter will be
focused on the briefly explanation of the field of research (further information about the field of
research are to be found in Chapter 5), on the sampling, on the quantitative and qualitative
methods used the questionnaire-survey and the collection of the data-information, on the data
processing and analysis and on the data representation. The chapter will end with the explanation
of the advantages and disadvantages of the used methodology.
3.2 Research background
In order to show the theoretical background of the present study, the main definitions,
theories and concepts considered by the author, are divided into two parts:
−

main definitions and document about sustainable tourism;

−

some economic theories and concepts which were the basis of most important parts and
concepts of this research.
3.2.1 Sustainable tourism
In these years, when the environmental issues are assuming greater importance, to think of

the mere physical aspects of alternative tourism is restrictive, and risks losing the true significance
of the concept agreed upon as a possible or even the only real opportunity of investment based on
local development, born of the long-term vision (talking about the Eighties) that covers diversity
and the fundamental points of a strategy of development and conservation of the well-being of all
local communities. The tolerance of the environment as well as the economic and social balance
become in this way the foundations on which to stimulate and reinforce the concept of local
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development. The Eighties signalled the start of the reporting of the damage caused to the
environment by tourism. To oppose the trends of mass tourism, institutions and individual
countries, mostly in the Mediterranean zone, started to elaborate programs and documents
outlining principles of sustainable development from the end of the Fifties.
One of the first generic definitions of sustainable tourism was given in 1987 by the World
Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) for the Brundtland report:
“To be extremely brief, development is sustainable when it satisfies the current economic needs
without compromising the ability of the future generation to satisfy theirs”.
It was the beginning of many other documents about sustainable tourism which appeared in
the following years. Among them the most famous were:
The World Tourism organization (OMT) proposed a more complete definition (1988):
“Tourist activities are sustainable when they develop in a way that maintains the essentials of a
tourist area for an unlimited length of time, when they do not alter the natural, social and cultural
environment and they do not obstruct or inhibit the development of other economic activities
present in the area”.
In 1992, during the Rio de Janeiro summit, the famous Agenda 21 was adopted: a global
intervention programme approved by the United Nations conference.
In 1995 the Conference on Sustainable tourism of Lanzarote declared that tourism has to
be based on sustainable principles.
The WTO paper of 1996 analyses the basic principles for sustainable development, one
year after they are brought to light in the famous Berlin Declaration:
“It is necessary to monitor and manage at a local level in order to ensure the lasting development
of tourism”.
During the international conference in 1997, “Tourism and Sustainable Development in the
Mediterranean Basin” some measures were identified to reduce consumption of water and energy
supplies, to reduce production of waste and to promote the conservation of cultural traditions and
local creativity.
In 1999 the United Nations Commission for Sustainable Development emphasised the
necessity to harmonise the national strategies regarding sustainable tourism according to Agenda
21, and the Worldwide Code of Ethics for Tourism was signed. This document, approved by the
WTO, provides the guiding principles of investment to encourage the creation of responsible and
sustainable development of worldwide tourism.
In 2001 the International Conference of Sustainable Tourism in Rimini concluded with a
document which recommends:
“Encouraging the participation of all parties involved in tourism, reinforcing the management,
projection and planning which is integrated and sustainable, as well as the promotion of
sustainable alternatives for seasonal mass tourism and interventions to remake destinations in a
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sustainable sense, ensuring good management of the environmental and social heritage of the
localities involved and reinforcing every activity focused on raising awareness of the parties
involved in tourist systems with the aim of positively promoting their active role”.
In November 2001 the European Union intervened with a publication on sustainability
entitled “A Co-operative Approach for the Future of European Tourism” in which, in order to
accomplish what was established in Agenda 21.
Also in 2001 was the VI Community Programme of Action on the subject of the environment
which promoted the integration of main environmental themes of every policy contributing in this
way to the reinforcement of the concept of sustainability.
It is appropriate to recall the Johannesburg Environmental Summit of 2002 that pressed for
a large commitment on the part of the international community in the accomplishment of the
programmes suggested in Agenda 21 adopted in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro.
Analysing the definitions proposed, it seems clear that through the concept of sustainable
tourism does not represent a new form of tourism that can be fitted in alongside the already
existing options, but is a rational evolution of the concept of alternative tourism, based on some
further, and perhaps obvious, specifications, synthesised as follows:
−

the economic value for the operators involved;

−

the duration over time of the economic value;

−

the safeguarding of the environment;

− the guardianship and the responsibility towards the community and for the cultural values of
the area.
This position concords with that sustained by Holden: alternative tourism can be considered
as a sort of synonym of sustainable tourist development (Holden 2000).
With the introduction of the concept of ‘sustainability’ it is hence desirable to overcome the
idea of alternative tourism as a mere physical activity, instead placing it as a central element of a
strategy for the lasting development of the territory, including in economic terms.
The necessity of a development which is sustainable originates from the observation that if
the current level of exploitation of the resources, above all the natural resources, is too high then it
will not be possible to guarantee them for future generations (Butler 1998).
Thanks to these documents and contributions which have changed the way to interpret the
relationships between tourism, environment, local economy and resources, sustainable tourism
became one of the main development priorities of local, national and international authorities. This
research, combining the present scientific contributions about sustainable tourism with the
professional experience in tourism administration of the author, aims to give some concrete
indications in order to ensure the economic support-help to local tourism businesses considered to
be, by the author, among the main regional factors for sustainable tourism development.
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3.2.2 Economic theories
Business administration defines the firm as a bundle of goods and people organized by the
entrepreneur in order to produce goods and/or services which will satisfy human needs. Related to
this concept is profit that, as we well know, is the difference between costs and revenues. To date,
there is a large debate, among the main authors, about the role played by profit regarding the
business goal. This is not the object of the present dissertation, but a brief about this important
concept is needed. In nutshell there are three visions about the role played by profit in
management:

− the “pure profit” that considers the profit the basic goal for all enterprises, Friedman, (1967)
and Carr (1996);

− the “multi stakeholders” that introduces among the tasks of enterprises the preservation of
the interest of stakeholders regarding some themes such as the ecological and social
aspects;

− the “social directing” that introduces the concept of responsible, Sciarelli (2005).
Despite these different approaches and the growing importance of social, ethical and
environmental aspects in management, everyone agrees that profit is a necessary condition for
businesses survival. Even Pope John Paul II in his encyclical “Centesimus annus” states: profit is
an essential indicator of the good performance of the firm...but not the only one.
These concepts cannot be rejected and the author agrees with the those who consider the
profit one of the basic conditions for businesses development and survival. However, in author's
opinion, the true question related to the present research aims is the determination of the right
level of profit in order to achieve the development of local economy development as well as that of
regional factors for sustainable tourism development in accordance with the social well-being of
local community and the environment preservations. All this leads to the obvious following different
positions between mass and sustainable tourism.
Mass Tourism
By mass is literally intended a large number of people. Hence mass tourism is the form of
tourism created in order to transport and manage large volumes of people. From this descends all
the obvious commercial, operational and various other consequences that determine the
characteristic substance of this form of tourism as well as the following considerations:

− large numbers require greater capital investment and higher levels of management and
professionalism in each phase of the productive cycle: the planning-programming, the
control and management of the company systems, the management on a day to day basis;

− it is superfluous to emphasise that these qualities and prerequisites are almost always
present within the reality of big enterprise, which consists of large companies using
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resources and capital which originate from investors that do not have personal ties or
emotional attachments to the area in question;

− as it happens for all the other economic sectors, even tourism when produced in large
quantities requires a high level of standardisation of processes and the organisation of
systems, in order to obtain products which are in line with the expectations of the touristconsumers.
In many cases only the minimum necessities are offered (food, board and transport) and
the level and composition of which are based almost exclusively on the price band chosen by the
tourist. The transformation of the holiday in the tourist industry has obviously excluded the culture
and local community from the production process that is in fact carried out inside a defined
scenario of the same business organisation. This is the concept behind the organised package
holiday where the tour operator constructs the product according to their own strategy and
company culture, but always with the aim of economic profit, that then administers directly to the
client. Economic profit seems therefore to be the principle element towards which the operating
rules of industrial tourism are aimed (maximisation of the profit), the effects of which can internally
drain the system, or can transfer themselves to those nearby.
Sustainable tourism
This concept is well described in some other parts of the present dissertation, hence for the
aim of this paragraph the following summary is enough:

− small-scale agencies involved. Normally sustainable tourism implies zones on the margins
of the popular tourist circuits, characterised by rural economies and micro-structures
organised mostly on a family basis;

− small numbers of tourists are managed. The organisational limits of the business, the highly
specialised nature of the tourist proposal, the necessity of conserving the local heritage,
signify that the offer is only available to small groups of tourists, which in the majority of
cases are composed of people that know each other, who belong to the same nuclear
family or who are otherwise related;

− tourist proposals are more personalised. The type of offer represented by the local microoperators is structured on the human factors that by nature are able to adapt the offer to the
needs and expectations of the clients which as we have seen change over time and from
individual to individual;

− natural environments are respected. The natural environment is considered an
irreplaceable element of the holiday, therefore its conservation becomes an essential
condition to guarantee the future of development for tourism. Same considerations can be
made for cultural heritage and local traditions.
The following table give a brief description about the main reasonable characteristics and
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differences between mass and sustainable tourism, which will inspire the present study.
Feature
Proposal

Mass Tourism

Sustainable Tourism

Large commercial organisations
Foreign investments
High investments need the involvement of
external subjects-capitals
Non local management
The administration is entrusted to personnel
who are not from the locality
High level of professional input

Requirement

Nature of the
product

Local
relations

Programming
Management work from a base of a complex
of programmed activities
Rigidity
Pre-packaged products are delivered by the
tour operator. Choices are made from a
selection which is always defined by the TO.
High volumes of tourists
The package is designed to accommodate
and manage large numbers of tourists
Generality
Involves the “mass” of tourists
Absence of autonomy
The tourist purchases a pre-packaged
product
Passive role
The tourist is subject to the plan defined by
the tour operator
Standard
Standardised levels which are universally
required and accepted in international
settings are applied in the creation of the
company product.
Predefined
Proposals consist of products predefined by
the company. The tourist can choose from a
combination of options selected by the T.O.
Rigid
Prevalence of Capital Structure
The capital component is prevalent within the
product. The choice of the customer depends
on the structure and setting rather than on
the people who operate the holiday.
Invasiveness
The management and the mobilisation of
large numbers of people require the building
of new infrastructure, the management of
large volumes of traffic, including private and
public transport, waste management etc.
Banality
The prevalence of proposals that have a
completely commercial content trivialise the
experience of the area
Almost non-existent between tourists and
the local community
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Micro-organisations
Enterprise organised in small business or non-profit
organisations
Local investments
Local management
There are affectionate links between the manager and
the local area
Scarce professional input,
particularly in management
Improvisation
Tourist proposals do not follow a pre-arranged program
Flexibility
The content of the holiday adapts itself to the needs
and desires of the clientele.
Small numbers of tourists
The organisational structure is only capable of
accommodating small numbers of tourists
Specificity
Principally aimed at the so-called “mature” tourists
Independence
The tourist chooses unusual destinations of his own
accord in the attempt to become more autonomous
Participating role
The tourist is stimulated into playing an active, integral
part in the proposal, he is no longer seen as a passive
subject
Personalised
Every operator applies different processes to the
personal production based on his own convictions or
professional expertise.
Defined ad-hoc
The experience unfolds progressively over the course
of the holiday, according to the dialogue between hosts
and guests.
Variable
The content of the offer varies widely, the products are
highly differentiated.
Prevalence of human aspect
The product is constructed by the people who deliver it.
The operators of the local organisation assume a
fundamental role in the choices made by the client.
Respect for the environment
This is the basis of the proposal, in spite of this, as we
will observe, the phenomenon of tourism always
causes changes in the environment
Originality and Uniqueness
The proposals include aspects of a social, cultural,
religious and historical nature
Strong links between tourists and the local
community

Objectives
and
economic
aspects

The holiday takes place almost totally within
a pre-constructed, artificial zone without any
contact between customers and the local
community
Few links between companies
and local suppliers
The tour operators concentrate purchasing
on a small number of big suppliers with which
they form permanent business relations
Maximisation of profits
This is the principle aim of capital-based
societies
Protecting the local environment and
conserving local culture
Considered a restriction on the economic
development
Profits are transferred abroad
The wealth created does not remain in the
territory in which it was produced, but is
controlled by a few foreign agents who
intermediate and manage financial activities

These represent the basis of the tourist proposal

The tour operators are a part
of the local economy
A continual exchange is generated between operators
and small local suppliers
Normal profits or mutual benefits
This is the aim of the small operators and non-profit
agencies
Protecting the local environment and conserving
local culture
Considered the pivot on which the development
strategy revolves around
Majority of the profits reinvested
in the local community

Table (3-1) Differences between mass and sustainable tourism
According to these assumptions profit related to these forms of tourism can be explained as follow.
3.2.2.1 Profit
Mass tourism
Large commercial corporations that adopt the juridical systems of capital-based societies
represent organisations in which the local laws and also the management processes exist on a
separate plane to the proprietors. Normally the involvement of the proprietor-investors in the daily
life of the company is limited to the nomination of the body which is responsible for the operational
management of the company. According to universally-accepted business theories, the
presupposed base of any form of enterprise is the maximisation of profits.
Maximisation of the profit in the short-term
In the case of large capital based companies this translates to the maximisation of the
dividend paid to shareholders. It seems unnecessary to emphasise that the maximisation of profit
means to increase returns and reduce costs. In this situation, the question should be: What are the
regulations and the limits that companies should respect in the pursuit of maximising profits?
The proprietor-investor nominates the administration-managing body for a limited period (normally
three years), their task is to achieve the maximum profit possible and hence the maximum dividend
for the proprietor-investor. The future of the contract of the administering body, which means the
safeguarding of jobs inside the company, depends mostly on the results obtained in terms of
profits. In many actual companies, part of the remuneration of the administering body is linked to
the percentage of profits. If to this premise we add that in almost all cases the employees within
the administering body do not have ties to the area, or any particular interest beyond that of the job
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in hand, it is easy to imagine that the regulations and limits set down by the company management
will be only those which are compulsory by law, often interpreted in the best interests of the
company, with the approval of local administration. There is a risk of playing the demagogue in
thinking that the maximising of profits allows room for the present and future interests of the local
community, of the region and all the other factors devoid of the ability to be transformed into shortterm profits. From this there are at least two definite consequences:

− Impoverishment of the natural environment. Often the laws safeguarding the environment
are convoluted and difficult to apply, and the savings obtained by the company by not
respecting them are much higher than the penalties incurred: in many cases it suits the
company to take the risk of incurring the sanction rather than building a purification plant, or
making sure the processes already in place to safeguard the environment work in the way
they should, or separating waste, or applying procedures which are compatible with the
sustainability of the territory etc. The management has to decide between two options:
bearing higher costs (for certain), or risk a probably small sanction;

− Advantages or effects which are difficult to measure on the area. The attempt to imagine
the effects that a large resort has on the local economy of a region follows.
In the short term it is reasonable to assume an increase in local prosperity: new job
opportunities, new opportunities for enterprise, and higher revenues for local administration (if the
companies are not given an exemption for tax purposes as new investments, as often happens).
In the long term however, all the subjects involved, publicly and privately, must face up to
the negative effects caused by years of exploitation which have been produced on the natural
resources, on the social fabric and on the cultural identity of the area. The future scenarios are only
conjectures, fruits of logical processes which are subjective, and hence impossible to accept
universally. On one point, however, there is universal agreement: there definitely exists a limit,
which if exceeded, the resources on which we depend on today will be irreversibly compromised.
In the following table are synthesised some proposals of the possible effects on the territory
of the construction of a tourist village in a zone of tourist development.
Positive effects

Negative effects

Job opportunities for the local population
In particular unskilled labour, waiting staff, cleaning
staff etc.
Opportunities to create new
local commercial activities
Development is possible in terms of retail linked to the
souvenir industry, clothing etc.
Increase in the availability of public resources
Through the payment of national and local taxes, if
exemptions are not made for new investments
Increase of the renown of the territory abroad

Impoverishment of the environmental heritage
The management of large numbers of people always has
invasive and lasting effects on the territory
Risk of losing cultural heritage,
traditions and local identity
The area’s resources are used according to the needs of the
tourist-consumers. No allowance is made for regeneration
Low opportunities for skilled local professionals
Specialists are recruited from other areas. Local professionals
are forced to look elsewhere
Dependence of the local community
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Through the promotions and publicity developed for
the site by the contractors
Development of the infrastructure with the
consequent reduction of isolation of the area
The necessary infrastructures are built alongside the
development of tourism
Work opportunities in the construction sector
Use of unskilled labour and the services of local
building firms during the construction of the site

on the tourist activity
This means their choices of management are always dictated
solely by comparing costs and returns obtained
Company management defines the strategies chosen by
local administration
Above all in situations where the monoculture of tourism
prevails, the local economy and hence the choices made by
the local administration are at risk of depending totally on
company policies
Transfer abroad of end profits
The majority of the profits are transferred to the countries
where the headquarters of the companies are sited.
Neglected opportunities in terms of local production and
business activities
Companies favour large, international suppliers that are not
based in the locality
Standard of living of the local community falls
This occurs above all during the construction period of the site:
heavy traffic, pollution, the disposal of large quantities of
waste, including toxic waste, cause problems for local
residents
Limited growth in terms of professionalism
of the local labour force
Local population are employed to carry out menial tasks, they
do not gain new professional skills
Work is seasonal and consists of
economic activities which are driven by tourism
Activity is often linked to the climate of the area
Companies search constantly of ways
to reduce costs
The logic of the maximisation of profit requires constant
research into ways to lower production costs. Considering the
large weighting the wages of the unskilled workforce have on
the total cost, it is probable that measures introduced to cap
expenses will be aimed at this sector. Some consequences
are: the reduction of salaries, flexible working hours, casual,
“cash in hand” jobs without benefits

Table (3-2) Mass tourism effects
Sustainable tourism
Mass tourism, because of its intrinsic characteristics already discussed, cannot take place
in any environment other than that of large commercial enterprise, but alternative tourism can be
orchestrated by small companies, for example family-run businesses or non-profit agencies.
On the basis of this consideration it's possible to state that profits assume a less central position in
alternative tourism and this is shown in practice by small enterprises that naturally pursue aims
especially related to the human factor in clear opposition to the big companies that pursue
maximum profits in order to ensure high dividend to their shareholders.
In table (3-1) the term “normal profit” has been used in order to meant the profit which is
necessary and sufficient to induce a small entrepreneur to start up a business, or to continue
running it according to the economic-social growth of the human factor. When the exhaustive
search for profit does not represent the sole aim of the business, the conditions that potentially
allow tourist activity to be based upon values and principles, which for many reasons are difficult to
fit into a purely economic setting, are created. It is only within this context that the local operators
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and the community can be convinced, or at least be willing, to not consider the care of the natural
environment, of the culture, of the popular traditions, let alone the interpersonal relationships
between the requirements and the tourist offer, as a constraint of development, by which is also
intended economic yield, but a necessary condition for lasting growth of the territory. The invasive
effects caused by tourism were already becoming clear towards the end of the Eighties, for this
reason many countries adopted policies and initiatives aimed at developing and maintaining
tourism based on these principles. It is necessary however to portray a new method of organising
the tourist phenomenon until the knowledge matures and diffuses that even in this sector there are
limits, which if exceeded create the risk of “playing” with the future of a region and its inhabitants.
Obviously this philosophy is not for the exclusive use of any one form of tourism, the forms defined
as “mass tourism” could also theoretically entertain these principles, though in this case, the
structural characteristics of the main players in the tourist proposals and the economic principles of
maximising profits, all place a series of restrictions that in reality are difficult to overcome and are in
direct contrast with sustainability.
3.3 Subject of research (field)
According to Statistic Science the methodology of quantitative research can be developed
and based on:

-

probability sample whose results can be extended with a specific degree of assurance,
also know as confidence level, to the statistic population as a whole. The sample comes
from the population, on which it projects the results;

-

no-probability sample which doesn't allow to make inferences to the population. This
case cannot be studied in its entirety.

The main condition for having a good probability sample is the good knowledge of the
population since, without this information, the so called statistical inference is not possible.
However, regarding sustainable tourism it's not so easy to determine the population due to the
following reasons:

− lack of official data bases and lists of entrepreneurs and private entities which really
develop sustainable tourism as their main strategy;

− frequent use of sustainable tourism as a commercial slogan, which makes it difficult to
recognize the true sustainable subjects;
−

lack of regulations (laws) in sustainable tourism;

−

lack or insufficient knowledge about the principles as well as the concept of sustainable
tourism by local entrepreneurs.
For this reason, a sample was chosen which, according to both its own characteristics and

those of the studied areas as well as the available resources, was able to give the needed
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information in order to reach the purpose of this research. Despite the fact that the lack of financial
support has affected and limited the choice of the field of research, this research involves some
villages located in areas more than 800 kilometres far from each other. The present chapter
includes only a brief description of the studied tourism destinations, which are well shown in the
following Chapter 5. The choices of the sampling have involved:
area
Countries. The research spreads over a large part of the Balkan Peninsula. In order to
obtain a high degree of comparability among the results of the questionnaire surveys, three neighboring countries, located in the central part of the Balkans, were considered;
Villages. At the beginning, the design research included 3 villages in each country, but due
to the low number of respondents of the Macedonian villages, it was decided to increase their
number to up 4, Figure (3-1).
Central Balkans

Macedonia

Bulgaria

Serbia

Elsani

Dolen

Guca

Vevciani

Lehten

Mecavnik

Babino

Kovachevitsa

Sirogojno

Brajcino

Figure (3-1) Field of research: areas and villages
subjects
As it was earlier explained, the choice of the sample was based on the analysis of the
needed information and the subjects who reasonably can give them, according to the main
concepts and definitions of sustainable tourism. In particular the following documents and
considerations have been the start point of this analysis and choice:

− Agenda 21, Chapter 30 - promoting responsible entrepreneurship, gives a very useful
indication about the private subjects involved in sustainable tourism: “Entrepreneurship is
one of the most important driving forces for innovations, increasing market efficiencies and
responding to challenges and opportunities. Small and medium-sized entrepreneurs, in
particular, play a very important role in the social and economic development of a country.
Often, they are the major means for rural development.” ;
−

sustainable tourism is not a special type of tourism, but a philosophy which aims to
preserve the local resources whose rules and principles can be applied both by mass
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tourism and alternative tourism (WTO-2004), however, in reality, only the small
entrepreneurs of the alternative ones have the characteristics to be the real driving force of
sustainable tourism development;

− according to the main literature sources, sustainable tourism is based on a strong
relationship with local community which must be the main actor of local tourism
development. In particular some sustainable principles are proposed:
−

tourism has to be integrated to local culture and economy;

−

tourism has to be a chance for local economy;

−

tourism has to involve the locals;

−

development of local tourism is a barrier to mass tourism and big tourism
companies.

In author's opinion, especially the last point gives an important suggestion about the
subjects to investigate. In fact it indirectly states that only small local entrepreneurs are the driver
of the development of local economy as well as the implementation of sustainable practices. For
this reason the research studied these following analysis units:
Analysis units
Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

Dolen Leshten Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino Brajcino Vevciani Guca Sirogojno Mecavnik Total
Restaurants

1

Rest.+rooms

2

hotels

1

1

4

Guest-houses

15

1

5

1

1

4

4

1

3

4

1

etno-villages

1
16

2

11

1

1

4

3

7
28

1

Other firms

5
10

1

Associations

Total

1

1
2

4

5

5

2

2

54

Table (3-3) Analysis units
Some specifications are needed. In addition to these private subjects, some employees of
local associations and/or public offices, according to the official reports and their knowledge, filled
in the questionnaire related to the basic information of the village or municipality. In Macedonian
and Serbian villages it was impossible to contact some establishments because they were
temporarily or definitively closed. For example, in the village of Brajcino, 3 establishments owned
by one and the same person, which were visited by the author during the summer, closed down a
few months later, before filling in the questionnaire. In Bulgarian villages practically all local
entrepreneurs were interviewed. However, it has to be noted that most of the guest-houses in
these villages are not categorized and do not exist in the registers of local administration: in Dolen
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they represent up to 94% of the establishments with 90% of the available bed places, while in the
others two villages they are about to 50%. The number of the respondents in Macedonian and
Serbian villages is lower than in Bulgarian ones, because in these two countries, only the
registered establishments were included in the data collection.
In all villages the interviewers divided the respondents (54) into two categories:
−

standard respondents (36);

−

key actors in local tourism development (the main stakeholders) (18)

according to their following characteristics:
−

organization and assets (material goods and intangibles);

−

role played in the village and for the development of local tourism.

In the village of Vevciani the questionnaires related to the main stakeholders are missing.

Stakeholders
Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

Dolen Leshten Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino Brajcino Vevciani Guca Sirogojno
Total

1

1

4

3

3

1

2

1

Mecavnik

Total

2

18

Table (3-4) Main stakeholders
3.3 Methodology
Scientific research requires an appropriate research methodology which in nutshell is a way
to explain how the results are obtained using specific methods and techniques. It's a very
important specification, because applying the same methodology, other researchers have the
opportunity to verify the results and compare them with those of other areas. Each researcher
cannot forget that his methodological processes as well as his work belong to the collective
heritage for society and his priority has to be the solution of human problems not his personal
affirmation. This part of the dissertation presents and explains the methodology and the data
analysis techniques used according to the purpose of this research. Special emphasis is put on the
advantages and disadvantages of this methodology.
According to the author's idea that regional factors for sustainable tourism development are
directly related to small local businesses (of course there are other factors such as culture,
traditions, natural beauties, local facilities and services, etc.), the following main questions were the
guidelines of the present research design:
−

From the economic standpoint, what are the main obstacles and problems of private
subjects for the development of sustainable tourism?

The answer to this question needed the study and analysis of the economic characteristics of local
small tourism entities and their areas as well as the involvement of public subjects in support of
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local sustainable tourism.
−

How can these obstacles and problems be solved or limited?

According to the research hypothesis that small local entrepreneurs are affected by an economic
gap, reasonably the solution of the problem has to be focused on costs and revenues. Hence this
question was aimed at developing measures to increase the revenues and decrease the costs of
the studied establishments. A simple simulation of the positive effects by the proposed measures
on the studied establishments was shown.
−

What are the indications for the development of sustainable tourism in the future?
Reasonably the implementation of sustainable practices needs the support by public and

private subjects. Hence, especially when the available resources are very low, indications and
suggestion about the way to find and use public and private resources is the central part of
solution. In addition of these indications, the researcher gave to the public planner another
important suggestions about its measures for the development of local economy as well as
sustainable tourism, through the hypothesis of the future correct trend of the relationships between
private and public subjects according to the actions-measures proposed by the theoretical model.
The aims of this study and the earlier concepts have led to the choice of a survey
questionnaire (attachment 1) designed in order to find information about:
−

general characteristics about the villages-municipalities (population, facilities, etc.);

−

characteristics of local establishments related to tourism (tourism services offered, human
factor, capital structure, investments and funding, operating costs, etc.);

−

the existing private and public actions (the public support, the relationships between public
and private subjects, local tourism cooperation and associations, etc.).
The present research, due to its complexity, used other ways to find the needed information

according to the accepted methodologies. Usually, researches can vary in methodology but every
one is based on data which is collected through two data collection techniques: primary and
secondary. This study mainly leads to use both a quantitative approach and the qualitative one
which was conducted through open-ended questions and interviews. This theme has been treated
by Gall, Borg & Gall (1996)
3.3.1 Primary data
Primary data are the original data collected specially for the purpose of the research.
Usually they have not been altered by human beings therefore they are the main part of data
collection. They can be collected through several methods such as survey, questionnaires, focus
group, direct observations, personal and telephone interviews, but usually questionnaires and
interviews are the most used. The collection of primary data in the present research is based on
direct observations, questionnaires and interviews.
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Direct observations
In order to have complete information about the research topics and to check some
answers in the questionnaires, a direct observation of the studied villages and establishments has
been conducted. This phase has been very useful to have deeper information and better
perception about the villages, the local economy and life-style. Moreover they gave significant
indications about the tourism potential of the destinations and their local entrepreneurs. The
conclusions about this point took in account the opinions of a tour operator specialized in culture
trips in the Balkans, who helped the author during the direct observations.
Questionnaires and interviews
The main components of the field research are (attachments 1,2,3):
−

the questionnaire of basic information about the village-municipality;

−

the questionnaire-based survey of local tourism entrepreneurs;

−

the questionnaire-based survey of key actors in local tourism development (stakeholders) .
The very complex purpose and field of the present research needed three specially

designed questionnaires in Bulgarian, Macedonian and Serbian languages. Despite the fact that
the questionnaires were in the same language of the respondents, often some clarifications by the
interviewers regarding some questions were needed in order to obtain fuller and more accurate
answers. At the same time, brief interviews with local entrepreneurs were conducted. The
possibility to add information and free comments to the answers related to close-ended questions
was provided. The questionnaires mainly include close-ended questions which are selected to
provide a uniform response easy to be processed and analysed and some open-ended ones. In
particular the last ones are focused on the study of the current situation and prospects of local
tourism development.
According to the indications by Weisberg (1996), some questions use different rating scales
coded on Likert scales with 9-points and 5-points:

From 1 to 5

From 1 to 9

1

Unimportant

1

Most important

2

Slightly important

...

…....

3
4
5

Undecided
Important
Very important

9

Least important

Table (3-5) Likert scales
Due to the operational difficulties which characterize the studied areas, such as the different
languages, high distances between the studied areas, different seasonality, etc., the survey was
conducted in several time periods using different groups of interviewers and local contacts:
Bulgarian villages – August 2011, Macedonian and Serbian villages – from August to December
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2012. The important role played by local contacts about the collection of data, the organization of
the visits as well as the introduction of the interviewers to the local entrepreneurs should be
emphasized. Moreover, they often collected some informations about the area in the local public
offices and much more. It can be stated that a large part of the success of the collecting depends
on their professionalism. In nutshell the structures of the three questionnaires are the following:
Basic information about the villages-municipality (BIATVM)
It includes 30 questions (4 open and 26 close-ended) about:
−

population (9 questions);

−

local facilities and general infrastructure (6 questions);

−

historical, religious, cultural attractions and natural beauties (8 questions);

−

local tourism information and tourism organizations (2 questions);

−

projects and problems for local tourism development (5 questions - 4 of them open).
Basic information about the establishment (BIATE)

It includes 35 questions (3 open and 32 close-ended) about:
−

characteristics of the establishment and their tourism supply (4 questions);

−

characteristics of the persons involved in the establishment (5 questions);

−

characteristics of their visitors (6 questions - 1 of them open);

−

their commercial and promotional techniques and their advertising actions (3 questions);

−

expectations on the demand-prices of their supply and the financial results (3 questions);

−

their capital structure putting great emphasis on the investments and funding (6 questions);

−

the structure of their operating costs (3 questions);

−

types of local tourism cooperation (2 questions);

−

their main future purpose (1 question);

−

their opinion on the obstacles, solutions for local tourism development (2 open questions).
Questionnaire of major tourism development stakeholders (QMTDS)

It includes 14 questions (all close-ended) about:
−

their opinion about the present local tourism development (4 questions);

−

local aspect which are the factors and/or obstacles for tourism development (2 questions);

−

their opinion about cooperation and partnerships (4 questions);

−

their opinion about support for local tourism development (1 question);

−

their concept of sustainable tourism (1 question);

−

some general information about the interviewees (2 questions).
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Data control
Data control always plays a very important role in all human fields. For this reason,
regarding these three questionnaires, it was introduced both in the design phase and the
operational one. Some examples:
−

the design phase

−

choosing questions characterized by
−

low subjective degree;

−

ease of understanding;

−

low needed economic knowledge;

−

the use of certain and available data or information

− including specific questions in order to apply the so called crosschecking data

− the operational phase related to the collection of the data and information
− comparing the answers of the respondents with the information which
are obtained through the visit of the destinations and establishments;

− comparing the answers of the private respondents with the data
which come from the public institutions and local authorities as well
as the information from websites, journals, local tourism brochures.
It has to be noted that some economic and financial questions were critical for the
respondents, probably due to their low economic knowledge, hence some of their answers, which
were clearly wrong or incorrect, were not included in the data. Regarding the cross-checking data,
an example about the used method is shown by points n. 29 and n. 30 of the questionnaire
(BIATE). Question n. 29 was “what part of the costs of your activities remains in the municipality?
Please give an approximate %”. Due to the high degree of subjectivity of this question, its answers
needed a check through the question n. 30 “What are the main costs and investments bought
outside the municipality?”. Through the comparison between the two answers it was shown that
the answers by some entrepreneurs in the Serbian village of Guca were incorrect. In fact some of
them declared that up to 100% of the costs remained in the village but, at the same time they
declared that most of operating goods are bought outside the municipality. The respondents in
Mecavnik weren't able to respond to this question.
3.3.2 Secondary data
Secondary data are those, which have already been collected by other people and they can
be found in sources such as journals/periodicals, books, magazines/newspapers, websites, ejournals, government records, census, etc.
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Usually they are not derived directly from the sources by the researcher: somebody else
has found them and it means that now the researcher uses the efforts and the work done by
others. In order to have a complete overview of the studied matter, they supplement the data and
information coming from the primary data. Hence their main purpose is to support/help a new study
with existing theories, information and knowledge. Often official records and publications as well as
the websites have been used to analyze how the studied tourism destinations are related to
national tourism. The present research has used the followings secondary data sources:

− books (mostly books of management, businesses administration, tourism and banking
sector used by the author in his studies and work as an business consultant);

− websites (a great number of websites was used to obtain general information about the
studied villages, the country, about national financial data, etc.);

− official records and publications (mostly official publications from institutional websites such
as Unicredit Bulbank, Raiffeisen Research CEE Banking Sector Report, The World Bank,
Standard & Poor's 2012 Global Credit Portal, WTO, EU etc.);

− academic journals (eg. the Annuaire of Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridsky”– Geography
of Tourism Department).
3.3.3 Data Processing and Analysis
Obtained quantitative and qualitative information was further processed and analysed to
outline:
−

the characteristics of the studied establishments especially those related to their
investments, funding, operational costs, as well as their management;

−

the existing relationships among private and public subjects;

− the public measures in support of local tourism development.
Not least, the current situation of the areas including local entrepreneurs was compared to a
hypothetical-best future trend of the development of relationships between the subjects involved in
tourism which is based on the measures and suggestions of the theoretical method. The
researcher applied the following methods of data processing and analysis:
−

Analysis of the close-ended questions
−

calculation of the average rate of positive answers;

−

calculation of the response rate of completed surveys;

−

calculation of the data related to each countries;

−

analysis of frequencies;

−

analysis of the characteristics shown by the respondents;

−

analysis of the reasons, both internal and external for the firm, which led to the
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current business structure, with particular emphasis on the human factor, capital
structure, finding aspects, operational costs, as well as management;
−

analysis of the role played by public institutions regarding the business structure as
well as the economic situation of the studied entrepreneurs;

−

comparisons between the findings and the available information were undertaken in
order to:
−

determine the differences or the similarities among the studied areas and
the local entrepreneurs;

−

find contradictions between the purposes of the respondents and their
business strategy;

−

determine and analyse the differences between the characteristics of the
studied establishments and those of the businesses showing a good and
balanced management;

−

determine and analyse the differences between the characteristics of
studied areas and the establishments and those which come from the
suggested theoretical method.

−

Analysis of the open-ended questions
−

identification and comparison of common problems, needs or themes
between the studied areas and entrepreneurs;

−

analysis of the opinions and view of the studied entrepreneurs about the
future trend of their business and the local tourism;

−

verification of some answers to the closed questions.

Before the end of this paragraph, a brief clarification about a central point of the following
theoretical method is needed. Further explanations will be shown in the paragraph “How to obtain
the maximum positive effects from the available resources” of Chapter 4. In this chapter a method
based on the concept of “transferability of some specific activity” in order to reduce the costs of the
investments and the operating costs of small local enterprises will be shown. According to this
method, transferability is expressed by a specific variable, called “degree of transferability”, which
shows the aptitude of a specific activity or part of management, to be developed by several
subjects (public and/or private) together, or to be transferred from one to another one which takes
care of the cost of sustainability. The responses are scaled by the 5 points Likert scale of Table
(3-6) (it will be explained in more detail in Chapter 4). The aim of the degree of transferability is to
obtain a system of relationships between specific activities or parts of management and public and
private subjects involved in sustainable practices. Thanks to this method it is possible to determine
the object and the contents of the cooperation and partnerships between public and private
subjects, as well as the role of these subjects inside each specific measure.
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Degree of transferability
1

null

2

low

3

medium

4

high

5

very high

Table (3-6) Likert scale of transferability
3.3.4 Data representation
Representation of the data mainly depends on the type of data and the needed information
in order according to the aim of the research. Usually the first step is to organize the data collected
into tables and then to study and analyse them. However, tables often cannot give clear
information hence they can be integrated by other types of representations. In order to give a best
comparison between the findings of studied areas, this dissertation has been structured and
divided into topics each of them is developed and explained for the three countries. This research
has used the followings representation data methods.
Tables
Tables are used especially in Chapter 5 and 6, but there are some differences between
them. Chapter 5 is mainly related to the study of the tourism destinations and many of the
questions in the questionnaire had needed an answer yes/not or their frequency. Hence most of
the tables use (x) to indicate the positive answer (yes) for each tourism destination. Starting from
the numbers of positive answers and the frequencies the averages for each of the studied
countries are obtained. Chapter 6 mainly shows the findings related to the studied establishments
and many answers were in the form of percentages. In this case, It was chosen to indicate the data
related to the three countries because often the findings of the villages are very similar to each
other and the most interesting information as well as a better overview of the matter come from the
comparisons at national level. When it was useful the data of each tourism destination were
shown. In Chapter 6, only two tables use (x) in order to indicate that more than 50% of the
respondents of the village choose this point and the other part of them could not suggest a
percentage about that.
Figures
Most of them are block diagrams used to explain and summarise the developed concepts
and the relationships between their own points. Moreover they allow a better overview of the
suggested concepts. Talking about data representation a method using figures, called “diagram of
the circles” has been developed. It has to be noted that it's not only a data representation method,
but it can be considered also an analysis method, thanks to the interesting information about the
relationships between the studied subjects, such as the aspects of management and the public
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and private subjects involved in specific measures, that it can give.
The diagram of the circles
One of the most important and interesting point of this research is the relationships between
public and private subjects related to specific areas and measures: the whole idea of the
dissertation turns around this concept. According to the theoretical model of Chapter 4 the
measures in support of sustainable tourism have to be based on projects and planning involving all
the subjects and spread the support over different areas. This concept leads to the conclusion that
sustainability preserves a collective heritage hence it cannot be a local question. In this research
the need to represent the relationship among subjects, areas and measures has been solved
through a method based on figures instead that on tables. This approach uses several circles each
of them representing a layer related to specific areas, subjects and measures, but there are no
limits about the number of the layers and the circles. In nutshell, the method includes three steps:

1) choice of the number of the circles or layers, this research only three layers studies:
− LP, local public subject which belongs to the municipality or area;
− EP, external public subject located outside the municipality or area;
− P, private subject which represents the private entities in/outside the
municipality or area.

2) loading of the layers with their measures or aspects such as the assets, the operating
costs, etc. related to the studied subjects: LP, EP and P.

3) translation of the layers one over another in order to show the intersecting areas
P
P

LP

a
b

EP

LP

a

c
b

b
a

Figure (3-2) Translation of the layers
Even a brief overview of the obtained figure gives the following interesting information:

− areas a include the measures out of cooperation among private and public subjects;
− areas b includes the measures which need cooperation among two subjects;
− area c includes the measures which need all three subjects together.
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EP

3.3.5 Simulation
In scientific research the verification of the assumptions is crucial. The hypothesis of this
research is that local businesses is one of the most important regional factors for sustainable
tourism development, hence sustainable development requires the overcoming of the economic
gap, toward traditional activities, which characterized these small enterprises. Only through the
increase the profitability of individual companies, virtual mechanisms able to produce a robust local
economy will be activated, and in this way subjects involved in sustainability can compete on equal
terms with traditional forms of tourism. This goal can be reached through public support and private
arrangements such as specific public supports and/or cooperation and partnerships between public
and private subjects. The verification of this prediction in all its aspects needs studies and analysis
of the areas and local entrepreneurs which are impossible with the available resources and
information.
Probably the complexity of this matter needs a specific research using a district or a region
and its public and private subjects as a kind of territorial laboratory. For this reason, the present
verification will study only some economic aspects related both to public and private subjects. In
particular the following three cases about the positive economic effects for small entrepreneurs
related to specific public supports and cooperation - partnerships, will be shown:

− first case (standard), it's the situation without any public and private measures or support;
− second case (transfer system), it shows the economic effects on the studied establishments
of the specific public support suggested by the theoretical model;

− third case (transfer system + cooperation and partnerships), it shows the economic effects
on the studied establishments of the public and private measures suggested by the
theoretical model.
The simplifications used to develop this simulation will be shown and explained in Chapter 6.
3.3.6 Advantages and disadvantages of the methodology
The suggested methodology is certainly appropriate for small destinations characterized by
small local entrepreneurs and the obtained data are correct for the aim of the research, especially
considering the low available resources. However, some observations and suggestions are
necessary for its application in future tourism surveys.
During the collection the author and the interviewers had to solve some problems mainly
related to the lack of cooperation of some locals and the lack of economic knowledge of the
studied entrepreneurs who often didn't understand the sense of some questions. Talking with some
owners it was found that they don't have the perception of their costs and revenues. Moreover,
sometimes the data related to specific questions were not available or were unknown. A problem
was that entrepreneurs might say what they think the interviewer wants to hear, so they were not
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completely frank in describing their situation and they avoided to be critical in case their reputation
might suffer. The following figure shows the main problems faced in this research and some
suggestions to solve them:

The questionnaire is too long:
More than 1 hour is necessary to be filled in

Some questions need specific
economic knowledge from the
respondents and the
interviewers

It could be reduce in the future by
removing
some of the questions in conformity to the
specific aims of the next surveys

It's necessary in the future the use of
interviewers with good economic education

It's necessary in the future the involvment
of
the accountants of the entrepreneurs

Several groups of interviewers
often led to wrong indications
about the questions

Make a small handbook with
the explanations about the questions

Organize a briefing with
the interviewers

Sometimes even the
Research field was not clear

Send/give the questionnaire to the
respondents before the interview

Some economic data are
not available or known

Use the official balances submitted
by the entrepreneurs

Different languages

Use professional translators in writing
the questionnaire and the handbook

Different work period

Put great attention in the choice
of the local contact

Often some firms were closed

Plain several visits

Figure (3-3) Disadvantages and suggestions
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CHAPTER 4
THEORETICAL MODEL
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter shows that authors are mainly focused on the environmental and
social dimensions of sustainability. The economical aspect is analysed from the macroeconomic
standpoint and almost no researcher considers the question as a problem of micro economy. This
vision presents a great contradiction because, at the same time, most researchers agree that small
and locally owned firms play a great role for initiatives of more environmentally sensitive business
(Dewhurt and Thomas, 2003).
It's universally agreed that small businesses are the drivers of the implementation of
sustainable practices (for this reason they belong to the main regional factors for sustainable
tourism development), but the few presented studies don't give sufficient indications about the
solving of the economical limits/obstacles which characterise small local tourism entrepreneurs. It's
accepted that survival and development of these subjects is a certain thing! The main definitions of
sustainability state that it tends to plan the ensuring of future revenue of the local community
through the preservation and proper exploitation of resources. This purpose needs the
implementation of sustainable practices which lead to some great economical issues for small
sustainable entrepreneurs, whose hard solution, without some assumptions, is not often justified by
the economical standpoint. According to the studied literature and reasonably, this context is
affected by some contradictions which can be summarized as follow:
−

everyone agrees that small tourism entrepreneur is characterized by low financial
resources and knowledge both in economic and technical fields. At the same time
experience and most literature state that the implementation of sustainable practices needs
high resources (especially considering the small dimensions of local tourism businesses –
in Bulgaria about 40% of the employees are engaged in enterprises with up to 9 employees
- D. Matev and M. Assenova - 2012), good knowledge, etc.;

−

everyone agrees that small tourism entrepreneurs are the drivers of the development of
local economy. At the same time the existing studies don't give sufficient data on the
economic characteristics and needs of these subjects;

−

everyone agrees that the goal of businesses is the profit. At the same time sustainable
entrepreneur is mainly focused on the preservation of a public heritage which belongs to
the public function.
All this leads to an economic gap-disadvantage for sustainable entrepreneurs, which can be

overcome only through a coordinated system of relationships between public bodies and private
operators, able to both fairly distribute the "cost" of sustainability between some other subjects,
also located beyond the studied area, and optimize the use of inputs which are essential to the
success of small local businesses. In nutshell this chapter, through the answer to the followings
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questions, tries to find the economic assumptions for the development of sustainable tourism
entrepreneur, in accordance with the aim of this research which includes this private subject
among the main regional factor for sustainable tourism development.
Why sustainable entrepreneur
Has to be supported
Who have to
develop the support

What is the support

How to find the resources
Theoretical model
How use the resources
How to plan the future

Figure (4-1) Theoretical model structure
4.2 Why the small tourism entrepreneur has to be supported
The following two paragraphs explain the reasons which are the basis of the public and
private support for the development and survival of small local tourism entrepreneurs. It has been
noted that the development of local economy depends on small local entrepreneurs and the
implementation of sustainable practices. These entrepreneurs for the implementation of
sustainable practices, and probably to survive, have to solve some great problems which depend
on both their limitations in management, available resources, etc. and the heavy economic
consequences-requirements of sustainability. Without external support it's very difficult that these
entrepreneurs will be able to reach this goal.
Sustainability as a way to preserve public interest
The most reliable definition for sustainable tourism (WCED- Brundtland report 1987, WOT –
1988, Agenda 21 Rio de Janeiro, WTO – 1996, International Conference of Sustainable Tourism
Rimini – 2001, Holden – 2000) states that the preservation of natural, social and cultural resources
is the main aim of sustainability, in order to ensure the economical exploitation of these resources
by future generations. From the economic standpoint, the direct beneficiary of sustainability seems
to be only the local community which ensures its future profits through the proper use of the
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present resources. According to this concept, sustainability only involves the local area, but this
cannot be accepted because a project focused on natural and cultural resources, always involves
and affects subjects located outside the studied area. Sustainability aimed at preserving cultural
and natural resources extends its effects beyond the territory under consideration: the preservation
of a natural park, local traditions and the old architecture can be a valuable new job opportunity
and a way for local development, but also they are a positive experience and a cultural gro wth for
all visitors. When an ancient folk tradition disappears and books, movies and the memory of the
elderly become the only witness of it, this loss does not affect only the local community but the
whole society. The idea that sustainability tends to plan-ensure the future revenue of local
community (through the preservation and proper exploitation of resources) is a too limited vision of
this concept and for this reason it needs a further analysis. The involved resources, which are not
freely available, fall within the collective heritage without boundaries and local tourism
entrepreneurs cannot use freely these resources, because these belong to a logic protection of
public interests. These and other considerations explained in several part of this dissertation, lead
to this assumption: sustainability aims at public interests hence its function belongs to the public
sphere. This is an important concept because it allows the implementation of specific measures for
the support of small businesses, which wouldn't be acceptable by the traditional economical
sectors characterized by national and EU laws based on the free competition inside the free
market. From business economy, profit is the main goal for the firm, which is founded to make
money and not to preserve local culture and traditions, natural beauties etc., in other words to
develop a public function. Nevertheless, these resources are often the main factors for rural
tourism development, they always represent a tool, a simple device to make profit and they cannot
be or become the main goal of entrepreneurs. If sustainability is a way to preserve local resources,
which are not freely available because they are a part of the collective heritage, the followings
conclusions (summarized and shown by the following scheme) can be accepted:
−

sustainable entrepreneur uses inputs which are not free because they are a part of the
protection of higher collective interests;

−

sustainable entrepreneur cannot develop its business using the same rules and conditions
of the “standard” firms which work in free market;

− sustainability achieves a public interest, so sustainable subject develops a public function.
Sustainability

Preserves a collective heritage

Sustainable
entrepreneur

Developes a public function

Figure (4-2) Public function of sustainable entrepreneur
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This conclusion has some great effects on the management and the survival of local businesses
and it's the basis of the specific public and private economic measures which justify the
implementation of sustainable practices by small tourism entrepreneurs.
The economic gap
Many authors state that the implementation of sustainable practices needs high financial
resources for new investments, good knowledge in technical fields and management and these
practices often mean high operating costs due to the complexity of the involved techniques.
Equipments for water and/or energy saving, the waste collection and recycling, but also tourism
products integrated with local community, buildings renovated or built with traditional techniques
are only some of the issues related to sustainability. Reasonably a small tourism entrepreneur, due
to his low available resources, needs high bank loans to cover these investments. Of course high
bank loans mean for the entrepreneur high interest rates and the need of the guarantees required
by bank credit. Moreover the implementation of sustainable practices has negative effects also on
the level of business risk: a management fully integrated in these practices is characterized by a
lower level of flexibility which means higher business risk.
According to these considerations, from the economic standpoint, sustainability introduces
new obstacles and disadvantages in the survival and development of small local businesses as
well as limits in the revenues due to the well known loading capacity. Limits in the revenues, higher
operating costs due to the complexity in management and the interest rates, the problems related
to high investments (bank loans and guarantees), lower flexibility and high business risk lead to
this conclusion: sustainability imposes on “sustainable entrepreneurs” an economic gapdisadvantage compared to “standard entrepreneurs”. The economic assumptions for the
development of sustainable tourism have to be focused on achieving the conditions for start or
continue a business, which in the case of small local entrepreneurs has its minimum level at the
remuneration of the work of the owner and its workers (remuneration of the human factor). This
goal always needs great efforts, but due to the characteristics of small entrepreneurs and the
requirements of sustainability, it becomes quite impossible to be reached.
Loading
capacity

Limits in the
revenues

Complex
management

Specific
tecniques-eq.

Specific
knowledge

High operating costs

High investments

Bank loans

Economic gap-disadvantage

Figure (4-3) The economic gap
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Again, this economic gap comes from the implementation of a public function by the
sustainable entrepreneur which, of course, doesn't fall within the scope of private economy. In
author's opinion the first step to ensure the survival and development of small sustainable
entrepreneurs is the solution of this economic gap-disadvantage which can be overcome only
through a coordinated system of measures able to give them the just reward for the constraints
imposed by sustainability to protect a collective heritage. The correct use of local resources
ensures the local economy in the future, but it's also a condition to preserve and develop the
present one which is the basis for the future generations. However future local economy depends
on the survival and the development of present local entrepreneurs. It's necessary to point out that
sustainability is not negative for small local tourism businesses and it's often the only chance for
the development of an area, but there are some problems which need to be solved.
Sustainability affects positively the business image: sustainable practices are a good
marketing tool to promote the business image and according to Tzechentke (2004) it's very
appealing to use environmental credentials to attract both national and international clients.
Regarding the operating costs a further analysis is necessary. In principle, the use of local
resources (especially food, man power and local services) which are cheaper than the same of the
“developed” areas has positive effects on the profit of sustainable entrepreneurs.
However this gain is reasonably deleted by the higher prices of goods and services bought
outside the area, due to the low bargaining power of small tourism entrepreneurs. Hence while the
economic gap is certain, this gain is not so sure. According to earlier concepts, from the economic
and moral standpoints, the costs of the implementation of sustainable practices cannot be fully
covered by local tourism entrepreneurs, but they have to be spread over some other subjects.
4.3 Who have to support the sustainable entrepreneur
Everyone agrees that the preservation of cultural and natural heritage and the development
of local economy through the implementation of sustainable practices by small local tourism
entrepreneurs have positive economic effects both for the whole local community and for public
and private subjects located outside the area. These positive economic, cultural and social effects
are spread over all three categories of subjects: public subjects, private entities-entrepreneurs and
people-local population. The figure (4-4) shows these categories and their probable benefits.
All private entities and entrepreneurs have benefits from the environment protection, the
preservation of cultural and local traditions, the development of local economy, but according to the
aim of this chapter, the category “private entities and entrepreneurs” includes the private subjects
which have direct or indirect relations with sustainable entrepreneurs and the implementation of
sustainable practices. In particular, suppliers, entrepreneurs and private subjects (associations,
cooperatives etc.) who have economic advantages from the development of local sustainable
tourism belong to this category.
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Public subjects

Higher local taxes
Better local public services
Higher local richness
Demographic growth
Employment growth
Local development

Private entities
and entrepreneurs

Higher profits

People

Cultural growth
Higher well-being
Higher richness
New job opportunity

Figure (4-4) Public and private benefits by the implementation of sustainable practices
All private entities and entrepreneurs have benefits from the environment protection, the
preservation of cultural and local traditions, the development of local economy, but according to the
aim of this chapter, the category “private entities and entrepreneurs” includes the private subjects
which have direct or indirect relations with sustainable entrepreneurs and the implementation of
sustainable practices. In particular, suppliers, entrepreneurs and private subjects (associations,
cooperatives etc.) who have economic advantages from the development of local sustainable
tourism belong to this category.
In nutshell all private and public subjects must be involved in measures for the support of
sustainability. According to the public function of sustainability, all subjects, both internal and
external to a specific area, must give their support-helping. Territorial aspect is another important
part of the proposed theoretical model, this is called “transfer system”, hence this point needs the
following specifications.
The territorial element
The analysis of the main definitions of sustainable tourism lead to the conclusion that social
and economic policy has to be focused on the present and future development of local community,
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which, in author's opinion, includes both individuals and groups of people who live in a specific
area and the legal entities, such as companies, cooperatives, associations, etc. operating in the
same area. Within the community these actors develop commercial transactions with other
subjects located outside the area. These transactions can have positive or negative effects for the
communities: usually costs are related to the decrease of local wealth, while revenues lead to
higher local resources. According to this consideration, when the buyer and the seller belong to the
same community, the transaction is neutral for the whole community. Of course the number and
the complexity of these relationships among various actors increase with the passage of time. At
the beginning the territorial element includes the community with its residents-operators (it may be
the village, the municipality, etc.), but thanks to the development of territorial relations, it will spread
over other communities or subjects. The development of the territorial element through the
inclusion of new villages, municipalities and their cultural, social and economic relations helps the
neutral relation:
sum of costs = sum of revenues
Another way to help/reach this condition is through the development of the local commercial
spectrum: sustainable entrepreneur finds in the area the goods and services he needs. This
condition must be ensured by the public planner because, a community characterized by a high
level of internal transactions and relationships, allows the homogeneous redistribution of the
resources in the area and among all the subjects, which means a better capacity to resist the
external threats such as the implementation of mass tourism inside the area.
The questionnaire-survey in the next chapter outlines that most of the resources produced
by local tourism leave the area: the area is a simple tool used by the external businesses to have
profit. When most of the economic transactions are developed inside the territorial element, it's
reasonable that most of the local wealth remains inside the community. In my opinion, this, which
would seem an anachronism, is a concrete way to limit the negative effects of globalization on the
weaker and poorer economies, without forgetting that the economic vitality of the local community
is the best way for the survival of local cultural and traditional heritage.
The relationships
The previous two paragraphs speak about the type and the location of the subjects involved
in the support. The present paragraphs complete this part showing some of the relationships
between these private and public subjects. Usually, from the administrative standpoint, countries
are divided into administrative subjects such as municipalities, districts and regions. These
subjects and the local private entities (companies, entrepreneurs, associations, cooperatives,
tourism districts, etc.) are the drivers of the establishment of relationships, transactions etc. All this
represents the basis of the development of local economy.
Regarding the involved subjects, these relationships are divided into vertical and horizontal
relationships: the first ones are based on subjects of different levels (e.g. municipalities - region,
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entrepreneurs – district, etc.), the second ones are based on subjects of the same level (e.g.
municipality-municipality, etc.). At the beginning it may be that there aren't significant relationships
and joint actions between public and private entities of the area: only few commercial relations or
transactions can be traced and especially the horizontal relationships such as business
cooperations quite don't exist. Reasonably, the existing relationships depend on administrative law
rather than on economic and social reasons. This situation, called “primitive situation”, can be
shown by the following figure:
District A
Municipality A
community

Municipality B

community

community
hotels, travel agencies,
tour operators, etc.

Figure (4-5) Primitive situation
With the passage of time this situation moves towards the "mature" one rich in interrelationships among the actors. The “mature” situation includes horizontal or vertical relationships:

District A
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Municipality B
community

community

Municipality C

community
community

community
community

hotels, travel agencies,
tour operators, etc.

Region
Distric
t
Municipality
Community
hotels, travel agencies,
tour operators, etc.

Figure (4-6) Horizontal and vertical relationships
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4.4 Public institutions and the economic transactions
Before showing the theoretical model, it's necessary to analyse two frequent situations
which, in author's opinion, produce negative economic effects on the areas. In fact, the concepts
explained in this paragraph are very important to understand the next “transfer system”: its
functions and its goals. These two situations, which will be explained in the following parts
“standard situation” and “the public levy”, depend on the role played by the public institutions in the
economic transactions among sustainable entrepreneurs and their suppliers. According to the
concepts explained earlier, sustainability aims at a public purpose in order to improve the wellbeing of the community hence it should receive the support or, better, the payment by everyone,
especially by public institutions. However this support cannot be an opportunity to gain for some
public subjects, but it has to agree with the aims of the public function.
Standard situation
It's the typical situation from this comes the name “standard”, where the public support for
sustainable entrepreneurs doesn't exist. Business economy states that economic transactions
such as the sale of goods have effects on local wealth, on the community as a whole.
Sustainability produces benefits (indirect) to all public subjects and their communities, while the
sustainable transactions mean a benefit (direct) for only one of them (B).
Sustainable
entrepreneur of
municipality A

Economic
transaction

direct
cost

Sustainability

Supplier of
municipality
B

direct
benefits

Municipality A
Indirect
benefits

Municipality B

Municipality C

Figure (4-7) Direct and indirect benefits
Thanks to the sales of its supplier, municipality B obtains higher local taxes as well as
higher level of employment, economic and demographic growth. Of course the negative effects
such as higher pollution, traffic and social problems cannot be forgotten, but from the economic
standpoint, the development of local economy always leads to a positive difference between the
positive and negative effects. It means that there is a public subject (B) which has an extra-profit
from the sustainable practices and, considering the public utility of sustainability, it doesn't respect
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the moral aspects which are the basis of the public actions. Author's opinion is that all private and
public subjects have to support sustainability and no public subject has to obtain specific profit from
sustainability. Moreover, another consideration has to be shown.
In principle, public function aims at spreading sustainable development across the whole
area. The need of having a homogeneous area from the economic and social standpoints depends
on moral and strategic reasons: the chain always breaks the weakest link. In our case the weakest
link are the poorest parts of the area which don't have the needed resources to oppose the attacks
by outside subjects belonging to mass tourism . Reasonably the effects of mass tourism will be
spread over the whole area in short time.
The public levy
Public levy is a tool widely used by public institutions to help specific fields or subjects but,
in my opinion, it can show a serious flaw. All areas (e.g. municipalities, or districts, regions, etc.)
pay to the State the public levy usually calculated in % of their budget. After that, the State will
distribute the collected money among the sustainable entrepreneurs of all areas.
However the sustainable entrepreneurs located inside the areas characterized by a low
commercial spectrum, will use this subsidy to buy goods and services from suppliers probably
located in the most developed areas. Hence these areas will receive, as local taxes, etc., much
more of their public contribution and the risk that a public levy (public collective contribution) in
favour of sustainability helps mostly the richest areas is quite real. Therefore it occurs that, thanks
to the economic transactions between sustainable entrepreneurs and suppliers, most of this
subsidy in money goes to the highly developed areas of the suppliers.
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Municipality C

%
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contribution

Sustainable
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direct
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Indirect
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Supplier of
municipality
B

STATE

Economical
transaction

Sustainable
entrepreneur of
municipality B

Sustainability

Sustainable
entrepreneur of
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Figure (4-8) The red path

In a few words we can say: they give you the money with one hand and they take it back
with the other one. Of course this situation cannot be accepted not only for moral reasons. This
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trend is shown in the Figure (4-8) by the red path. If we agree that a higher level of homogeneity
between the areas must be one of the goals of the public planner, the national levy (public
collective contribution) goes in the opposite direction.
The analysis shows that there are both public subjects with direct benefits and others with
indirect benefits, hence two different subsidies paid by public subjects can be introduced: a specific
one paid by the municipality which obtains a direct benefit (B) and a generic one for all
municipalities (public collective contribution). In our example municipality (B) has to pay both the
specific and generic subsidies, while (A) and (C) only the generic one. Today, the limited available
public resources are a great obstacle for the application of public levy which involves all
municipalities and the scientific contribution has to take care of this. For this reason, in author's
opinion, the best results come from measures focused on public subjects directly involved in
sustainable practices from the economic standpoint such as the direct benefit from the economic
transaction.
4.5 The theoretical model
In principle, research is useful for community when it gives the solutions or positive
suggestions about human problems. Experience shows that sometimes the proposed solutions or
suggestions are related to only a part of the problem: often they observe a problem and they limit
their suggestions to specific aspects of the question. Earlier pages have answered the questions
about why and who has to support sustainable entrepreneurs, while this paragraph will be focused
on the way to solve this problem (how). The author well knows that his work will be subject to
criticism, due to the limits and the high level of subjectivity which characterize this research,
however he considers this method a new way, and perhaps a good way, to see this matter form
another standpoint and a stimulus for new further research. For this reason the present theoretical
model wants to explore these aspects (paragraphs 4.5.1-2-3-4):

− how to solve, what is the support/measures to solve the cited economic gap;
− how to find the needed resources;
− how to obtain the maximum positive effects from the available resources;
− how to plan the future,
in order to find the economic assumptions for the development of small tourism entrepreneur which
are the regional factors for the implementation of sustainable practices. These three aspects are
shown and explained into their specific paragraphs, but it has to be noted that many of their
characteristics and effects are often related to each other.
4.5.1 How to solve: the measures
Considering only the economic standpoint, the solution of the cited economic gap involves
different aspects of management, such as those belonging to the economic and financial fields. In
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order to classify the different actions, the following two categories can be considered:
−

measures to increase the profit of sustainable tourism entrepreneurs through the reduction
of their costs and the increase of their revenues (less costs and more revenues in later
general scheme, Figure 4-9);

−

measures which allow the development of the necessary investments (conditions for
investments in the later general scheme, Figure 4-9). Experience shows that the
implementation of sustainable practices is often rejected by tourism companies due to the
lack of own resources (financial and human) and the difficulty in having bank loans.
These measures, as explained earlier, are justified by this consideration: if the sustainable

entrepreneur develops a public function, it has to be paid like everyone who does the work of
others. For this reason, these measures are not a simple support, but the just award for tourism
businesses which work in favours of the whole society. This simple example will erase any doubts.
Everyone agrees to pay the guards and the employees of a national museum, a national
park, etc.: they are public employees who work for the promotion and protection of the collective
heritage. However, the same function is developed by sustainable entrepreneurs who, through
their businesses, protect a part of the national heritage such as a popular tradition, a traditional
processing, an old house, etc., which are one of the most important conditions for rural tourism
development. In this case both public employees and private subjects pursue the same public
interests hence they have to be paid for their work. This concept leads to an important and obvious
consideration: the measures don't have the nature of support but they have to be considered as a
payment for a public service done by a private subject.
The previous paragraphs state, that the preservation of a collective heritage would be
supported by all private and public subjects without geographical limits. In principle this is true, but
during the periods of great economic crisis this principle is very difficult to be applied. Hence, in
author's opinion, in order to satisfy the so called “condition of concreteness”, which have to inspire
the work of researcher, the proposed theoretical model:
−

involves only the private and public subjects which have a territorial or economic
relationship with the studied sustainable entrepreneur;

−

ensures a concrete support for solving the problems of sustainable entrepreneurs. The
economic result has to be at least a clear contribution, in quantitative terms, to the solution
of the problem.
The public and private measures to be taken in order to reduce this economic gap of

sustainable entrepreneurs are shown in the followings general scheme:
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Figure (4-9) General scheme
4.5.2 How to find the needed resources
When the available resources are very limited, the best results can be achieved through the
involvement of all subjects in a system of private and public measures oriented toward the just
redistribution of the cost of sustainability among the areas and all subjects.
In author's opinion the question must be addressed from several points because no single
action can have the sufficient effects in solving the economical gap without creating new problems
and social tensions. Of course the introduction of new taxes would be the easier solution for public
institutions, but this case needs too many resources and without other measures the resulting tax
burden would be too high. In nutshell the best way to find the needed resources involves several
measures mainly based on:
−

tourism fee for sustainability;

−

the specific refund of resources by some public subjects (transfer system);

−

the cooperation and relationship between public and private subjects.

The first category “tourism fee for sustainability” is the most obvious and the least
interesting among the concepts developed in this research: anyone can introduce new taxes!
However, in order to obtain a clearer text, I prefer to start from this point, because the others two
categories are strictly related to each other and they need more pages.
4.5.2.1 Tourism fee for sustainability (more revenue)
The earlier paragraphs show that sustainable entrepreneurs in order to develop a public
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function are characterized by several obstacles and limitations in their management which means
for the small sustainable entrepreneur higher costs and lower revenues. Reasonably lower
revenues depend on the limits coming from the well known loading capacity. However while it's
quite certain that the implementation of sustainable practices leads to higher costs and
investments, it's not so sure that the number of tourists will exceed the limits imposed by the
loading capacity. In other words, in author's opinion, the limits in the revenues from the loading
capacity are very hypothetical especially in rural areas. This is not always true for tourist
destinations which base tourism on annual events (some examples would be the villages of
Vevciani with the carnival and Guca with the trumpet festival). In any case, according to the
developed concepts, everyone must take care of sustainability according to his resources.
The general scheme of Figure (4-9) shows that the economic gap which affects small local
businesses can be solved or decreased through some public and private measures in order to
reduce the costs and to increase the revenues of these entrepreneurs. This paragraph is focused
on some measures which are able to increase the revenues according to the principle of
concreteness. In principle, the introduction of some types of fees in favour of the local sustainable
entrepreneur is the most concrete and easy way to reach this purpose. Although this part of the
research is the less interesting and most obvious, some specifications are needed.
More
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People
Private entities
and entrepreneurs

Fee for tourists
of
Mass tourism

Fee for local
businesses

Fee for
suppliers
of sustainable
entrepreneurs

Figure (4-10) Types of fees (general scheme)
4.5.2.2 National fee for tourists/clients of mass tourism
The involvement of these tourists in support of sustainable entrepreneurs is based on the
positive effects produced by sustainability in the area which are an advantage for the whole
tourism industry. Even the mass tourism client has a clear benefit by the implementation of local
sustainable practices because the travel is not a simple addition of tourism services but it always
includes the local heritage such as natural beauties, cultural traditions, etc. Everyone agrees that
people choose a destination both for the existing tourism services and for the surrounding context,
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whose preservation is one of the purposes of sustainability. The idea to introduce a fee only for the
client of mass tourism comes from the considerations shown by the following figure:
Mass tourism

It's the main part of
present national tourism

No fees for client of
sustainable tourism

Encourage the development
of sustainable tourism

Low fees

Low effects
on tourism
prices

High total
economical values

Sustainable
entrepreneurs

Sustainable
tourists

Certification of
sustainability

Figure (4-11) Fee on mass tourism clients
4.5.2.3 National fee for local businesses and for suppliers of sustainable entrepreneurs
According to earlier considerations, local economy receives great benefits from
sustainability. Reasonably both the local firms directly related to the sustainable entrepreneur and
the other ones can have good economic opportunities from the local implementation of sustainable
practices. It will be shown that the transfer system, through the decrease of the selling prices and
the private cooperation with the decrease of the costs, leads the supplier to a higher degree of
competitiveness. A small fee related to a part of this advantage can be rightly considered. Of
course in this case the effects of the feedback are decreased as shown by Figure (4-13).
From the operational standpoint, this fee can be paid by the suppliers through an extra
discount on their sales to the sustainable entrepreneur, while for the firms without economic
transactions with the sustainable entrepreneur the fee is a percentage of certain specific variables.
4.5.2.4 The specific refund by some public subjects
The transfer system
Studied authors, such as Tzaschentke (2004), Swarbrooke (1999), Bohdanowicz and
Martinac (2003), Butler (2008) and La Lopa and Day (2011) and experience outline that the
implementation of sustainable practices needs a lot of resources especially financial ones.
Moreover, at the beginning, these new sustainable practices often produce high operational costs.
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Sustainable principles such as energy and water conservation as well as the architecture and
environment protection need high technology investments which cannot be covered by small
entrepreneurs: the implementation of sustainable practices needs the support by other subjects,
which take care of the total or partial costs of sustainability.
It's necessary to underline that the transfer system is a concrete method and it's easy to be
applied to reality. However it needs some assumptions among them the certification of sustainable
entrepreneurs being the most important. In a few words it can be based on these phases:

− certification of sustainable entrepreneurs. The hypothesis of the existence of
entrepreneurs who declare themselves “sustainable” solely for personal profit without
properly applying the rules that the philosophy imposes is not an unlikely one. Hence a
specific regulation is necessary to allow administration identify entrepreneurs towards
which eventual support in the political decisions of the area is to be aimed;

− determination of the refund related to the cited extra-profit. It's not so difficult to find
the correct value of this element. In any case it would be simplified considering only the
local taxes (simplification used by the author for the simulation of the third hypothesis);

− application of the discount. Sustainable entrepreneurs declare-prove their status to the
supplier before-during the transaction (eg. filling in a declaration) who applies the discount
according to the indication of its public subject (eg. refund up to 5% of the price);

−

transfer of the amount to the public subject. The supplier deducts the total discount
applied during the year, from its local-regional taxes.

According to the author's idea the transfer system has mainly positive effects both on private and
public subjects, despite the fact that later simulation will show that it gives low discount when only
local taxes are included. However this fact doesn't depend on the method, on its complexity, costsproblems, etc., but only on the low level of local taxes. In fact when it's applied at national level it
can give significant positive results in terms of lower costs. In nutshell the transfer system is a
method to return to the sustainable tourism entrepreneur the profit obtained by the public subject
through the economic transaction between the sustainable buyer and its supplier. This profit or
economic benefit is based on the difference between some positive elements and negative ones is
shown in Figure (4-12). Of course its determination is complex, but it's not impossible to obtain
significant values. The strength of this method (it's the first measure indicated in the general
scheme of figure 4-19 as “less cost”) is that it only caters to the public subjects involved in a
specific economic transaction. It's based on the principle that the gain achieved by the public entity
as a result of sustainable transactions, has to come back to the market and in particular to the
sustainable buyer: public institutions don't have a gain from sustainability. The comparison
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between the transfer system and the public levy (usually it's a % of specific variables, e.g. the
budget) shows these positive aspects of the transfer system:
−

the transfer system only involves the public subjects related to some specific transactions,
hence it's easier to be accepted by the subjects;

−

the transfer system resets the direct benefits for the richest public subjects, hence it means
more equity for the areas as a whole;

−

the transfer system means lower price for the suppliers who become more competitive.

The contribution
According to the concepts explained earlier, the public subject must refund to the
sustainable entrepreneur its plus-value or gain related to a specific economic transaction
established in its area. This value comes from the algebraic difference between two series of
positive and negative elements which has to be estimated. Their evaluation is one of the most
complex steps of this method and it's characterized by a high degree of subjectivity especially for
the evaluation of social problems.
From the economic standpoint, according to the concept that the growth of local economy
ensures the survival of local communities, this algebraic difference always has a positive value. In
principle, this value could be expressed through one unit of refund for each unit of sale.
Considering that usually the main kinds of local taxes come from the taxation of businesses,
citizens and buildings, these aspects are considered as the positive values in the following scheme
Figure (4-12). The increase in public services is included among the negative elements because
they represent the new and/or the higher costs-efforts related to the new local needs.
Other specifications are necessary. Research is carried out to solve human problems or to
give some suggestions about that. The transfer system cannot solve the economic problems of
sustainable entrepreneurs, but in order to be an efficacious remedy it must produce sufficiently
high economic values. For this reason it cannot give high results when it is applied in some small
areas belonging to countries characterized by low salaries, low consumptions and low local
taxation. Unlike, when it's applied to the whole country, the high level of the national taxation
ensures very interesting results.
From the operative standpoint the contribution can be direct or indirect and it can comprise
money or rebate of taxes, free of charge services, tax credits, etc.

− direct, the public subject gives the contribution directly to the sustainable entrepreneur;
− indirect, the public subject gives the contribution to the supplier, who will apply a lower
price on the “sustainable transaction”.
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Figure (4-12) The refund
The analysis of the indirect type contribution outlines that it is not a cost for the public
subjects, but a temporary use of financial resources. In fact, thanks to the lower prices applied by
the supplier, he becomes more competitive, his sales increase as well as his purchases of goods
and his bargaining power. In the short time this trend increases the profit as well as the local taxes
paid by the entrepreneur.
This trend, which can be called “feed-back”, shows that this method can be considered as
a short-term investment for public subject. Of course other benefits have to be included with the
high local taxes in the list of the advantages and strengths of the areas rich in competitive firms.
The “feed-back” is shown by the following figure:
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Figure (4-13) The “feed-back”
Vertical transfers
It's the transfer of some costs between subjects of different levels until the equation cost =
income is reached: eg. from local operators to the municipality, from municipality to region, etc. The
public subject which represents the area of the supplier (it's the area where the revenue is
produced) takes care of supporting the sustainable entrepreneurs located in another area. When
this equation takes place inside the same area of the sustainable entrepreneur, this is an “internal
transfer”. From the administrative standpoint, this case is easier to manage than the external one,
because the refund is made by the public subject directly related to the sustainable local
entrepreneur. It has already shown that the increase of the commercial businesses spectrum of the
area, in order to be able to offer to local tourism businesses a wider range of goods/services, has
to belong to the objectives of the public planner. When the support comes from district A, which
becomes the territorial element (it includes both the client and the supplier), the transfer is of the
internal type.
District A
Municipality A

Municipality B
Internal transfer
External transfer

Sustainable
entrepreneur

Economic
transaction

Supplier

Figure (4-14) Direct- vertical - external/internal transfer
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External transfers are the most interesting types because they allow/help the development
of relationships among subjects located in different areas. Hence it's reasonable to imagine a
growing territorial element and a higher level of homogeneity of the whole area. The transfer
system can be applied to a limited or single area, even only one municipality, but it reaches the
best results with large and complex areas.
Horizontal transfers
Horizontal is the transfer of costs between subjects characterized by the same level.
Reasonably when the transfer is made by a refund, it involves only public subjects, because, as
the following paragraphs show, cooperatives and relationships are the best way for private subjects
to transfer their costs. In nutshell horizontal transfers are based on the administrative and
economic differences between the areas: the most developed municipality offers to other
municipalities favorable services for their sustainable measures/projects, which will be transformed
into benefits for their local sustainable entrepreneurs.
These services can be delivered by its local firms or directly by the public subject using its
own internal organization, but in this case they represent a cost or a new workload for this subject.
The idea that the more advanced public subject supports the weaker one is certainly appreciable,
but it cannot be applied for a long time. Moreover the transfer of the task to develop local economy
to external subjects cannot be accepted even from moral standpoint. Before introducing public
support for sustainable tourism the true local sustainable tourism entrepreneurs need to be known.
In my opinion, this problem can be solved only through the official certification of sustainable
entrepreneurs. Certification of sustainable tourism is not the aim of this research. For this reason
the following part shows only a brief description of it.
Certification of sustainable tourism
This problem was already introduced by Collins in 1999: “The danger is that of treating
sustainability as a simple commercial tool rather than as a set of real and genuine management
principles”. It's by now clear that an ever-growing number of tourists respect the need for
sustainability although today this category represents a market quota which is extremely contained,
the need to preserve cultural-historical and natural heritage is shared by the whole of modern
society, including the large sector of tourists who choose traditional forms of tourism. Hence
sustainability represents an important marketing tool for an area (La Lopa and Day, 2011) and
Tzechentke (2004) to raise public awareness of the necessity of local communities and to involve
these aims within the tourist requirements.
Like every other tool, sustainability does not possess the intrinsic ability to choose who
uses it, therefore there is a risk of this “brand” being utilised by the “wrong entrepreneurs”. The
hypothesis of the existence of entrepreneurs who declare themselves “sustainable” solely for
personal profit without properly applying the rules that the philosophy imposes is not an unlikely
one: sustainability becomes a publicity stunt, a trend, to sell themselves more effectively in the
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tourist market as well as to obtain the private and public support for sustainable tourism. Moreover
entrepreneurs who implement sustainable practices aim to get recognition for their efforts and this
can be a great inducement both for them and consumers. This problem has to be resolved at an
institutional level through the activation of specific control processes aimed at identifying and
separating those initiatives that use sustainability only for commercial ends, from those that,
instead, truly represent the spirit of the philosophy. To realise this it's necessary to produce a sort
of “certification” of true sustainable entrepreneurs, through:

− the definition of the minimum requirements to define oneself as a sustainable tourist
entrepreneur;
−

the verification that these requirements are met;

− the issue of the “doc” mark (e.g. similar to the European Ecolabel, but specific for tourism);
−

the periodic verification of the requirements.
The complexity of the concept of sustainability has led to the use of self-regulation forms by

many countries (Bramwell and Alletorp, 2001). However a regulation universally accepted is
necessary to allow administration identify entrepreneurs towards which eventual support in the
political decisions of the area to be aimed.
4.5.2.5 Cooperation and relationship between public and private subjects
Everyone agrees that the development of cooperation and relationships between public and
private subjects are the basis of the solution of many economic and social problems. Especially
when the available resources are limited, these can be the only or the best way to obtain good
results in terms of higher revenues and lower costs. For this reason, cooperation and partnerships
can involve all phases of management. However, according to the basis of the theoretical model,
this research will be focused only on the types of cooperation and partnerships related to the
reduction of the costs of the investments in assets, and operating phases such as the purchases of
consumer goods and services and the borrowing costs. Business administration defines the firm as
a bundle of goods and people organized by the entrepreneur in order to produce goods and/or
services which will satisfy human needs. These goods are the precondition for the existence of the
firm. Among the several categories of these goods, which are based on their nature, function, use,
risk level, etc., assets and consumer goods are the main two. In author's opinion, cooperation and
relationships between public and private subjects have to be focused on these aspects of
management. It means to develop the conditions to allow the development of the investments, the
covering of the operating costs which are the basis of the profit and the survival of the businesses.
Assets
They are the durable structure of the firm. Among their characteristics the following have to
be considered:
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Characteristics

Usually they need
external financing

High investments

High costs for
bank interests

High risk of technical
obsolescence

Long period of use

High risk level
No direct relation
with the revenues

They are much time
before the incomes

Figure (4-15) Characteristics of assets
Usually, they are divided into material goods (equipments, furniture, vehicles, buildings,
etc.) and intangibles (expenses related to the start up, grants, licenses, research and development,
promotion, marketing, training, etc.). The experience and the results of the survey explained in the
next chapter show that, despite the fact that material goods are quite always more expensive and
complex than the intangibles, some psychological and/or economic reasons often make them the
favourite investments especially for small entrepreneurs.
Material goods

Intangibles

They can be
rented or leased

They are bought or
produced by the firm

Low own capital
or financing
They can be
financed by UE

High resources

There isn't the
official market

There is the
official market

They can easy
to be valued

They cannot be
reconverted

They can be
reconverted

They can easily
to be sold

They are difficult to
be protected

High risk level

They need
high skills
They can be the
collateral for bank loans

High problems
in management

Bank credit
It's difficult to
check their results

Figure (4-16) Comparison between material goods and intangibles
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The cited questionnaire-survey outlines that the studied tourism entrepreneurs are mainly
focused on the renovation or the construction of their buildings, while they neglect the investments
in intangibles, although they well know that some types of intangibles play a great role in the
development and survival of tourism businesses. In author's opinion, the lack of investments in
intangibles is one of the main obstacles for the development of sustainable entrepreneurs.
In turn, material goods can be classified as generic and high tech. The first one includes the
goods with long use and low risk of technological obsolescence such as furniture, general
equipments, and vehicles, while the goods included in the second one are characterized by a high
degree of economic risk due to their very low economic life cycle and very specific use. One of the
main points in the running of the transfer system is the separation between economic transactions
among subjects located inside and outside the studied area. According to the developed concepts,
sustainability is a task for all subjects, without geographic limits, but the economic transaction
which involves all subjects located in the same municipality, has better effects on the local wealth
than the other one which includes suppliers located outside the area. It can be stated that this
observation must be taken into great consideration because it's the basic condition to fight the
leakage of resources from the area which is another great limitation for the development of local
economy.
These considerations have a great relation with the localization of the goods and services
which the entrepreneur needs. For example, it's reasonable to suppose that generic goods such as
buildings and furniture are made by local producers and their purchase contributes to the growth of
local economy: the resources remain inside the area. Unlike, high tech goods and specific ones
come from producers located outside the area hence their purchases always mean leakage of
local resources.
The transfer system considers this assumption as a way to spread the economic benefits
over the area as a whole and to improve the local economic development. For this reason the later
tables of public transferability include both values related to local subjects (internal transferability:
the cost-income equation is satisfied inside the area) and external ones (external transferability:
sustainable entrepreneur and its supplier don't belong to the same area).
Consumer goods and services
Consumer goods are often called “goods with simple fecundity” because they always need
to be replaced after their use. They are directly related to the operating costs. Regarding the
purpose of this study they are divided into two main categories characterized by a very different
degree of economic risk and psychological impact:

− (direct) goods and services with a direct relation to tourists;
− (indirect or fixed) goods and services without a direct relation to tourists.
The direct ones such as the purchases of food and drink, the rental of bus, the guide, etc.,
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are directly related with a confirmed sale, hence their economic risk only depends on the notpayment by the client, for example, due to a dispute on the quality of the tourism product. The
second ones instead belong to the so called start up costs which are among the business
conditions characterized by a high degree of uncertainty of the result, due to their lack of direct
relation with the confirmed sales.
Borrowing costs
Assets and goods are obtained by the firm through its own capital and/or external financing.
Business economy suggests as a good financial balance the rate between investments and
financing: 60% by own capital (internal) and 40% by external funds. Especially for small tourism
businesses characterized by low available resources, bank loans are often the only chance for the
development of new activities and tourism products. Hence the measures in supporting the
sustainable entrepreneurs have to deal with this aspect which is a great obstacle for the
management of the small business due to the interest rate and the high loan guarantees. This
question is considered in the general scheme of Figure (4-9) by the box “conditions for
investments”. The existence of some obstacles of having bank loans is proven by the mention
questionnaire-survey. It outlines that, due to the borrowing costs/problems, most studied
entrepreneurs cover their investments only with their own capital. Only some Bulgarian tourism
entrepreneurs cover their investments with bank loans and a few Serbian ones use small bank
credits to pay the operating costs. This fact is shown in chapter 6 by the Table (6-8). The
framework is characterized by entrepreneurs who focus their limited resources only on essential
investments, such as buildings and furniture neglecting the intangibles. This wrong choice leads
them to be less competitive than foreign competitors. For this reason the increase of the
investments in intangibles must be one of the main goals of the public and private measures.
It has to be noted, that the borrowing costs are one of the obstacles for having bank loans:
entrepreneurs cannot often obtain bank loans because they don't have the required guarantees.
The establishment of private cooperatives or/and the support of the public subject through the
public properties, would be the best way to hep the small entrepreneurs about this aspect.
4.5.3 How to obtain the maximum positive effects from the available resources
In author's opinion this is the most interesting part of this research because through a
logical process based on the degree of transferability and the diagram of the circles, shows the
way to best combine the public and private subjects in one and the same measure in order to
obtain the maximum effect on small local businesses or regional factors. It has to be noted that the
concept that cooperation and partnership development is a basic condition for development of local
tourism business has been underlined by Vodenska and Assenova, (2013) “for the implementation
of sustainable tourism development concept it's necessary to establish a permanent relation
between the national and the regional sustainable tourism development policies and the
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investment programs of the private tourism sector”. Hence what is important now is the definition of
the content of these relationships in terms of subjects, management aspects and areas.
The transfer of activities
The earlier paragraphs have shown how the transfer system transfers a part of the cost of
sustainable practices to public subjects. Relationships and cooperation, which represent the
measure related to the boxes “condition for investments” and “less cost” of the general scheme,
are another way to transfer these costs but in this case, they are based on both public and private
subjects: it was noted, that the earlier transfer system is suitable in the public field.
In principle all phases of management can be developed by relationships and cooperation
between public and private subjects, however, due to the high complexity of this question based on
economic, technical and psychological aspects, the limited available resources produce their best
results only following some rules or suggestions.
In order to reach the purposes of this study, management is divided into these phases:

− structural, it's the investments in assets;
− patrimonial, it's the question related to the borrowing costs and problems;
− operating, it's the actions related to consumer goods and services.
The main concept developed in this paragraph is the degree of transferability, which can be
defined as the aptitude of a specific activity to be developed by several subjects (public and/or
private), or to be transferred from one to another which takes care of the cost of sustainability. It
depends on several variables, such as the characteristics of the activity, its importance in
management, its difficulty, etc. For example great attention will be put on those phases of
management which are an obstacle for entrepreneurs, instead the phases which don't need high
efforts will show a lower degree of transferability, and so on.
Each phase of management is shown by its points, for example the structural phase
includes the assets such as buildings, furniture, vehicles, the operating one the salaries, the
purchases of goods, etc., which are related to its specific degree of transferability calculated
through a logical process based on the following variables:
Contribution of the
good/service to management

Intrinsic value
of the good
Low transferability

High economic risk

Difficulty of having
the good/service

High transferability

Lack of aptitude of the
aspect to be shared

Lack of aptitude of entrepreneurs
to share their knowledge

Lack of aptitude of entrepreneurs
toward this good/service

Figure (4-17) Variables of transferability
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Of course the determination of the degree of transferability needs an in depth analysis of
the several aspects of management and usually it depends on more of these variables.
The transferability is internal when the transfer of the costs or the activity is inside the same
area (e.g. the local public subject supports the rebuilding of the guest-house of a local sustainable
tourism entrepreneur) or external when the involved public and/or private subjects are located
outside the area of the sustainable entrepreneur. Of course, existence inside the area of the
good/service, or the producers of them, improves the internal transferability: local public subject
supports the economic transaction in order to develop its local sustainable tourism entrepreneurs
and its suppliers. Both the internal transferability and the external one are evaluated through a
degree of transferability based on the following Likert scale:

Transferability
1

null

economic-operational reasons clearly hinder the transfer

impossible

2

low

the transfer is only possible under very specific conditions

improbable

3

medium

there not obstacles and the transfer can lead to some advantages

neutral/advisable

4

high

the circumstances and/or the characteristics of the item suggest the
transfer. This leads to sure advantages

appropriate

5

very high

as above, but it leads to a higher level of advantages

needful

Table (4-1) Likert scale of transferability
It has to be noted that the tables of private transferability (transfer of actions between
private subjects such as relationships, cooperation, etc.) include only one series of values of
transferability, while the tables of the cited public transferability show values related both to the
internal and external transferability. In fact, in author's opinion, the measuring of the internal and
external transferability for the private subjects makes the method too complex and it doesn't give
valuable results.
This part is very important to understand how the levels of internal/external transferability of
the tables in the next paragraph are obtained. For this reason, due to its complexity, some
explanations and examples are needed (to be noted the phrases in brackets are the variables of
transferability of the Figure 4-17):

1) structural phase
1. investments in intangibles are one of the conditions for the development of business
(high contribution of the good/service to management), but they often are neglected
especially by small local entrepreneurs (lack of aptitude of entrepreneurs toward
this good/service). Moreover, most of them need high level of skills, such as
commercial, advertising and of training expenses hence it's difficult to find them in
rural area (difficulty of having this good/service). These three variables lead to the
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high level of external transferability: investments have to be supported especially by
external subjects. Instead, some intangibles, such as the research in new tourism
products, are based on local private and public subjects, hence they have to be
supported by local public institutions = very high level of internal transferability;

2. goods with (high intrinsic value), such as buildings and their related equipments,
due to the (high aptitude of entrepreneurs toward this good/service), have to be
supported by the local public subject only for the part of the investment directly
related to sustainability (e.g. the extra price of the construction in traditional style or
techniques, etc.). Especially buildings and furniture are made by local producers
hence the cited equation is reached inside the area = medium internal
transferability;

2) operational phase
1. when the sustainable entrepreneur cannot have a specific good or service,
(difficulty of having this good/services), this good or service is neglected by small
local tourism entrepreneurs, such as the advertising and training expenses, (lack of
aptitude of entrepreneurs toward this good/service), and this good/service is
important for management (high contribution of the good/service to management) =
high degree of external transferability;
2. purchase of goods. Although, sustainability encourages the use of local goods and
services, especially foods, a modern firm always needs goods made outside the
area. This obvious observation is confirmed by the cited questionnaire-survey
(Chapter 6, Table 6-17). Due to the difficulty of measuring the correct ratio between
local goods and imported ones used by the small tourism entrepreneur, I have
considered for this category two central values of the developed scale: the high
value (4) for the internal transferability (reasonably local goods and services are
much more than the “imported” ones) and the medium one (3) for the external
transferability;

3) patrimonial phase
1. limited financial resources need bank loans which often are the only way for the
development of the business, (high contribution of the good/service to
management). Bank loans mean high interests and need high guarantees which the
small entrepreneur often cannot give to the bank, (difficulty of having this
good/service). This problem can be solved by local public subjects which public
properties = high degree of internal transferability. Reasonably the bank is located
outside the area (where the cited equation is reached), hence the question of the
bank interests = high degree of external transferability.
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Both the transfer system and the relationships are ways to transfer some parts of the costs
to other subjects, but it has to be noted that often the development of relationships and
cooperation by private subjects depends on other reasons, such as:
−

they reduce the costs and their own investments, hence that means a lower risk of
business;

−

they reduce their own investments, hence that means higher flexibility;

− they mean new and specific skills for small local businesses. Especially during the
implementation of a medium-long term project, the cooperation provides to the
entrepreneur the needed skills;
−

they lead to the maximum exploitation of the inputs. Especially for small businesses, the
volume of sales often doesn't reach the economic exploitation of some inputs.
According to the transfer system and the earlier concepts related to the relationships and

cooperation between public and private subjects, applying this method to the main aspects-phases
of management, the following tables of transferability have been developed.

Tables of public transferability
Assets

Transferability

Explanation

Internal

External

buildings

3

1

Local public support has to cover only the higher costs for sustainable
construction-practices (the difference from standard to sustainable)

furnishings

3

1

As above

equipments

2

4

Reasonably most of the equipments come from suppliers located outside
the area. Local public support is only focused on local goods

vehicles

0

4

Reasonably these goods come from suppliers located outside the area

2

2,5

constitution expenses

3

3

Reasonably the constitution expenses, such as the costs for the notary,
fixed fees, technical reports, etc. involve, at the same way, both internal
and external subjects

licensing – permissions

4

4

As above

research - development

5

2

Incoming tourism is based on local subjects, hence the local public
support has to be at maximum level of public local transferability

commercial expenses*

1

5

They need specific skills and professionalism which often cannot be
found inside the areas characterized by low level of development

advertising expenses*

1

5

As above

1

5

As above

2,5

4

Material goods

Average
Intangibles

training expenses*
Average

* (durable – 2 years at least)

Table (4-2) Public transferability of structural phase
The analysis of this table outlines that material goods, due to their characteristics, have
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similar average of internal and external transferability: 2 and 2,5. The intangibles are oriented
toward the external transferability, which shows a level much higher than the internal one: 4 and
2,5. Commercial expenses (they are the costs for the development of sales network) as well as the
advertising and training expenses show higher values of transferability. This conclusion depends
on the fact that usually the intangibles need high professionalism and skills which often cannot be
found inside the areas characterized by low level of development, such as those typical of
sustainable tourism. According to these considerations the best exploitation of the resources is
achieved when the public subjects focus their measures as shown by the following figure:

Local public subjects

External public subjects

Buildings

Standard goods

Vehicles

Goods/services
related to buildings

Hight tech

Research and
development

Low cost
Administrative costs
Intangibles

Figure (4-18) Public focus on structural phase

Borrowing
costs and problems

Transferability

Explanation

Internal

External

borrowing costs

1

5

Bank interests and charges are paid to a private subject (the bank)
located outside the area

loan guarantees

4

1

Sustainable entrepreneur has to be helped about the loan guarantees by
local public subject through the use of local public properties

2,5

3

Average

Table (4-3) Public transferability of patrimonial phase
The analysis of this table outlines how this very important aspect of management has to be
dealt with a mix of measures by local and external public subjects who have to help small local
businesses through lower bank costs and lower required loan guarantees. Experience shows that
this aspect of management, due to the strong relation between the businesses development and
the external funding and its high impact on overall costs, has great negative effects on profit.
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Costs

Transferability

Explanation

Internal

External

salaries

5

1

The costs about the local labour force has to be supported by
local public subject

share of maintenance

3

3

Goods/services are bought inside and outside the area

administrative and services

4

3

purchase of goods
purchase of energy

4

3

1

5

bank interests

1

5

bank charges
Average

1

5

2,7

3,6

Table (4-4) Public transferability levels of operational phase

Purchases of goods and services have a higher level of internal transferability than the
external one, because sustainability involves the use of local resources. The same is true for the
salaries, usually the small local tourism entrepreneurs employ local manpower, while the purchase
of energy and the bank interests and charges have to be supported by outside public subjects.

Tables of private transferability
Assets

Transferability

Explanation and examples

Material goods
buildings

1

It's difficult to image a cooperation or relationship between private
subjects.

furnishings

1

As above

equipments

2

It's difficult to image a cooperation or relationship between private
subjects. Probably the unique case would be a kind of sub-lease

2

As above

vehicles
Average

1,8

Intangibles
constitution expenses

1

It's difficult to image a cooperation or relationship between private
subjects.

licensing – permissions

2

It's difficult to image a cooperation or relationship between private
subjects. Probably the unique case would be a licensing used by several
subjects

research - development

5

Private cooperation and relationships for the development of local
tourism products

commercial expenses*

4

Private cooperation and relationships in order to develop a commercial
organization based on agents, etc.

advertising expenses*

4

Private cooperation and relationships in order to produce local
catalogues, info tours, local events

training expenses*

5

As above

Average

3,5

* (durable – 2 years at least)

Table (4-5) Private transferability levels of structural phase
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The table shows that, as shown by the earlier public Table (4-2), intangible goods have a
double degree of transferability as compared to the material goods whose probability of
transferability are very low. Regarding the intangibles, only the costs of start up, such as the costs
for the notary, have little chances to be involved in collaboration between different subjects. The
design of the local tourism product and training have the highest level of transferability.

Borrowing
costs and problems

Transferability

Explanation

borrowing costs

4

Establishment of cooperatives of guarantee and bank agreements

loan guarantees

4

Establishment of cooperatives of guarantee

Average

4

Table (4-6) Private transferability levels of patrimonial phase
Italian experience shows that private cooperatives of guarantees are the best way, and
often the only one, to finance the investments of small local businesses (see also Chapter 6,
Paragraph 6.4.2). Sometimes the collateral of loans is the main obstacle for small entrepreneurs to
obtain bank credit. This problem can only be solved through a form of private cooperation and the
use of local public heritage (usually the buildings) for this important management aspect.

Costs

Transferability

Explanation

salaries

2

It's difficult to image a cooperation or relationship between private
subjects. Probably the unique case would be related to some
specific events, such as the tourism fairs

share of maintenance

4

Establishment of cooperatives of services

administrative

4

As above

purchase of goods

4

Establishment of purchasing associations

purchase of energy

4

As above

bank interests

4

Establishment of cooperatives of guarantees

4

As above

bank charges
Average

3,7

Table (4-7) Private transferability levels of operational phase
Merging earlier tables into a single one, it's possible to obtain a table which allows the
comparison of the levels of sustainability of:

− EPL (local public subjects = internal transferability);
− EPE (external public subjects = external transferability);
− P (private subjects) for each item.
From these three columns, the average level of transferability of each item is obtained.
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EPL

EPE

P

Average

Material goods
buildings

3

1

2

2

furnishings

3

1

1

1,7

equipments

2

4

2

2,7

vehicles

1

4

2

2,3

2

2,5

1,8

2,2

Total material goods

Intangibles
constitution expenses

3

3

1

2

licensing-permissions

4

4

2

3,3

research - development

5

2

5

4

commercial expenses

1

5

4

3,3

advertising expenses

1

5

4

3,3

training expenses

1

5

5

3,7

Total intangibles

2,5

4

3,5

3,3

Borrowing costs-problems
borrowing costs

1

5

4

3,3

loan guarantees

4

1

4

3

2,5

3

4

3,2

Total borrowing cost-guaran.

Operational costs
salaries

5

1

2

2,7

maintenance

1

5

4

3,3

administration and services

4

3

4

3,7

purchases of energy

3

3

4

3,3

purchases of goods

4

3

4

3,7

bank interests

1

5

4

3,3

bank charges

1

5

4

3,3

2,7

3,6

3,7

3,3

2,4

3,3

3,3

Total operational costs
Average

Table (4-8) Levels of transferability
The analysis of the table allows these important considerations to be made:
−

low level of transferability of material goods (2,2 on 5). Buildings and furniture are the only
ones which are partially transferable to local public subjects (3 on 5), while vehicles and
equipments are suitable for external ones (4 on 5);

− low aptitude of material goods to involve the three subjects in the same measures;
−

medium level of transferability of the intangibles (3,3 on 5). In particular the parts of
management related to the research and development of new local tourism products have
the highest average value of transferability – high value (4 on 5) of the adopted Likert scale:
the production of new local tourism products has to involve both public and private subjects;

−

medium aptitude of intangibles to involve the three subjects in the same measures;
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−

medium level of transferability of the operating costs (3,3 on 5). In author's opinion and
according to the Italian experience, the best results can be reached through the
establishment of cooperatives and private consortia for the purchase of goods and services
between the local entrepreneurs;

−

medium aptitude of operating costs to involve the three subjects in the same measures;

−

local public subjects (column ELP) have, if compared to the other two columns, lower
average level of transferability (2,4 ELP, while the other two show 3,3 on 5);

−

external public subjects and private subjects (columns EPE and P) have the same average
level of transferability (3,3 on 5): support of sustainable tourism has no geographical limits;

− low aptitude of private subjects in developing the measures independently from some other
measures which come from public subjects. Analysis of the Table (4-8) outlines that the
higher values of column (P) are always related to other high values of columns EPL or EPE
and this is a further confirmation of the importance of the cooperation between public and
private subjects.
Transferring on the “diagram of the circles” these and earlier concepts (with the three studied
layouts according to the instructions explained in Chapter 3 “Theoretical and methodological
background and study”) these considerations can be made about the determination of the most
profitable use of the available resources by private and public subjects.

EPE
FE
BU

SA

EQ

LP

EPL

M

RD

FU

AS

VE

PU
AC

EG

TC
CC

BC
BI

CE

P
Figure (4-19) Diagram of the circles
Legend
PU

purchase of goods

RD

research - development

M

maintenance

EG

establishment of guarantee

AS

administrative and services

LP

licensing-permissions

AC

advertising costs

FE

constitution expenses

CC

commercial costs

SA

salaries

BI

bank interests

BU

buildings

TC

training

FU

furniture

CE

purchases of energy

VE

vehicles

BC

bank charges

EQ

equipments

Table (4-9) Legend
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−

most of the operating-direct costs, especially administration expenses, maintenance and
purchase of goods and services, must be included into measures based on the cooperation
among the three subjects-areas, while operating-direct costs such as salaries have to be
supported by (EPL) and energy by (EPE) and (P). Regarding labour force, it has to be
noted that usually small tourism businesses use local workers, hence local public subject
has to be focused on cost reduction of salaries (eg. through lower local taxes or higher
specific services for the firms which employ new workers), while external public subject
have to support the improvement of professionalism of workers;

−

investments in research and development of new tourism offers have to be supported at
local level through the cooperation between local public (ELP) and private subjects (P);

−

investments and operating costs of promotion and advertising have to be supported by
measures which involve private and public subjects located outside the area (EPE);

−

most of the financial matter must involve private and public subjects located outside the
area. Local public subjects must focus on the guarantee of bank loans;

−

start-up costs have to be supported by public subjects (EPL and EPE);
hence in terms of geographic terms-factors

− external public subjects have a great role in the development and survival of local
sustainable tourism entrepreneurs – sustainability is not a local question;
−

private subjects must cooperate with public subjects (area P doesn't show measures);

−

investments and costs characterized by low technologies, such as buildings, furniture,
labour forces, development of new local products are a local question, while those with high
technologies involve external subjects.

This is the combination to have the best effects-result from cooperation and partnerships,
according to the author's idea. This framework gives important concrete suggestions to public
planners about the content of the relations between public and private subjects involved in local
economy development. In nutshell the public subject has to encourage the development of the
relationship through specific support-help according to the cited suggestions-rules.
4.5.4 How to plan the future
Experience and reason teach that cultural and social relations between subjects as well as
the economic transactions grow with the passage of time. In order to reach the maximum positive
effects on local tourism development, regional factors in terms of “relations” between subjects
must follow a trend based on the concepts which were developed by the theoretical model.
It represents the “path” or the steps of the development of the relationships and
cooperation, which must be followed by public planning because they will lead the capital structure,
the investments, the knowledge etc. of small businesses toward the right economic situation-level.
The basic role played by both public and private subjects for sustainable tourism
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development is stated by Vodenska and Assenova (2013) “in conclusion, it can be pointed out that
on the one hand, sustainable development is impossible without the participation of both private
and public sector”. The supposition that competition among entrepreneurs is the natural tendency
may be correct, but it doesn't mean that this trend is the best one for the development of
sustainable tourism. It was shown that sustainable entrepreneurs are characterised by some
variables-limits which affect in deep these businesses whose survival also depends on the
solidarity by subjects in the business. According to the author's idea regional factors for sustainable
development must be based on solidarity and not on competition, because sustainable strategy
shows many aspects which don't belong to the rules of “standard” businesses.
4.5.4.1 Steps of the development of the relationships and cooperation
It begins from the “primitive” situation characterized by a low level of relationships and joint
actions between public and private entities in the area: reasonably this situation is characterized by
the lack of joint actions between various actors and the only one existing depends on specific
administrative law rather than on economic and social matters. According to the present theoretical
model with the passage of time the system has to move towards a "mature" situation where
relationships and cooperation between public and private subjects are the focus of local planning.
It has to be underlined that, although this research analyses the types of cooperation and
relationships related to the phases of management in order to solve the cited economic gap, other
kinds of cooperation and relationships exist, but they are not so useful for the aim of this study and
are not discussed in the dissertation. However, the observations regarding the proposed trend
don't depend on the type of the relationships, for this reason, they can be applied to any situation.
Considering the earlier concepts related to the horizontal and vertical relationships the following
trend including four main steps can be hypothesized.
Initial phase (primitive)
Initial phase (primitive)

Investments are focused on material goods
Intangibles almost don't exist
Public support doesn't exist

People and public subjects don't consider this
business as a chance for local economy
Cooperation and relationships almost don't
exist

Figure (6-3) Initial phase
The entrepreneur considers his tourism firm as something in addition to his main job. Often,
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he is a worker, employee, farmer, etc. and this activity is seasonal and directly related to his house
and family. This fact leads to the entrepreneur focusing his main investments on the improvement
of his building. Local community doesn't have benefits from this activity and it shows low interest
about the entrepreneur. Public support as well as local tourism planning are missing.
The entrepreneur has working relationships only with his suppliers outside his family. His
long term projects are missing: its management is defined day by day.
Start up
Entrepreneur's resources grow,
so he starts to invest in intangibles

Start-up

Developing of tourism products
Licenses, obligatory training

Small public support
for training is possible

Figure (6-4) Start up phase
The entrepreneur needs to develop new and more complex tourism offers. Probably his
current profit is not sufficient for survival of his business. The production and/or the sale of these
new tourism offers needs more resources as well as specific skills and licenses, such as the
license for travel agency, tour operator, tourism guide, mountain guide, etc. The public subject can
introduce specific low public supports, such as the expenses for staff training. Other types of
investments in intangibles are missing.
Horizontal development
Horizontal development

Private cooperations and relationships appear
Investments in intangibles grow
promotion
advertising

Research of
new products

Figure (6-5) Horizontal development phase
The entrepreneur understands that higher profits mean more clients and lower costs.
Hence he invests in promotion and advertising, but due to his low resources and the high costs
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related to these investments he needs to develop stable relationships and cooperation with other
private subjects. New tourism offers are made thanks to these new relationships which grow in
number and complexity. Even the investments in intangibles grow. In any case every project and
joint activity belong to private field and the public subject is involved in nothing.
Vertical development
Vertical development

The sector became strategic for local economy

Public and private cooperations,
relationships quickly grow

Interest of public subjects grows
support
regulatory

Figure (6-6) Vertical development phase
The business success of the entrepreneur leads to the establishment of new firms by other
entrepreneurs. The area enriches in new businesses and this economic field becomes a clear
opportunity for the development of local economy. The importance of this activity for the local
community grows as well as the involvement of the public subject. Public support and new rules
are introduced. The system enriches in relationships between private and public subjects located
both inside and outside the area.
Total planning (mature)
Relationships and cooperation
are the focus of local planning

Total planning (mature)

Development of small entrepreneurs
as well as the local tourism is the
mission of public and private subjects

Economic assumptions for the
development of local economy

Implementation of sustainable practices

Figure (6-7) Total planning phase
The establishment of relationships and cooperation between public and private subjects in
order to ensure the development of small local entrepreneurs as well as local sustainable tourism
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becomes the focus both of the private field and the public planning. The area reaches the
conditions for the best development of the regional factors based on the implementation of
sustainable practices.
4.6 Conclusions
Sustainable entrepreneurs if compared to the “standard” ones are characterized by an
economic gap which has great negative effects on their profit and survival. This gap depends both
on the economic characteristics and limitations of these subjects and the heavy conditions
imposed by the implementation of sustainable practices.
Water and energy conservation, solar energy exploitation, waste recycling, as well as
environment protection, the preservation of local culture and/or the rural architecture need
economic and technical knowledge and high financial resources, but usually small local
entrepreneurs don't have these possibilities. This fact leads to the following consequences:
−

the implementation of sustainable practices needs high investments and high skills, but
small local entrepreneurs don't have the necessary resources and they have great
obstacles in having bank loans;

−

small local entrepreneurs focus their limited resources on material goods and usually he
rejects the investments in intangibles although these are one of the conditions for the
development of their business.
Moreover even the potential limits in revenues, due to the loading capacity, cannot be

forgotten because they have negative effects on tourism entrepreneurs. This situation seems to
have no solution and this is probably true if the small local entrepreneur will not be supported by
other subjects especially in the implementation of its sustainable project. The concept that the
implementation of sustainable practices is very difficult or impossible for small entrepreneurs
without the support from other subjects, leads to this question: who and why must support the
sustainable entrepreneur?
Earlier observations show how the activity developed by the sustainable entrepreneur is
characterized by the same aspects as of a public function. According to this concept public support
has to be considered as the repayment for this function which doesn't belong to the business. In
principle, the measures in favour of the sustainable entrepreneur are based both on economic
reasons in order to develop local economy, as suggested by several literature sources, and by
moral ones. An entrepreneur who accepts the limits and obstacles imposed by sustainability puts
on the same level his business and the public interest related, from the economic, cultural and
social standpoints, both to private and public subjects.
Main definitions of sustainability seem to outline it as a matter only related to local
community, while its effects involve population as a whole. For this reason, the support of
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sustainable tourism is a task of public and private subjects located in all areas: sustainability
ensures benefits to everyone hence its development is a collective issue.
The development of the way to turn this support into a system of private and public
measures is the most important part of this chapter.
According to the author's opinion, especially when the economic crisis greatly decreases
the available resources, the proposed method has to satisfy the following rules. It:
−

cannot be focused on single categories of subjects. The support coming from several
sources, has lower negative economic effects on the involved actors;

−

must be easily accepted by the subjects who agree about the importance of these
measures. It can be reached when its measures involve only the subjects which have
benefits from sustainable tourism;

−

must ensure high levels of refunding. The support must be a concrete help for the
implementation of sustainable practices;

−

must obtain the maximum positive effects on businesses. It has to indicate where the
available resources must be focused and how the way to develop the relationships between
private and public subjects can be accomplished.

It can be stated that the proposed method has all these characteristics.
At the beginning of the chapter it was written that this part of his research is aimed to
answer some questions. The chapter answered these questions and the results are shown in the
following Figure (4-20).
The central point of the theoretical model, which considers small local businesses one of
the most important regional-local factors for sustainable tourism development, is the partial or total
transfer of the costs and the problems related to a phase of management, such as some
investments in assets or operating costs, to other private and/or public subjects.
This transfer is based on the refund of a specific amount by public subjects to sustainable
entrepreneurs “transfer system” and on the development of relationships and cooperation between
private and public subjects. Location of the involved subjects in different areas is not a limitation for
the public and private support of sustainable tourism entrepreneur and the method, through the
involvement of subjects located both inside and outside the considered area, becomes a way to
improve the economic homogeneity of all areas.
This theoretical model achieves another interesting result. In fact, its concepts allow to
hypothesize the best trend of the development of the relationships and cooperation (based on
some steps), in order to reach the right economic situation-level of the area according to the
sustainable principles. This can be an important suggestion for a good local public planning.
ampliare
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Why small tourism
entrepreneur
has to be supported

He is the driver of the implementation
of sustainable practices

Sustainable tourism is often the
only chance for local economy

The sustainable entrepreneur
Is affected by a economic gap

Sustainable entrepreneur doesn't
have the resources to solve this gap

Who have to support
sustainability

All subjects who have benefits
from sustainability
Public subjects
Private subjects
People
Entrepreneurs

Who have to support
sustainability

Measures to solve the gap

Less costs
More revenues

Conditions for
investments

From where the resources
come

Tourism fee for sustainability
Transfer system
Cooperation and relationshps

Degree of transferability

How use the resources

Tables of transferability

Diagram of the circles

Steps of development of
Cooperation and relationships

How plan future
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Figure (4-20) Actors and measures for sustainability support
A specific paragraph shows how the application of a general levy in support of the
sustainable entrepreneur risks achieving the opposite result by increasing the economic difference
between the less developed areas and the richest ones.
The proposed method doesn't have this risk. Moreover, further analysis has shown that the
“transfer system” is not a cost for the public subject, but only a temporary use of financial
resources. In fact, reasonably, in short time, thanks to the positive effects of the “transfer system”
the suppliers will become more competitive and their profits will increase as well as the local paid
taxes. In other words it can produce the leverage effect.
One of the economic assumptions for the development of sustainable tourism is the support
from everyone who has benefits thanks to sustainability. Of course there are some subjects, such
as tourists, which cannot be involved in the transfer system or in public or private cooperation and
partnerships. For these categories the method introduces specific types of tourism fees, paid by
tourists and entrepreneurs, in order to reduce the negative effects of the limitations introduced by
loading capacity on the revenues of the sustainable tourism entrepreneur.
In author's opinion one of the most interesting parts of the chapter is “the transfer of the
activities” which develops a method in order to reach the maximum positive results from the
available resources. This method relates the main categories of assets and operating costs to their
specific series of “levels of transferability” based on several economic and psychological variables.
Experience shows that these variables depend on both the characteristics of small local
entrepreneurs and those of the assets and operating costs.
Great focus is laid on the important phases of management which are, however, neglected
by small local entrepreneurs, such as the intangibles. In fact, according to the method, the
maximum effects can be reached when the limited public and private resources are focused on the
parts of management that, although important for the business, are not well developed by the
sustainable entrepreneur.
Limited resources need great attention in supporting sustainable entrepreneur and, from the
operative standpoint this means to focus the efforts on the phase of management whose execution
is very difficult, if not impossible, for sustainable tourism entrepreneurs.
Through the comparison or the overlap of the levels of private and public transferability of
the main phases of management, the method gives some interesting indications about the
involvement/role of public and private subjects into the same measure. This is another important
point of this research because in addition to confirming cooperation and relationships between
public and private subjects as the main condition for the development of sustainability, it indicates a
way to develop the content of these cooperation and relationships. In nutshell the method outlines
the followings indications:

− measures on the intangibles have to involve especially public
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subjects outside the area and private ones. Local public subjects are
only involved in a few cases, such as in supporting of the research
and development of new local tourism offers;
−

most operating costs have to be supported by measures involving all
private and public subjects;

−

material goods, such as buildings, furniture, etc. show a lower level
of transferability, hence their support cannot be the central point of
public and private measures. In principle, this affirmation contrasts
with the main forms of public support which are instead focused on
these aspects of management;

−

private measures reach the best result when they are included into
specific types of cooperation with public subject.

Not least it states that sustainability is not a local question but it also needs the support by
external public subjects which can play a great role for the development and survival of local
sustainable tourism entrepreneurs.
The method is based on theoretical hypotheses which are very difficult to be proved. For
this reason, using some mathematical terms this method can be defined only as the necessary
condition in order to reach the economic assumptions for the development of sustainable tourism,
while it cannot be stated as the sufficient one. Everyone agree that through the solution of some of
the cited problems, the sustainable tourism entrepreneur will obtain important benefits, but up to
now, there aren't data to state that these benefits will ensure the development or survival of these
subjects. Despite this limitation, considering the present lack of scientific contributions from
researchers in order to understand the economic characteristics and problems of these subjects,
this research can be an important step in the exploration of this economic field.
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CHAPTER 5
FIELD OF RESEARCH
5.1 Introduction
In order to prove the research hypotheses as well as to reach the research objectives, the
following field of research has been chosen. This chapter is divided into two parts: firstly it shows
the three studied countries and the reasons for heir choice, the second describes the tourism
destinations, with particular focus on:

− the reasons which led me to choose these villages;
−

the description of the destinations by the main institutional websites;

−

the description and the opinion by local respondents about their villages as tourist
destinations;

−

the author's personal opinion about the villages.
The studied subjects (respondents) are described in Chapter 3 “Theoretical and

methodological background and study”, hence any further description about them is not necessary.
It has to be noted that this chapter also includes the parts of the findings related to the
studied villages such as local infrastructure, tourist facilities and services, local cultural-historical
and architectonic heritage etc. which are necessary for the development of these last two points.
Some other aspects of the destinations and the findings directly related to the studied
establishments such as their capital structure, investments, operational costs etc. will be, instead,
shown in the following chapter.
5.2 The Countries
Sustainability aims at the preservations of the present resources such as local culture,
natural beauties, folk traditions, local architecture etc., in order to allow their exploitation by future
generations.
It's clear that this concept requires this basic condition: the areas must have some
resources to be protected and to be transferred in the future. In author's opinion, a destination
which has lost its own tourist identity and its natural or cultural heritage, due to wrong political
choices (not only related to tourism), has very little chances to be involved into a local sustainable
project. Lack of this condition makes the solution of the question very difficult or quite impossible.
For this reason three countries in the Balkans which are rich in history, culture, folk
traditions, local architecture and natural beauties have been chosen: a small part of Europe
absolutely to be preserved for the future generations. Moreover, according to the concepts
developed in this dissertation, the author considers sustainable tourism the only true chance for the
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development of tourism as well as local economy in these areas. The choice of the countries has
been based on the following considerations and expectations:
−

they should be neigh-boring countries, located in the central part of the Balkans in order to
obtain a high degree of comparability among the findings, because reasonably they have
many similarities;

−

at the same time, significant different characteristics among them related to their political
and administrative structure, national tourism, their recent history, their ethical structure,
etc., are expected. It's reasonable to suppose that these aspects have probably affected
both positively and negatively local tourist destinations as well as local tourism
establishments, whose study could give some very interesting indications concerning the
aim of this study.

At the end, Bulgaria, Macedonia and Serbia have been chosen.
Not least it was author's great passion for these countries that influenced his choice.
The following table briefly shows some of the specific and more interesting aspects considered for
each country. According to the economic objectives of this study, only those aspects which can
affect the economic aspects of small tourism businesses (management, capital structures, tourist
offer, investments, knowledge in economic and technical fields, etc.) were considered.
Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

Political and institutional factors
Old State
Stable public organizational structure.

Young State
Weak public organizational structure.

Old State
Stable public organizational structure.

UE member
More opportunities of financing.
Application of European laws/standards.
Lower barriers for foreign travellers.

UE pre-accession member
More opportunities of financing.

Involved in recent wars
Diffidence by foreign travellers.
Low security for private investments.

Not involved in recent wars
Security for private investments.
Integrated in the Warsaw Pact
Effects on the behaviour of old
entrepreneurs.
Effects on education.

Institutional problems with Greece
Low and difficult relationships with this
important neighbour.
Marginal position inside the former
Yugoslav federation
Lower quality of facilities.

Ethnic structure
Very complex ethnic structure
Diverse behaviour.
Problem in management.
Several architectural styles.

Tourist field
Several low cost flights from UE
Lower barriers for travellers.
More complex tourism offers.
Sea tourism
More complex tourism offers.
Lower public focus on rural destinations.
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Existing international tensions
Barriers for travellers.
Diffidence by foreign travellers.
Country leader of the former
Yugoslav federation
Stable public organizational structure.
Effects on the behaviour of old
entrepreneurs.
Effects on education.

Table (5-1) Aspects of the three countries
5.3 The tourism destinations
Research design planned the study of three villages in each country, but due to the low
number of establishments located in Macedonian villages, for this country four tourism destinations
were studied. In nutshell I have chosen the tourism destinations on these criteria:
−

they are not involved in mass tourism;

−

they have local tourist offers known in the tourism market;

−

their local tourism potential depends on their cultural heritage, local traditions, tourist
attractions, tourist services, natural beauties, etc.;

−

they can be a potential subject of sustainable tourist projects;

−

they are rural areas characterized by different strengths and variables (which will be
explained in the specific following paragraphs);

−

sustainable tourism would be the main chance for their local tourism as well as local
economy.

According to these concepts, the following villages were studied:
Central
Balkans

Macedoni
a

Bulgaria

Serbia

Elsani

Dolen

Guc
a

Vevciani

Lehte
n

Mecavnik

Babino

Kovachevitsa

Sirogojno

Brajcino

Figure (5-1) Field of research: areas and villages
In order to facilitate the reading of the dissertation, this figure is the same of figure (3-1)
Chapter 3. The following Figure (5-2) shows the location of the studied areas inside the Balkan
Peninsula. According to the introduction this paragraph is divided into three parts:

− the reasons for the choice of these destinations;
−

the description of the destinations by local-institutional websites;

− the opinion of the respondents about their destinations;
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−

the author's opinion about these destinations.
5.2.1 The reasons for the choice of these destinations
The following table outlines the characteristics and aspects of the villages which may have

influenced local tourism as well as the economic aspects of local tourism entrepreneurs. It's a
similar method to that used for the choice of the three countries.

BULGARIA
Characteristics-aspects

The effects on local tourism may come from:

Dolen
- It's located in mount West Rhodopes, but it's not

- lack of positive effects from any nearby famous

close to Kovachevitsa (like Leshten) or other tourism destination;
famous tourist destinations;
- traditional businesses not directly related to local
- production of stone for building seems to be a tourism;
very important part of local economy;

- rich architectural heritage.

- the old center is rich in traditional houses;
- since 1977 it's a national architectural and
historical reservation.
Leshten
- It's a mountain village located on the same road

- The positive effects from the nearby destination of

which leads to the famous village of Kovachevitsa; Kovachevitsa;
- it's rich in old houses, most of them are well - the well preserved local architecture.
preserved.
Kovachevitsa
- It's the main architectonic reserve of the region

- Its official status.

and since 1977 it's a national architectural and
historical reservation;
- it was the set of several movies about Bulgarian
traditions.
MACEDONIA
Elsani
- It's a hill village located a few kilometers from the
lake

Ohrid

considered

the

- The positive effects from the nearby famous

most

important beach destination.
destination of beach tourism in Macedonia;

- it's included into the Galicica National Park.
Babino
- It preserves the first private library established in

- The particular local attraction.

2004 with decision of the minister of culture of
Republic of Macedonia. This library, with its old
newspapers, maps, photos and more than 15.000
books, is considered the main tourism attraction of
the region of Demir Hisar.
Brajcino
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- It's one of the most famous destinations for - The well preserved local architectural;
- its location.

ecotourism in Macedonia;
- it's close to the lake Prespa considered the
second important destination of beach tourism in
Macedonia;
- it's rich in old traditional houses well preserved;
- it's close to Greece.

Vevciani

- It's famous for its carnival as well as its natural - The famous local event;
springs;

- the famous local natural beauties.

- it's close to lake Ohrid.
SERBIA
Guca

- Its trumpet festival is one of the most important - The event famous around Europe.
national events.
Sirogojno
- It's close to the famous mountain destination of

- The ethno-village.

Zlatibor;
- it hosts an important ethno-village.
Mecavnik

- It's an ethno-complex invented by Emil - New establishment not directly related to existing
villages.

Kusturica.

Table (5-2) Characteristics of the villages
The following table summarizes the main characteristics and aspects considered for the choice:
Villages

Nearby to famous
tourist destinations

Dolen
Leshten

Specific local
tourist attractions

x
x

Kovakevitsa
Elsani

Local architectural and
traditions

x

x
x

x

Babino

x

Brajcino

x

Vevciani

x

x

x
x

Guca

x

Sirogojno

x

Total

Specific local
economic activity

4

4

5

1

Table (5-3) Reasons for the choice of the villages
According to author's predictions, interesting effects on the studied entrepreneurs in terms
of management, capital structures, investments, etc., could come from these characteristics or
aspects of the villages:
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−

nearby famous tourist destinations (lakes, old villages, national parks, etc.);

−

local architecture and traditions (old houses, etc.);

−

specific local tourist attractions (events, ethno-villages, ethno-complex, etc.), .

Some other informations about these villages are in appendix (B).
5.2.2 Description of the destinations by local-institutional websites
The following table only shows a summary of the most famous institutional tourist websites
which give information about these destinations. The aim of this work has been the definition of the
factors considered important by these websites for the development of the local tourist image.
BULGARIA (Official Tourism Portal of Bulgaria)
Dolen
Dolen is an alpine village and lies at 1020 m altitude. For its preserved houses from the period of
national Revival, in 1977 the village was declared a historical and architectural reservation. The
reservation covers 70 buildings – monuments of culture. Typical for the houses in Dolen are the
extensive upstairs and the ceilings decorated with fretwork in some of the houses. Among the landmarks
of the village is the church “St. Nikolas”, built in 1834. The narrow cobblestone streets are extremely
attractive and have kept their appearance for two centuries. Dolen is a preferred tourist destination for
those, who seek peace and contact with nature. Accommodation in authentic old houses is offered in the
village.

Leshten
The panoramic view of Pirin mountain from Leshten is beautiful. The village attracts tourists with its
authentic look and the old houses, preserved since the Bulgarian Revival (18th - 19th century). About 15
houses of the village that evoke the spirit and atmosphere of the past were reconstructed. Many of them
offer accommodation. The hospitable hosts will feed you with the most delicious local dishes prepared
from organic products. The tour along the narrow cobblestone streets of the villages extremely pleasant
for tourists. Leshten offers different attractions and activities – mountain hiking, fishing, day trips to
nearby landmarks, herb and mushroom gathering.

Kovachevitsa
The village of Kovachevitsa is situated in the western Rhodope mountain. Because of its typical
architecture, in 1977 by issue 73 of the State Gazette the village was declared a historical and
architectural reservation. The typical two-storey and three-storey houses with protruding upper floors
were built in the 18th century. Among the village sites interesting to see is the church “St. Nikolas”,
which was built in 1847. In 1900 a four-storey belfry was constructed to it. Kovachevita is an appropriate
destination for the admirers of country tourism and relaxation. Besides having the option to walk along
the narrow cobblestone streets, and stay in a typical Kovachevitsa house, tourists can taste traditional
Bulgarian dishes and enjoy the tranquility of the Rhodope mountain.
MACEDONIA (exploringmacedonia.com)
Elsani
Elshani village is located approximately 10 km south of the City of Ohrid, between the green heights of
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Mount Galicica and the blue waters of Lake Ohrid. The main part of the village is located at 850 - 950
meters above sea level. Most hosts will provide cooking facilities, and even will be happy to serve home
cooked food. The people of Elshani welcome visitors and will be happy to introduce you to their style of
living. Elshani is a wonderful base for mountain walks and rock climbing in the Galichica National Park.
Babino (wikipedia.org)
Babino i famous for its private library considered the biggest in Macedonia. This library is registered in
the club of the readers "Al-Bi". Local cuisine and the production of medical plants are some others
aspects of the village. Locals are adept in jonery, weaving and embroidery. Local economy is based on
agriculture and forestry. The slogan of the villages in Facebook is “...untouched nature”.
Brajcino
The village of Brajchino is situated 6 km from Lake Prespa in a valley on the edge of Pelister’s National
Park. It is a perfect location for combining outdoor activities on the mountain with the leisure of the lake.
The village has maintained its traditional character and an intimate link with its surroundings. Direct
contact with the local people and their hospitality makes your stay in Brajchino a unique experience.The
village has a mountain nature trail leading from the village to Golemo Ezero atop Baba Mountain. The
trail links Prespa Lake with Pelister National Park and provides good views of the mountains.Brajchino is
also home to a centuries' old monastery named St. Petka and five other churches. The village which is
also known for its architecture.
Vevciani
Vevchani is located at the foot of Mountain Jablanica. Bigger tourist groups accommodate themselves in
hotels in Struga and individual tourists and smaller groups in private houses in Vevchani. Vevchani
people are known as skilled builders which can be noted in the village architecture. Lovers of
Macedonian cuisine and of authentic environment should certainly visit the local restaurants. Vevchani
must be visited during its Carnival. For the fans of mountain tourism, picnics are organized including a
special local guide. Guests can also visit the Vevchani shrines including the St. Nikola church (19th
century), the three “paraklis” at the site of the Vevchani Springs and other shrines in the vicinity of
Vevchani.
SERBIA
Guca
Th existing websites give informations about the famous trumpet festival.
Sirogojno (sirogojno.org.rs) (wikipedia.org)
Sirogojno offers a variety of interesting activities including fashion shows of knitwear handmade by
women living on Mt. Zlatibor, evenings by the fire, and a summer school for learning traditional crafts
such as pottery, knitting, mosaic-making, and graphic skills. In Sirogojno there is also an open air
museum, or "ethno-village" known as the Old Village Museum (Serbian: Muzej "Staro selo"), covering
nearly 5 hectares with authentic elements of ordinary life collected from all over the Zlatibor region from
the 19th century. The ethno-village displays a set of traditional wooden buildings, including a bakery, a
dairy, and an inn, all in authentic form. The village of Sirogojno was declared a Monument of Culture of
Exceptional Importance in 1983, and it is protected by the Republic of Serbia. The Serbian Orthodox
church in Sirogojno was built in 1764. It is dedicated to the apostles St. Peter and St. Paul.
Mecavnik (voiceofserbia.org)
Drvengrad is situated in Mokra Gora, a village between the Western Serbian mountains of Zlatibor, Tara
and Šargan, above the Mećavnik hill, and happens to be one of best known ethno villages in Serbia,
always in expansion. All the ideas originate from renowend Serbian film director Emir Kusturica, who
had made the scenery for the film “life is a miracle”, and it then grew into the town where the famous
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director now lives. The name Drvengrad (Wood town), is due to the fact that all the houses were made
of the wood of coniferous trees, in which this Serbian region abounds. One enters this fairytale world
through a gate, with a timber church dedicated to St Sava at the opposite end. The central square was
paved wooden cubes, made of railway lines and is surrounded by authentic timber huts, hundreds of
years old, moved from the nearby villages. One houses an art gallery, another a library, a third one a
cakeshop with homemade cakes, a fourth one a national cuisine restaurant, another one a handicrafts
shop, another one a film school for the exchange of artistic ideas, another one a cinema, etc.Despite the
fact that it has all one town needs, Drvengrad looks like a place in which time has stopped. Kusturica
himself describes this town as reminiscent of a life, but no one has ever lived there. Guests can spent a
holiday in this complex, which is under the auspices of Unicef, as Kusturica is a UNICEF ambassador.
The aim is to preserve the national heritage and for people to return to nature. The Architecture
Foundation Philip Rotier of Brussels proclaimed Drvengrad the best architectural achievement in Europe
in the first decade of this century. Since 2008, a film festival has been held every year here, called
Kustendorf. The idea was to come up with a non-commercial event, dedicated to the author film, and to
gather distinguished world directors and students of the “seventh art”. Since recently, skiing lovers also
come to Drvengrad for another reason: on Iver, the highest summit of Mt Tara, at almost 1.500m of
altitude, a ski centre was completed, with a ski lift 1,100 meters long and with a capacity of 600 skiers
per hour

Table (5-4) Summary of the institutional websites
The following table shows the main aspects outlined by the analysed websites:
Facilities in the village-municipality (x = yes)
Dolen

Leshten

Kovachevitsa

Natural beauties

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Local architectural
and traditions

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Hospitable local
population

x

Tourist paths

x

x

x

x

Total

3

5

3

Vevciani

Guca Sirogojno Mecavnik

3

2

Tot
7

x

x

x

x

x

tourist facilities and
services

Average

Elsani Babino Brajcino

10
3

x

x

x

x

5

4

3
x
1

1

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

3,66

3,5

1,33

6

2

Table (5-5) Aspects underlined by the institutional websites

The table shows that these websites are focused on local architecture and traditions that
obtain the maximum score (10 on 10), natural beauties (7) and tourist facilities and services (6).
Bulgaria and Macedonia (averages 3,66 and 3,5) show similar description in terms of number of
aspects proposed, while Serbian websites are mainly focused only on the aspect “local
architecture and traditions” (average 1,33). It has to be remembered that local architecture and
traditions include events, old buildings and ethno-complex, while tourist facilities and services are
especially related to the accommodation in traditional houses.
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5.2.3 Descriptions and opinion by the respondents about their destinations
This paragraph shows some of the points of the questionnaire “Basic information about the
village-municipality (BIATVM)” (usually this questionnaire was filled in by employees of local public
institutions or local associations) and the “major tourism development stakeholders (QMTDS)”.
As explained in the introduction of the chapter, the following findings are displayed here
instead in Chapter 6 “findings and analysis”, because these data and information are related to the
studied villages. In this way these data, in addition to other information in the chapter, give a full
overview on the studied areas, that will help the reader in understanding and appreciating the
analysis of the following chapter.
This paragraph is divided into three parts:
−

facilities and infrastructure;

−

local tourism;

− local population.
Facilities and infrastructure
This part shows the descriptions and opinion of the respondents about the facilities and
infrastructure of their villages.

Facilities in the village-municipality (x = yes)
Dolen

Leshten

Kovachevitsa

Elsani Babino Brajcino

Medical center

x

Vevciani

Guca Sirogojno Mecavnik

x

x

Pharmacy

x

x

Bank branch

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

Shops

x

x

Public toilette

x

x

Station bus
GSM

x

x

x

TV satellite

x

x

x

Total

4

2

4

Average

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

5

8

8

3

0

x

Tot
4
2
3

x

8
6
4

x

x

9

x

x

7

6

3

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

3,33

4

5,6

Table (5-6) Tourist facilities
The table shows that Serbia has the best situation among the three countries thanks to the
tourist facilities of Guca and Sirogojno. Macedonia is penalized by Babino which doesn't have
tourist facilities among the studied ones.
However, in author's opinion, the most interesting and negative discovery is that most of the
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studied villages don't offer important-basic services such as health services (only 4 out of 10 have
a medical center and only 2 have a pharmacy) and banks (3 out of 10). In particular in all Bulgarian
villages the bank branch, the pharmacy and the medical center are missing. This fact is surely an
obstacle for the development of local tourism, because today elderly tourists represent most of the
tourism demand. According to the prediction of Eurostat (2008), by 2040 the over 65 category of
European population will represent 27% of the total population. It's therefore reasonable to assume
that by 2040 more that 20% of tourists will be included in this age category. Moreover, often the
nearest place with these services is some km distance from these villages. The cellular phone
coverage is present in most villages. Most of Macedonian villages are not covered by satellite TV.
Main characteristic of the general infrastructure (x = yes)
Dolen

Leshten Kovachevitsa

Elsani Babino Brajcino Vevciani

Guca Sirogojno Mecavnik Tot

Positive
Organized garbage
collection

x

Separation of
garbage
Water network

x

Potable water

x

Guarded parking
areas
Public transport

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Total

5

x

bus

x

x

x

x

x

x

8

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

10

x

3

bus

7

x

4

bus

bus

x
4

4

4

bus

bus

x

3

3

4

6

4

6

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

4,3

3,5

5,3

Average

9

x

x

bus

x

x

2

x

Green areas

x

Negative
Water supply
problems

x

1

Ecological
problems

0

Illegal garbage
areas

x

1

Electricity supply
problems
Total

0
0

Average

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

0,66

0

0

2

Table (5-7) Infrastructure
Even this table, like the previous one, shows that Serbia has the best situation among the
three countries. Macedonia and also Bulgaria (considering also the negative aspects) have a
worse situation. Macedonia is penalized by the villages of Brajcino and Babino again.
Usually the studied villages offer good basic services: garbage collection, potable water
supply and electricity supply have scores 9, 8 and 10. These data and the information gathered
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during the author's visits of the villages prove that most of the public subjects pay a good degree of
attention at the basic conditions related to local environmental preservation. The large part of the
villages have organized garbage collection (9 out of 10), potable water (most of them can use the
water form the water network and only the respondents in the village of Leshten reported some
problems in water supply) and are connected with other villages in the region by public buses (7
out of 10).
This public strategy is consistent with the opinion of the major tourism development
stakeholders who consider clean and picturesque nature as one of the main factors for local
tourism development and eco and rural tourism the types of tourism most perspective for the
village Table (6-13) “factors for tourism development” Chapter 6.
Signage in the village and outside (x = yes)
Dolen
Road signs

x

Leshten Kovachevitsa Elsani
x

x

For tourism
facilities
For tourism
sights

x

x

Info signs
Total

x

x

1

4

x

x

x
x

x
2

Babino Brajcino Vevciani

x

x

x
2

4

2

x

Guca Sirogojno
x

tot

x

x

10

x

x

x

5

x

x

x

8
6

x

x

x

x

4

2

4

4

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

2,3

3

3,33

Average

Mecavnik

Table (5-8) Signage
All the studied villages have road signage (10 out of 10), while the tourist ones (for tourism
facilities and sights) are almost missing in the villages of Dolen, Leshten and Guca. Even in this
case Serbia shows the best situation among the three countries.
Tourism information for the village and region (x = yes)
Dolen

Leshten Kovachevitsa Elsani

Maps

Babino Brajcino Vevciani
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

1

4

4

CD
Brochures

x

Flyers
Total

0

Average

0

x

x

x

2

2

1

Guca Sirogojno

Mecavnik
x

tot
5
3

x

7

x

x

6

4

3

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

0,66

2

3,6

Table (5-9) Tourist information tools
The table confirms the situation already outlined by previous tables: Serbia shows the
highest score, while Bulgaria the lowest one. In particular the villages of Dolen and Leshten don't
use any types of tourism information about the village or the region. Lack of tourism information
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tools as well as lack of tourist signage could mean that the villages of Dolen and Leshten base and
limit their promotion on websites. According to my opinion, it's not enough and the tourist results of
these two villages confirm this consideration. However, it has to be noted, that no respondents in
these two villages included lack of promotion among the main problems for local tourism
development. Among Bulgarian villages only some respondents in Kovachevitsa have underlined
the lack of information.

Main problems for tourism development regarding the general infrastructures
Dolen

Garbage disposal and bad roads

Leshten

Water shortage

Kovachevitsa

Gipsies along the roads and bad roads

Elsani

Bad infrastructure: roads, toilettes, lack of signs

Babino

Lack of local hotel

Brajcino

Marginal location: very far from the capital

Vevciani
Guca

Low quality of hotels

Sirogojno

Marginal location and bad roads

Mecavnik

Bus doesn't arrive on the top of the hill, near the ethno-complex

Table (5-10) Problems related to the infrastructure
The table shows that bad roads are the most frequent problem for tourism development.
Leshten is the only one village with water problems.
Local tourism
This part shows the descriptions and opinion of the respondents about the main tourist
factors which characterise their villages. Of course these factors are the basis of the local tourism
supply. It has to be noted that these questions belong to the questionnaire “basic information about
the village-municipality”, which was filled in by the employees of local administration, hence the (x)
means yes.
Museum or other cultural istitutions in the village-municipality (x = yes)
Dolen

Leshten Kovachevitsa
x

x

Elsani

Babino

Brajcino

Vevciani

Guca

Sirogojno

Mecavnik

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

0,66

1

1

9

Table (5-11) Local museum
Cultural monuments in the village-municipality
Dolen Leshten

Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino Brajcino Vevciani Guca Sirogojno

Mecavnik

Archaeological
Architectural

x

x

x

x

x
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x

x

x

x

x

Table (5-12) Cultural monuments
Condition of cultural monuments in the village-municipality
Dolen

Leshten

Bad

Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino

x

Brajcino

Vevciani

Guca Sirogojno

Mecavnik

x

2

Medium

x

x

Good

x

2

x

x

x

4

Data of Dolen and Kovachevitsa are missing

Table (5-13) Condition of the cultural monuments
Number of religious sites in the village-municipality available for visitors
Dolen
Churches

Leshten

1

1

1

1

Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino
1

Monasteries

1

Average

3

Vevciani

1

2

Total

Brajcino

1

1

1

2

1

Guca Sirogojno

1

1

1

1

1

1

Mecavnik
2

10

1

5

3

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

1,6

1,25

1,6

Table (5-14) Religious buildings
These four tables show that all villages have some cultural-historical monuments and at
least one church or monastery. With the exception of Dolen, the others have a local museum.
Cultural and other events in the village-municipality
Dolen

Leshten

Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino Brajcino Vevciani

no
Type

festival

Period

August

Average

no

Guca

Sirogojno

Mecavnik

no

festival

festival

carnival

festival

festival

festival

August

January August

JulyAugust

January

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

0,66

0,5

1

Table (5-15) Cultural events
Most of the villages are able to enrich their tourist offer with local events especially festivals.
Preserved crafts and traditional products

Other cultural-historical attractions in the village

Dolen

Weaving knitting

Dolen

1 church, 1 underground tunnel

Leshten

Socks knitting

Leshten

1 old house

Kovachevista

weaving

Kovachevitsa

1 church

Elsani

1 church

Elsani
Babino

Traditional cuisine, weaving

Babino

Cave

Brajcino

Traditional cuisine

Brajcino

Monastery

Vevciani

Vevciani

Guca

Traditional activities

Guca

2 museum (trubaca, spomenika)

Sirogojno

Embroidery, Weaving,
wrought iron

Sirogojno

Museum of Staro Selo
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Mecavnik

Wood craft

Mecavnik

no

Table (5-16) Traditional products and cultural-historical attractions
According to rural traditions, most of the preserved crafts and traditional products are
related to the local cuisine and weaving.
Natural sites and attractions in-around in the village-municipality
Dolen

Leshten

x

x

rocks

Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino

Brajcino

x

rivers

x

x

waterfalls

Vevciani Guca Sirogojno

Mecavnik

x
x

x

lakes

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

springs

x
x

protected
territories

x

Total

1

Average

2

2

x

2

1

4

3

x

x

x

1

3

3

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

1,66

2,5

2,33

Table (5-17) Natural sites
Walking, cycling, horse-riding and other paths round the village
Village

length

signage

Dolen

Specific facilities
Eco path

Leshten

4 hours

Eco path

Kovachevica

Horse route

Elsani

Eco path

Babino
Brajcino

17 km

x

Eco path Great Lake Pelister

Vevciani
Guca

Eco path, Horse route

Sirogojno

4 km

Pecinja

Mecavnik

30 km and 15 km

x

Table (5-18) Organized paths
Main problems for tourism development regarding the development of tourism resources
Dolen

No funds for the maintenance of the church

Leshten

Gipsies along the roads

Kovachevitsa

No funds for the maintenance of the church and other activities

Elsani

Decrease of traditions and cultural heritage

Babino

locals don't believe in the potential tourist of the destination

Brajcino

Lack of any restaurant

Vevciani

Lack of promotion and of tourism organization

Guca

Lack of professionalism by locals

Sirogojno

Lack of professionalism by locals, travel agencies and tour operators- lack of promotion

Mecavnik

No problems
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Table (5-19) Problems related to tourism resources
The table shows that most of Bulgarian respondents are focused on material goods, while
the other ones are more oriented toward intangibles aspects. However this fact will not be
confirmed by main Bulgarian stakeholders who have included the lack of promotion, knowledge
etc, among the main problems for the development of local tourism: Table (5-22). The following
three tables come from the questionnaire “major tourism development stakeholders (QMTDS)”.
Estimation about the conditions for tourism development in your village-municipality
Dolen

Leshten Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino

Bad

25%

Satisfactory

25%

Medium

100%

Very good

50%
100%

Excellent

25%

Brajcino Vevciani Guca

Sirogojno

Mecavnik

100%

100%

100%
66%

100%

25%

Some respondents in the villages of Kovachevitsa and Babino didn't filled up this point. The same for the respondents
in the village of vevciani.

Table (5-20) Tourism development in the villages
Despite the data of Vevciani are missing the table clearly shows that Serbian respondents
have the highest level of estimation about the conditions for tourism development in their villages
and Macedonian ones have the lowest one.

Type of tourism most perspective for your village
Dolen Leshten Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino

Brajcino Vevciani Guca

Sirogojno

Mecavnik

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Cultural

100%

100%

25%

25%

Rural

100%

100%

25%

75%

100%

100%

100%

Eco

100%

100%

25%

75%

100%

100%

100%

Spa

100%

100%

25%

Table (5-21) Tourism perspective
Main obstacles for tourism development in your village (more answer are available)
Dolen Leshten Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino
Bad
accessibility

100%

75%

Bad
accessibility
of the major
attractions

75%

Badly
maintained
and
unfriendly
village
environment

50%

Damaged

50%

50%

50%

50%
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Brajcino Vevciani Guca

Sirogojno

Mecavnik

100%

100%

100%

natural
environment
Lack of
attractive
sight and
events

25%

Lost
(vanished)
traditions

100%

Lack/insuffici
ent tourism
facilities

100%

100%

Lack/insuffici
ent tourism
services

100%

100%

Lack/insuffici
ent info and
promotion of
sight and
attractions

100%

100%

50%

100%

75%

50%

50%

100%

50%

50%

50%

Low
quality/lack
of medical
services
Lack of skills
and
knowledge
for work with
visitors
Unwillingnes
s to work
with tourists

100%

75%

100%

25%

100%

100%

100%

50%

25%

100%

100%

25%

50%

others

50%

Table (5-22) Obstacles for tourism development
The table outlines that most of the obstacles for the development of local tourism come
from the lack of tourism facilities/services and some intangible aspects such as the lack of
promotion, information and knowledge by the locals. Main studied stakeholders are focused on the
intangibles because reasonably they have higher management skills than the “standard” ones,
which instead didn't include the intangibles among the main problems for local tourism
development as it was shown in Table 5-19.
Local population
This part briefly shows some information about local population which could affect local
tourism as well as the studied establishments.

Ethnic structure
Villages

Macedonian

Bulgarian Serbian gypsies Others

Dolen

95%

Leshten

100%

Kovachevitsa

99%

Elsani

Religious structure

1%

4%

1%

100%
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Christians

Muslims

Dolen

Villages

20%

80%

Leshten

80%

20%

Kovachevitsa

80%

8%

Elsani

100%

Others

12%

Babino

100%

Babino

100%

Brajcino

100%

Brajcino

100%

Vevciani

100%

Vevciani

100%

Guca

99%

Guca

95%

5%

Sirogojno

100%

Sirogojno

100%

Mecavnik

100%

Mecavnik

100,00%

1,00%

Table (5-23) Ethnic and religious structures
People willing to develop tourism from (QMTDS)
Dolen Leshten

Kovachevitsa

Elsani Babino Brajcino

Vevciani

Guca Sirogojno

Mecavnik

No
Not much

25%

Medium

50%

Yes

25%

Very much

100%

100%
100%

25%

100%

75%

100%

50%
50%

The data of the village of Vevciani are missing

Table (5-24) people willing to develop tourism
Main problems for tourism development regarding the demographic situation and unemployment
Dolen

Depopulation

Leshten
Kovachevitsa

No one speaks foreign language – lack of information

Elsani

No one speaks foreign language – lack of professionalism in tourism

Babino

Lack of citizens

Brajcino

Depopulation

Vevciani

Depopulation: 40 years ago Vevciani had 6000 citizens. Old peoples

Guca

Lack of tourism organization - lack of local tourism products (offer) - lack of public involvement in
tourism

Sirogojno

Depopulation

Mecavnik

No problems

Table (5-25) Problems related to demographic situation
Depopulation as well as low knowledge and skills by locals are the main problems for
tourism development regarding the demographic situation and unemployment. This fact agrees
with the basis of the suggested theoretical model.
5.3 Author's personal opinion about the villages
I agree with most descriptions of the cited websites and the opinions of the respondents.
However some brief specifications are needed.
Environment heritage
All studied villages are included into a very nice natural context characterized by natural
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beauties and a great environment heritage. Local environment heritage is among the main factors
used by institutional websites, with the exception of Serbian ones, for the promotion of their tourism
destinations. Serbian websites are instead focused on their local attractions such as the ethnocomplexes in Sirogojno and Mecavnik and the trumpet festival of Guca, Table (5-5). I agree with
most respondents who consider ecotourism one of the most important type of tourism for their
villages: Table (5-21).
Architecture and traditions
Architecture and traditions are another important tourist factor promoted by the studied
institutional websites. Architectural heritage is the factor especially stressed by Bulgarian villages
and Brajcino, which enhance the beauty of their old houses as well as the traditional appearance of
their old centres. It seems, instead, that the villages of Vevciani, Guca, Sirogojno and Mecavnik
promote-consider their local events and/or their ethno-complex as the best symbols of their own
local traditions. I agree with these descriptions. According to my opinion, Bulgarian villages have
the best and most original architectural heritage among the studied villages. Moreover, their fells
really allow visitors to appreciate the real life-style of mountain people.
However, the risk that this small and unique world would disappear is quite real, without the
right public and private measures. The old center of Dolen rich in very nice traditional houses, but
in very bad condition and almost all of them uninhabited, is a perfect example of this concept.
Tourism facilities and services
In order to develop this point a table was developed outlining a comparison between the
number of positive answers included into these earlier three tables:
1) tourism facilities, Table (5-6);
2) signage in the village and outside, Table (5-8);
3) tourism information about the village and region, Table (5-9).
It has to be remembered that Table (5-6) exposed 8 elements (medical center, pharmacy,
bank branch, etc.), while Tables (5-8) and (5-9) exposed only 4 elements.

Tourism facilities
Table (5-6)

Signage in the villages
Table (5-8)

Tourism information
Table (5-9)

Total

Dolen

4

2

0

6

Leshten

2

1

0

3

Kovachevitsa

4

4

2

10

Elsani

3

2

2

7

Babino

0

4

1

5

Brajcino

5

2

1

8

Vevciani

8

4

4

16

Bulgaria

Average 6,3
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Macedonia

Average 9

Guca

8

2

4

14

Sirogojno

6

2

4

12

Mecavnik

3

4

3

10

Serbia

Average 12

Table (5-26) Comparison between tourist facilities and services
This table outlines that Bulgarian villages show the worst situation among the studied ones:
Bulgarian average is almost half of the Serbian one. Further considerations about the types of the
facilities make this situation more serious because these villages cannot ensure some important
services such as the health and banking ones. Lack or insufficient tourism facilities is confirmed by
all main stakeholders of Dolen, Leshten, Brajcino, Guca and Sirogojno: Table (5-22).
Infrastructure
According to most respondents, the bad conditions of local roads are among the main
problems for the development of tourism in the studied areas. I absolutely agree with the
respondents in Kovachevitsa, because this village can be reached only through a narrow mountain
road in a very bad condition and dangerous with the rain or snow during the winter season.
In my opinion, tourists who drive their cars have to be highly motivated to visit Kovachevitsa!
The respondents in Dolen, Sirogojno and Mechavnik also outlined the problem related to
bad roads, but I don't agree with them. The studied villages are included in rural areas, where
nature, silence and quietness are among their best aspects. It's reasonable that these villages can
be reached only through narrow and difficult roads. However, with the exception of Kovachevitsa
and Leshten, I have never found roads in bad condition in terms of asphalt or danger. Moreover the
road signs are good in each area, as it's confirmed in table (5-8).
Tourism attractions
During my visits I have found villages rich in those factors which can be the basis of the
development of local tourism. Their traditional houses, old churches and monasteries and natural
beauties are only some examples of these tourist factors. In the villages of Guca, Sirogojno and
Mecavnik, the lack of old and traditional buildings is overcome through the establishment of some
important events or new tourism complexes rightly considered as open museums.
However, with the exception of Vevciani, Sirogojno and Mecavnik, the other villages don't
show the needed conditions for local tourism development. For this reason I don't agree with the
very optimistic opinions of some respondents about the conditions for the development of local
tourism shown in Table (5-20): most of them have chosen the points medium and very good. The
villages of Dolen, Leshten and Babino are characterized by several obstacles for the development
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of local tourism, but also Kovachevitsa and Guca show some problems: the first due to the lack of
important services and its very bad roads, the second due to the total dependence of its tourism on
the trumpet festival. It has to be noted that there is a great contradiction between the cited high
optimism of the respondents and the many obstacles for local tourism development shown in
Table (5-22).
5.4 Conclusions
The reasons for the choice of the countries and villages has been based on the following
considerations:
−

three neighbour countries characterized by specific political and institutional factors, ethnic
structures and tourist fields which reasonably have affected the tourism destinations as well
as the local tourist establishments;

− ten tourist destinations potentially able to play a role in sustainable tourism and
characterized by specific positive and negative factors, such as local architecture or some
specific local tourist attractions, which reasonably have affected the economic aspect of
local tourist entrepreneurs.
These predictions about the positive and/or negative effects on the studied entrepreneurs
will be proven by the findings related to these subjects and explained in the following chapter.
According to the tourist spirit of these villages, the institutional websites are focused on
natural beauties, local architecture and traditions as well as tourist facilities and services which
include and suggest accommodation for tourists in local traditional houses.
In my opinion this content rightly points out to the main factors of the villages however the
great emphasis often put on the accommodation of tourists inside old traditional buildings can have
opposite effects to the wanted ones. In fact, many of these houses in the villages of Dolen,
Leshten, Elsani and Brajcino can be defined as traditional, because their quality and conditions
didn't change in the last 50 years. But it's not a positive factor! Experience shows that even rural
supply must combine tradition and originality with quality and comfort. These cited villages are very
away from this principle. It has to be noted that, Table (5-5) “Aspects underlined by institutional
websites” shows that especially Bulgarian websites describe the three Bulgarian villages rich in
facilities, while the Serbian ones seem to be the poorest: Bulgaria (average 3,33), Macedonia
(average 3,5) and Serbia (average 1,6).
Bulgaria has the best situation regarding the specific political and institutional factors, ethnic
structures and tourist fields which characterizes the three countries, Table (5-1). This means that
Bulgaria has good conditions for tourism development in this country. This circumstance is partially
confirmed by Bulgarian institutional websites through the descriptions of the studied villages.
However, at local level, respondents describe an opposite situation. According to the studied
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aspects and the related data coming from the questionnaire-survey, usually Serbia has the best
average score and Bulgaria the worst. The following table, outlining the summary of the answers of
the respondents, explains this concept.
Facilities and infrastructure

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

3,33

4

5,6

Tables

Facilities in the village-municipality

(5-6)

Main characteristic of the general infrastructure (positive)

(5-7)

4,3

3,5

5,3

Main characteristic of the general infrastructure (negative)

(5-7)

-0,66

0

0

Signage in the village and outside

(5-8)

2,3

3

3,33

Tourism information about the village and region

(5-9)

0,66

2

3,6

9,93

12,5

17,83

Total 1
Local tourism
Museum or other cultural institutions in the village-municipality

(5-11)

0,66

1

1

Cultural monuments in the village-municipality

(5-12)

1

1

1

Number of religious sites in the village-municipality available for
visitors

(5-14)

1,6

1,25

1,6

Cultural and other events in the village-municipality

(5-15)

0,66

0,5

1

Natural sites and attractions in-around the village-municipality

(5-17)

1,66

2,5

2,33

Total 2

5,58

6,25

6,93

TOTAL

15,51

18,75

24,76

Table (5-27) Summary of the answers of the respondents
The table outlines that especially for facilities and infrastructure Serbia has a much better
situation than Bulgaria, while about the characteristics of local tourism the three countries show
similar scores.
Regarding “local tourism” I don't totally agree with the opinion of the respondents who put
the villages more or less at the same level, because in my opinion all Bulgarian villages as well as
Brajcino and Babino have the most interesting tourist heritage in terms of originality, local
architecture and much more than the others they outline the traditional life-style of mountain
people. However, at the same time, they need much more efforts to make local tourism a true
economic opportunity for their populations.
In Table (5-1) it has been supposed that the marginal position inside the former Yugoslav
Federation of Macedonia can mean a lower level of infrastructure for this country than those of
Serbia, that was, instead of the leader of the Federation. This prediction seems to be confirmed by
the earlier Table (5-7).
According to the findings and author's opinion, all studied villages have the needed cultural,
natural, and architectonic factors to develop a local sustainable tourist supply. Local entrepreneurs
can make and offer good tourist products through the combination between these important
factors. Author agrees with the main stakeholders who consider cultural, rural and eco the types of
tourism with the highest chance of success in their villages, Table (5-21).
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Despite the cited difference among the three countries, in all areas the public infrastructure
for environmental protection are well developed and natural beauties are rightly one of the most
expressed local factors for the promotion of the destination by institutional websites.
However most studied villages show high obstacles for the development of local tourism.
Lack of basic tourist facilities such as health services and banking ones that characterized all
Bulgarian villages, Elsani, Babino and Mecavnik is surely a great obstacle for the development of
their local tourism. In author's opinion it's surprising that the four stars complex of Mecavnik doesn't
include a medical center.
This consideration is confirmed by most of the main stakeholders of the villages of Dolen,
Leshten, Kovachevitsa, Brajcino and Guca who included lack or insufficient tourism facilities and
services among the main obstacles for tourism development in their villages, Table (5-22). In
addition to these problems, the Bulgarian villages of Leshten and Kovachevitsa can be only
reached through a road 10-20 km long in a very bad condition.
Today the rural areas, where the visitors can see and appreciate the life-style of the locals,
defined as “back regions” by Mac Cannell (1973), are growing up. These areas are unique
because they are authentic (Taylor, 2001) and this is a very important resource especially for the
Bulgarian villages and for some of the Macedonian ones. However it doesn't mean that visitors will
waive to good and modern tourist services. Experience teaches that often clients want to live rural
experiences with the comfort of the five stars services.
Before the ending of the chapter two personal observations concerning the promotion of the
villages and their local populations must be exposed.
Bulgaria has the lowest score about signage and tourism information (2,3 and 0,66) and Serbia the
highest one (3,33 and 3,6) because its villages use all the tourist promotion tools studied in this
research such as maps, CD, brochures and flyers. However, it has to be noted that tourist
promotion of the villages of Guca, Sirogojno and Mecavnik are mainly focused on the ethnocomplex and the trumpet festival.
Among Macedonian villages only Vevciani uses

tourist promotion tools and among

Bulgarian ones, only brochures and flyers of Kovachevitsa exist. Lack or insufficient promotion is
underlined by main stakeholders, Table (5-22).
Author agrees with those respondents who included lack of professionalism and knowledge
of foreign language among the main problems for tourism development of their villages. During his
visits to the studied areas, in all Bulgarian villages as well as Elsani, Babino and Guca he had very
great difficulties in finding people who spoke English.
The following chapter will explain how and if the positive/negative aspects of their country
or the local situation of their villages have influenced the studied entrepreneurs.
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CHAPTER 6
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
6.1 Introduction
This chapter shows the analysis of the findings from the questionnaire-survey and
observations, especially those related to the studied establishments, according to the aims of the
present research. The obtained data, analyzed and combined with the author's own work
experience as an accountant and the studied literature sources, are compared to the concepts
developed by the earlier theoretical model. The data are connected with each other in order to
obtain a better comparison between the situations which characterize the three Balkan countries.
According to the research objectives shown in the first part of this dissertation, the present
chapter aims to answer-prove the followings hypotheses:
−

the studied local tourism entrepreneurs are really subjected to the cited economic gap;

− the studied situations show common points or aspects with the proposed theoretical model;
−

the implementation of the data from the questionnaire-survey to the proposed theoretical
model has positive effects on the studied entrepreneurs.
As it was explained in the fourth chapter, available data cannot lead to the conclusion that

the proposed theoretical model is the sufficient condition for the development or survival of
sustainable tourism entrepreneurs. It will suggest interesting indications for the implementation of
sustainable practices, but according to the applied methodology and these research results, it's
impossible to go further than this statement.
The structure of the questionnaire-survey was designed in order to find both the information
directly related to the research hypotheses and some other ones about the economic
characteristics of small tourism entrepreneurs. The data in addition to being necessary for the
purpose of this research represent a step toward the making up of the present lack of information
and studies about the economic characteristics and the needs of these subjects.
In order to reach an easier reading and understanding of this chapter, it was chosen to
show and explain the data of the cited questionnaire-survey through specific tables in the following
pages, rather than put them in a specific appendix at the end of the dissertation.
6.2 First hypothesis:
(the studied local tourism entrepreneurs are really subjected to the cited economic gap)
In order to understand the first hypothesis “the studied local tourism entrepreneurs are
really subjected to the cited economic gap” a method which explores the causes and the probable
effects on the studied small tourism entrepreneurs and the area by this gap, is applied. In author's
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opinion, when the questionnaire-survey and the interviews prove the existence of the hypothesized
causes and the related effects, this fact can lead to the reasonable conclusion that the economic
gap is shown. The cited gap produces effects both on local businesses and on the demographic
aspects of the area. In nutshell, according to the earlier concepts, it's easy to imagine a critical
situation characterized by depopulation, low profit of local entrepreneurs, local economy based on
agriculture, as well as the lack of implementation of sustainable practices.
Due to the high complexity of this matter, the tables are also interconnected and compared
with each other because some interesting information comes out from the analysis of the
relationships between some different aspects of the studied entrepreneurs and the areas.
6.2.1 Causes of the economic gap
The findings show how some aspects of sustainable tourism entrepreneurs depend on the
intrinsic characteristics of small entrepreneurs and the needed conditions for the implementation of
sustainable practices. Low knowledge in technical and economic fields and low financial resources
as well as the difficulties to access bank credit are among the main aspects which affect the
management of the small entrepreneur, while high costs and investments are the main ones
related to the implementation of sustainable practices.
The following tables show several characteristics of studied entrepreneurs, such as the
human factor focused especially on the level of knowledge of the owners and their employees, the
structures of their investments and operational costs, the capitalization of their businesses and the
ratio between their own capital and the bank loans. Their analysis represents the basis needed to
understand the objective of this paragraph.
Structure of the human factor
According to the survey results the total number of people involved in the studied 52
establishments is 273, divided into 165 annual workers and 108 seasonal workers. Bulgarian and
Macedonian villages show a higher average of annual workers than seasonal ones (75% – 25%),
while Serbian villages employ more or less the same average of annual and seasonal workers
(54% – 46%). Talking with owners it seems that this fact depends on their local tourism strictly
related to specific events. Among Macedonian villages, only Elsani shows more seasonal workers
than annual ones, due to the high concentration during the summer of tourists coming from lake
Ohrid who visit the village.
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Number of people working in the
establishments
Village

Number of workers in the
establishments living in the same municipality

Working all year Seasonal workers
Total

Dolen

%

Total

%

75

Working all year
Live in

Live out

25

Seasonal workers
%

Live in

Live out

70 - 30

100 - 0

Leshten

9

2

5

4

2

0

Kovachevitsa

21

8

16

5

8

0

Elsani

4

4

0

5

0

Babino

4

4

0

4

0

Brajcino

7

Vevciani

24

22

2

8

0

Guca

38

38

0

57

0

Sirogojno

8

4

8

0

4

0

Mecavnik

50

20

30

20

10

10

Total

165

70

5

30

4

95 - 5

%

100 - 0

7
8
54

Total

57

46

108
273

80 - 20

134

31

98

10

81%

19%

90%

10%

88 - 12

Table (6-1) People working in the establishments who live in-out the municipality
Most of the workers live in the same municipality of the establishment. Only in Mecavnik
most of the workers come from a little town located outside the area because this tourism
destination is a new tourism complex built on the top of a hill by Mr. Emil Kusturica, rather than the
development of a rural village, as shown in the chapter “Field of research”. These findings confirm
the obvious relation between local tourism based on specific events and the high level of seasonal
employment.

% of people with experience and/or training in the field of tourism working in the establishment
Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

Total*

%average

Experience in tourism

56%

77%

58%

116

64

Specialized education

8%

16%

20%

34

14

Short term training

20%

7%

18%

37

15

Foreign languages

16%

0%

4%

11

7

* The data are related to 198 workers on the total of 273, because some information are not available, such as those about the
workers of the village of Dolen

Table (6-2) Experience and/or training in tourism of the workers
The table shows that more than 60% of the workers have experience in tourism and only
14% of them have a specialized education. The higher percentage of people with specialized
education of Serbian establishments is caused by Mecavnik whose 20% of workers have a
specialized or specific education in tourism.
From the connection and analysis of these data with the following Table (6-3) about the
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education structure of the villages (it shows about 50% of basic education) this conclusion is
obtained: most of the studied establishments are characterized by a human factor with low
knowledge in tourism, as well as in economic and technical fields. This fact is also confirmed by
the local social structure which is mostly agricultural.

Education structure of the villages
Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia*

% average

high

1%

10%

5%

5

medium

26%

37%

30%

31

basic

48%

50%

40%

46

elementary

19%

2%

15%

12

no education

6%

1%

10%

6

*The data about the Serbian villages of Guca and Mecavnik are not available

Table (6-3) Educational structure of the village

Despite the likely differences between the education systems of the three countries, the
data don't show great differences between the studied villages regarding the education level of the
workers of the establishments and the education structure. Most of the workers of the three
countries have experience in tourism (64% average) and the villages, which host 81% of annual
workers and 90% of seasonal workers, show 77% (average) of their education structures at basic
and medium levels.
The findings lead to the conclusion that quite always the knowledge of the people working
in the establishment comes mainly from their daily experience and is not based on specific studies
in management and technical fields. Reasonably, before being involved in tourism, most of the
owners and their employees worked in manual tasks which didn't require a specific education.
Lack of knowledge of people involved in the establishments and locals is also confirmed by
most of the interviewees. Regarding this fact, the studied villages don't show great differences from
each other. In fact, despite the fact that Serbian villages have higher ratio of workers with
specialized education in tourism (20%), most interviewees in Guca and Sirogojno stated that low
professionalism of locals, low knowledge in foreign languages and the lack of skills in tourism are
among the main obstacles for local tourism development. Same statements come from major
tourism development stakeholders in Bulgarian and Macedonian villages.
Investments and operational costs
The questionnaire-survey detected the investments developed by the studied establishments
in the last five years. Over this period, the investments by the studied entrepreneurs are more or
less equally divided between these categories: increasing capacity, increasing service standard
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and new facilities and services. Is has to be noted that some establishments, such as those
located in the villages of Leshten, Sirogojno and Vevciani didn't make new investments in the last
five years.

Investments for the establishment's development in the last 5 years
Bulgaria

Macedonia

Dolen Leshten Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino
50%

Serbia

Brajcino Vevciani Guca

33%

30%

Increasing capacity

45%

20%

33%

25%

25%

increasing standard

5%

70%

34%

25%

50%

30%

25%

50%

25%

30%

25%

facilities- services
Other

10%
20%

75%

Sirogojno

no

25%

Mecavnik

50%
40%

50%

50%

50%

Table (6-4) Investments in the last five years
Investments made in the last five years and previous ones have led to a structure of the
investments characterized by a great imbalance between material goods and intangible goods
which are almost non-existent. The following table shows no investments for the development of
new products, as well as for new commercial relationships (e.g. for the development of a sales
network), staff training and commercial network. Most probably these investments don't belong to
the strategy of the studied establishments.

Main investments (% investments)
Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

% average

Buildings

82%

34%

52%

56%

furnishings

8%

25%

25%

19%

General equipments

5%

15%

13%

11%

Electro equipments

3%

10%

4%

6%

14%

6%

7%

Material goods

Vehicles
Intangibles
Formation (notary, etc.)

1%

0%

Licensing

1%

0%

Research

0%

Commercial*
Advertising*

0%
1%

2%

Training*

1%
0%

* durable – 2 years at least

Table (6-5) Investments structure
The table shows that buildings are the greatest majority of investments (56% average), but,
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at the same time, it shows a great difference between Macedonian (34%) and Bulgarian (82%)
values about the investments in this type of assets.
Further analysis explains that this difference is only ostensible, because it depends on a
different way of considering the general and electro equipments by some interviewees. Talking with
owners, it was found that Macedonian establishments, especially in the village of Brajcino, are old
or poor houses and usually their investments in equipments, although often related to the
buildings, are not included into the house's value.
Bulgarian villages show the highest role of buildings (82%) and the lowest of furnishings (8%)
in the structure of investments, while Macedonian and Serbian villages show a greater balance
between material goods. This high percentage of Bulgarian villages depends on the renovation of
the traditional houses in the village of Kovachevitsa and Leshten which are considered very
important examples of the traditional architecture of these regions.
It has to be noted that especially in Kovachevitsa, Sirogojno and Mecavnik the construction
or the renovation of the buildings and the ethno-villages in traditional style needed high
investments in architectural studies which are included into the costs of the buildings. Macedonian
investments show 14% in vehicles because the entrepreneurs in the village of Elsani need vehicles
to connect the village to lake Ohrid.
Talking about the intangibles, the investments in advertising are the highest ones although
their value is very low (1% average). Every one agrees that good visibility of tourism offers both in
national and foreign markets, needs much more focus on advertising and promotion. Even the
Serbian ethno-village of Mecavnik, which more than others shows a well organized management,
doesn't show investments in advertising and it bases its promotion mainly on the figure and the
personal relationships of its owner and founder Mr. Emil Kusturica.
Experience teaches that investments only focused on material goods mean:

− low available resources. The entrepreneurs don't have the needed financial resources to
cover all investments, so they prefer the measures considered by them as “the assurance for their
future”. Especially for the buildings the principle “if the business stops, the house remains” is often
the most applied. While in case of closing the firm, usually the intangibles are lost.

− low knowledge in all fields. Lack of investments in training leads to having a staff with low
professionalism and low knowledge both in economic and technical fields. Moreover, the erroneous
idea that the business is the “assurance for one’s own future” instead of being the way to make
profit is typical of the small firms characterized by lack of modern economic view. Every one agrees
that, especially in the tourism field, investments in intangibles, such as promotion, development of
new products, training, etc. are among the main conditions for the business and for the
development of local tourism. Hence lack of intangibles creates a great obstacle for the
development of local tourism as well as the implementation of sustainable practices. In nutshell,
the entrepreneur who invests in facilities and not in intangibles “buys the car and doesn't spend
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money for the petrol”.
Low or lack of focus on intangibles is also confirmed by the available data about the
operational costs. The expenses in administration and services, which include advertising, training
and commercial (for the development of the sales network), cover only 3% (average) of operational
expenses, showing that these measures are not so important for their business strategy.

Operational expenses (Approximate %)
Bulgaria**

Macedonia

Serbia

% average

Salaries

20%

25%

22%

Energy

26%

18%

22%

Administration-services*

2%

5%

3%

Purchase of goods

33%

46%

40%

Bank interests

0%

1%

1%

Bank charges

0%

0%

0%

Maintenance

19%

5%

12%

* (services include: advertising, training and commercial expenses) ** The data about the Bulgarian villages are not available

Table (6-6) Operating expenses structure
Several interviewees had some problems in completing this part of the questionnaire. In
particular, all Bulgarian interviewees and those located in Babino didn't answer this question. Other
interviewees filled this part only partially.
Nevertheless this table has a quite good level of reliability. Moreover this fact leads to this
interesting observation: considering the great cooperation shown by all entrepreneurs in
completing the other parts of the questionnaire, probably the failure to fill in this specific part
depends on their limited knowledge about these basic economic aspects of their management.
They didn't answer the question because they didn't have an idea about the structure of their
expenses. The lack of knowledge about these basic aspects of management is the best evidence
of the great limitations which characterize these entrepreneurs.
Talking about bank interests, they are paid only by one entrepreneur located in the village of
Guca, who uses small bank loans to cover a part of his operational costs. No entrepreneur pays
bank interest related to the financing of investments.
Further analysis leads to other observations about the studied tourism entrepreneurs. In
particular the findings outline two great contradictions about the purposes and the actions of the
studied entrepreneurs. The following table shows that 92% and 70% of positive answers are
related to the attracting of new clients and the development of loyal clients. These points are
among the main purposes in the future development of their business but, at the same time, the
studied entrepreneurs do nothing in order to reach this goal.
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Main purpose in the future development of your business (more than one answer was applicable)
Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

% average

Attracting new clients

97%

94%

84%

92%

Development of loyal clients

65%

58%

84%

70%

Increase the length of visitor's stay

45%

56%

84%

62%

Improving the product's quality

19%

56%

50%

42%

Increase the prices

0%

0%

0%

0%

New investments

34%

33%

25%

31%

I'm closing down the business

0%

0%

0%

0%

Table (6-7) Purpose in the future business development
Every one agrees that investments for the increase of the capacity and/or the quality of the
establishments are important and often necessary, but they are not directly related to the
increasing of the number of clients, which depends mainly on strong investments in promotion,
advertising, research as well as the development of a commercial network. This contradiction
characterizes all entrepreneurs of the three countries.
The second contradiction between the purposes and the current state can be found
analysing the questionnaire basic information about the villages-municipality (BIATVM). Three of
the open-ended questions show that most of the interviewees consider the lack of promotion, lack
of professionalism in tourism, lack of professionalism of locals, lack of information, low or lack
knowledge of foreign language, etc., the main problems for the tourism development.
These results prove that local entrepreneurs well know the problem, but at the same time
they do nothing to solve it probably due to their chronic diffidence for the investments in intangibles
as well as to their low available resources.

Management theory states that higher competitive differentials need intangible resources,
while material goods are not so useful to competition especially in micro-economy.
Material goods due to their high degree of standardisation can be easily obtained by other
entrepreneurs, hence economic activities mainly founded on material goods are difficult to defend.
Despite the fact that intangible investments have a degree of risk three times bigger than
material goods, a modern firm characterized by a high growth invests most of its resources in
intangibles, especially in know-how considered the first condition to manage and understand the
future market trends.
All studied areas (there are not significant differences among them) outline that these
principles are not applied especially in marketing and commercial network. However some
suggestions are needed especially about the investments in research and development of new
local products. These are characterized by a high degree of risk due to the difficulty to protect them
from other entrepreneurs who can use or copy these new ideas in the future: the risk to become
the “trailblazer” exists. Hence before investing large resources in research and development of
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new tourism offers, local entrepreneurs have to be sure about their skill in defending their “position”
in the future. The analysis of earlier concepts and the processing of the findings regarding the
cooperation and partnership between entrepreneurs and the public subject (see tables in the
following paragraph) lead to this conclusion: many respondents were talking about the investments
in promotion and advertising as something very important for their business, but they don't spend
their resources in these measures because they include them into the aims of the cooperation and
partnership between entrepreneurs and the public subject. Talking with some owners it was found
out that without public support these investments cannot be made. However, when the public
support and/or public planning are missing, like in the studied areas, no one invests in intangible
goods and these problems remain unsolved.
Financial aspect
A part of the questionnaire was focused on the study of the financial aspects of local
tourism entrepreneurs because, due to the lack of own resources, bank loans are often the only
way to finance the high investments such as those for the implementation of sustainable practices.
Usually, assets are financed by the owner and by other subjects such as banks and
suppliers. The good ratio between internal and external capital depends on several variables such
as the activity of the firm, the financial leverage, etc., but usually it's not wrong to finance a part of
investments with bank loans. Especially when entrepreneurs have low resources, lack of bank
loans often means a reduction of the potentials of the firm and the lost of interesting growth
opportunities.
Business economics states the capital structure as balanced, when it shows 70-50% of
investments with internal capital and the remaining 30-50% with borrowed capital. About that,
according to the National Commission of the Italian Accountants the ratio between own capital –
external capital when it's 50% allow the highest Basel rating. Basel accords introduced specific
international standards for banking regulators. Among them the so called Internal Ratings are the
most interesting for businesses because they regulate the maximum level of bank loans given to
enterprise on the basis of some their economic characteristics. The findings outline that most of
Macedonian and Serbian entrepreneurs show a financial structure totally based on their own
capital: all establishments in 7 villages show 100% of capitalization and no entrepreneur in 8
villages uses bank credit for the development of their business.
Bulgaria shows a different situation in fact here the studied entrepreneurs have a more
balanced financial structure. Especially the establishments located in Kovachevitsa and Dolen
cover a part of their investments with external capital (especially bank loans). However, talking with
some owners, it was found out that these financing are related to investments made some years
ago, while now it's very difficult to have a bank credit due to the high interest rates and the present
negative behavior of banks. The findings show 84% of average capitalization in the studied area.
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Structure of funding for investments
Capital by:

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

% average

owner

54%

98%

100%

84%

bank credit

35%

0%

0%

12%

public institutions

11%

2%

0%

4%

Table (6-8) Funding structure
In order to understand the reasons of this situation, further macro-economic analysis is
needed. In principle, low use of bank loans depends on several variables directly related to local
businesses and/or to the national situation. The findings show that the low use of bank loans in the
studied areas depends on:
−

the low economic knowledge of the entrepreneurs;

−

the high suspicion in the banking system by entrepreneurs;

−

the banking systems of Bulgaria, Serbia and Macedonia which put great obstacles to loans;

−

the high interest rates:

−

the lack of public support.
Macro-economic data, provided by Unicredit Bulbank, Raiffeisen Research CEE Banking

Sector Report, The World Bank, Standard & Poor's 2012 Global Credit Portal, show that in the
studied countries low use of bank loans is not a characteristic of tourism only, but it involves all
economic sectors.
Domestic credit provided by banking sector (% of GDP)
2008

2009

2010

2011

Bulgaria

64%

69%

70%

71%

Macedonia

41%

43%

48%

46%

Serbia

40%

48%

57%

54%

France

124%

128%

132%

133%

Germany

126%

133%

130%

124%

Italy

132%

141%

151%

157%

Font: World bank

Table (6-9) Examples of GDP
Analysis of domestic credit provided by the banking sector, which includes all credits to
various sectors on a gross basis with the exception of credits to the central government, which is
net, outlines a situation where in these three countries, the banking sector has provided, from 2008
to 2011, less than half of the loans provided by the banking sectors of France, Germany and Italy.
Usually the low degree of domestic credit covered by the banking system depends on some
variables, among them the most interesting are the Loans-to-deposit-ratio which gives the measure
of the willingness of banks to lend money and the bank interest rates.
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Loans-to-deposit-ratio
2009

2011

Bulgaria

120%

105%

Macedonia

105%

90%

Serbia

125%

125%

Font: World bank, Index mundi

Bank interest rates (Lending interest rate*)
Trend
Bulgaria
80%

2010

2011

11,40%

10,60%

Macedonia

9,40%

8,90%

Serbia

17,30%

17,20%

* the rate charged by banks on loans to prime customers

Table (6-10) Examples of Loans-to-deposit-ratio and Bank interest rates
It must be noted, that the loans-to-deposit-ratio and the bank interest rates of the three
countries show different trends and values. During the last years, Bulgaria always has had a loansto-deposit-ratio 15 points higher than the Macedonian one, while banks in the two countries have
applied more or less the same levels of interest rates. According to this situation it's clear that
Macedonian entrepreneurs always had higher difficulties than their Bulgarian colleagues, to obtain
bank loans and the future trend will be worse. The loans-to-deposit-ratio in Macedonia will
decrease to 80% (this rate is decreasing in most European countries) and local entrepreneurs will
have much more problems than in the past to finance their investments with bank loans.
Serbian situation is a bit different due to the high bank interest for loans in Serbian Dinars,
whose cost depends on the high level of speculation and inflation of Serbian currency. Experience
shows that the low marginal profit which characterizes the tourism field, cannot cover bank interest
rates so high. Talking with some Serbian entrepreneurs it seems that the speculation of the
exchange between Euro and Serbian Dinars is the only way to reduce the cost of a bank credit, but
this procedure requires great caution and special skills in the banking sector.
In nutshell the low use of bank credit and the resulting high capitalization of the studied
firms depend on variables which come from both the erroneous suspicion in the banking sector by
the studied entrepreneurs and the low willingness of the banking system to lend. Of course the
high interest rates play an important role in management choices.
The public support
Before the end of this paragraph the analysis of the role played by the public subject in this
matter is needed. In principle, in fact, lack of resources of small entrepreneurs could be
compensated by public support. According to the concepts developed in other parts of this
research public support for the development of new investments belong to these categories:

− measures in order to reduce the costs of the investments;
− measures in order to develop conditions for new investments.
The earlier Table (6-8) “Funding structure” shows that only 4% (average) of the capital of
studied entrepreneurs is funded by public institutions. Among the 10 villages, the entrepreneurs in
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Kovachevitsa are those that show the highest part of their investments financed by public
institutions: 20%. Moreover the processing of the findings outlines that the low-lack of public
support is not only related to the financial aspect, but it involves the management as a whole.
Despite the fact that Bulgarian data are a bit approximate, the results show that small public help
has been focused only on buildings, furnishings and training for the village of Kovachevitsa and
Dolen. In the other countries, only 20% of Serbian entrepreneurs received a very small public
support for advertising expenses and the complex of Mecavnik was helped to be included on the
list of UNESCO heritage. No Macedonian and Serbian entrepreneurs declared to receive public
financing (money) for the development of their establishments.

Public financing received for the development of the establishment
Capital:

Dolen Leshten

Kovachevitsa Elsani
100%

no

Babino Brajcino Vevciani Guca Sirogojno
100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Mecavnik
100%

The Bulgarian data are not available

Table (6-11) Public financing
Summary of the causes
The earlier pages lead to the conclusions shown in the following figure:
Low specialized education
in field of tourism of the
staff

Low advertising, reserch,
and commercial
expences

Basic and medium level of the
education structure of the
village

Low/lack public
support

Statements of the
interviewees

Structure of the
establishments

Low knowledge

Contradictions in
management
Lack of modern economic
view of the owners

High capitalization

Low available
resources

Lack of
investments
in staff training
Suspicion in
banking sector

Investments focused
only on material goods

Low bank loans

High difficulties to
access to bank credit

Low willingness of
the banking sector to lend

High interest rates
Causes of the economic gap

Figure (6-1) Summary of the causes
The processing of the findings outlines that the studied entrepreneurs show all three
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characteristics which potentially lead to the cited economic gap: low knowledge, low available
resources and high difficulties to obtain bank loans. According to author's opinion, it's possible to
conclude that the analysis of the collected data have verified at a good level of reliability the
existence of causes which make the cited economic gap in the three studied countries.
6.2.2 Effects
According to the hypothesis developed in the previous chapters, the cited economic gap is
among the main obstacles for the development and survival of local small tourism entrepreneurs,
as well as for the implementation of sustainable practices.
The following concept “small local sustainable entrepreneurs are the drivers of the
development of local economy, but they are affected by an economic gap which hinders the
implementation of sustainable practices and the survival of these subjects” leads to a local
situation characterized by great social and economic problems which affect both the area and the
local entrepreneurs. For this reason the analysis detects both aspects of local businesses and of
the area, such as the demographic trend, the population structure, etc.
Local businesses
From the findings and talking with the respondents it was found out that most studied
entrepreneurs suggest a negative trend of their present and future financial results.

The financial results of your establishment during this year compared to the previous
Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

% average

Better

5%

7%

40%

17%

Worse

70%

35%

40%

48%

No change

25%

58%

20%

35%

Table (6-12) Financial results previsions
Some open-ended questions of the questionnaire show the current economic crisis as the
main reason of this negative trend. However, while the previous table shows the prevalence of
“worse” and “no change”, their answers about the expectation for the next year demand of their
products gives a not clear overview. In fact, while most studied entrepreneurs agree about their
present and future financial trend, they have different ideas about their expectation for the next
year demand of their products. In particular:

− most Bulgarian entrepreneurs expect a decrease in the demand of their products;
−

Macedonian ones expect an increase of their products’ demand;
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− Serbians don't have an idea about this question, e.g. the respondents of Mecavnik, or they
think that the demand of their product will not change.
From the comparisons between the findings of these two questions the following conclusion
seems to be the correct one: only Bulgarian respondents answered correctly both questions
because the worse financial results are obviously related to the expected decrease of the demand
of their products. However the author doesn't agree totally with this reason. When most
Macedonian entrepreneurs think that the demand of their products will increase but, at the same
time, only 7% of them expect a growth of their profits, they state that their business is affected by
some obstacles or problems which can neutralize the positive effects of the growth of their sales.
The available information cannot explain the origin of these obstacles, but it's reasonable to
suppose that they depend on limitations and problems in management. Many respondents were
talking about sustainability as something very important for their business and they conclude that
the implementation of sustainable practices is a good chance for the development of local
economy. This fact is also confirmed by the comparison of the results shown by some tables. In
particular they state that a local tourism based on these factors:

Main factors for tourism development in your village (more than 1 answer)
Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

% average

Clean and picturesque nature

92%

75%

100%

89%

Welcoming and well maintained village

17%

75%

100%

64%

Hospitable local population

84%

67%

100%

84%

Preserved local culture

50%

75%

67%

64%

Natural attractions

58%

75%

34%

56%

Historic, architectural and cultural attractions

84%

8%

34%

42%

The data of the village of Vevciani are not available

Table (6-13) Factors for tourism development
has significant and very positive effects on the economy of their villages:

How tourism helps the economy of the village
Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

% average

Not really

0%

0%

0%

0%

Very little

0%

8%

0%

2%

To a certain extent

0%

0%

0%

0%

Significantly

42%

42%

84%

56%

To a very great extent

58%

50%

16%

42%

Table (6-14) Effects of tourism
The analysis of these data shows that all studied entrepreneurs agree that the developing
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of local economy depends on the principles which are the basis of sustainable tourism, but, at the
same time, the findings show that:
−

no one of them is engaged in sustainable practices;

−

the concept of sustainable tourism is often not well known.
Direct observation of the establishments outlines the lack of sustainable measures such as

those based on recycling of materials, on energy-conservation and/or on environmental
preservation.
Even the preservation of local culture and traditions is very low and always limited to some
dishes of the traditional cuisine and/or some products of local crafts. The relationships between
locals and visitors are often difficult or don't quite exist because during the day most local people
are engaged in other jobs, often located outside the village. Of course the relationships with foreign
tourists is quite always impossible due to the lack of locals who speak foreign languages
The processing of the data about the costs and investments bought outside the studied
municipality leads to another evidence of the lack of the application of sustainable practices.
According to the main definition of sustainability, in order to preserve local traditions and to
increase the well-being etc., the use of local products especially food and services must be
encouraged. Some entrepreneurs could not estimate the percentage of goods bought outside the
area, but most of them stated that the main part of their goods is bought from external suppliers. Of
course this fact is among the main obstacles of the development of local economy.
Regarding the concept of sustainable tourism, many respondents, especially among
Bulgarians and Serbians stated that sustainable tourism is the “Attraction of more tourists and
increasing the supply in any possible way”. Further comments are unnecessary.
The area
The countries and the villages were mainly described in the previous chapter. This one is
focused on the economic and social standpoints of the areas and especially the demographic
aspects, the local unemployment as well as the local economy were detected.
Some data about the population are missing and other ones are old (most data come from
the census in 2002), however the analysis of the findings outlines that from the demographic
standpoint most of the villages are characterized by a high level of depopulation which involves
especially the young. Table (6-15) shows that with the exception of Brajcino and Mecavnik, all
villages have negative percentages about the trend of local population. Even about their age
structure, the situation is not positive: 58% of the citizens are more than 35 years old and about
20% are over 64, Table (6-16).
Depopulation and old people are among the main answers by Macedonian entrepreneurs
and those in the villages of Dolen and Sirogojno to this question of the questionnaire “Which are
the main problems for tourism development regarding the demographic situation and
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unemployment?”. Among the studied villages only the Macedonian village of Bajcino and the
Serbian complex of Mecavnik show a growth of their population: especially Mecavnik increased
more than 30% its population since the establishment of its ethno-complex twelve years ago.

Population
Village
Dolen

Movements 2001-11

Current estimate

-70

370

Leshten

-6

8

Kovachevica

-18

42

Elsani

750

Babino

18

Brajcino

26

160

Vevciani

-1100

2433

Guca

-315

3708

Siroigojno

-130

650

Mecavnik

200

800

Table (6-15) Local population

Age structure
Village

0-17

18-35

35-64

Over 64

Dolen

19%

33%

34%

14%

Kovachevica

10%

35%

35%

20%

Elsani

20%

20%

40%

20%

Brajcino

10%

0%

20%

70%

Vevciani

23%

25%

42%

10%

9%

15%

36%

40%

19%

23%

40%

18%

Leshten

100%

Babino

100%

Guca
Siroigojno
Mecavnik
% veighted average

Table (6-16) Age structure
However, while the population increase in Mecavnik is clearly related to the development of
local tourism, the same conclusion cannot be stated for the increase of the citizens in Brajcino. In
fact, in author's opinion, this growth depends on the developing of local buildings, rather than on
the development of local tourism whose negative trend is shown by the recent decrease of local
establishments. During the collection of the data in Brajcino, one restaurant and two guest-houses
were closed between summer and winter 2012.
In author's opinion depopulation is also proved by the low level of unemployment which
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characterizes all studied areas. According to the available data, local unemployment is from 10% to
20% in all Serbian and Macedonian villages (Bulgarian data are not available) and only Babino has
a higher level (100%) because its citizens (100% of its population is over 64) are all retired.
Reasonably people who were looking for a job have left their villages.
Regarding local economy the findings show the same situation in all villages, with the
exception of Mecavnik that is totally involved into a tourism project. Agriculture is the main
economic source for locals. Especially in the Macedonian villages of Elsani and Brajcino, 70% and
90% of their citizens are engaged in agricultural field, while in the other ones, except for the village
of Mecavnik, the ratio is between 40% and 50%. There are only few artisans and free professions.
Local economy of all villages is characterized by a low commercial spectrum which forces local
entrepreneurs to buy the needed goods and services outside the area.
The following table shows the categories of investments and operating costs which are
used to buy goods and services outside the area by the studied entrepreneurs. Even a brief
overview of the table outlines that the purchase of local goods and services almost doesn't exist.

The main costs and investments used to buy outside the municipality
Dolen

Leshten

Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino Brajcino Vevciani Guca Sirogojno Mecavnik

furnishings

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

general equipments

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

electro equipments

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

vehicles

x

x

x

x

x

licensing

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

advertising costs*

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

purchase of goods

x

x

x

x

x

bank inter-changes

x

salaries

x
x

energy

x

maintenance
x

x

* durable - 2years at least
(x) means that more than 50% of the respondents of the village choose this point, but part of them could not give a %

Table (6-17) Costs and investments coming outside the municipality
This fact is also confirmed by the answers to this question of the questionnaire “What part
of the costs of your activities remains in the municipality?” Despite the high degree of subjectivity of
this question, the entrepreneurs of six villages gave values lower then 20%.
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What part of the costs of your activities remain in the municipality?
Dolen Leshten
2%

Kovachevitsa

Elsani

Babino

Brajcino

Vevciani

7%

7%

20%

4%

35%

2%

Guca

Siroigojno

Mecavnik

40%

The data of Guca e Mecavink are not availables

Table (6-18) Part of the costs which remain in the municipality
The fact that only a very low part of the costs remains in the area leads to a progressive
impoverishment of the community as well as to the decrease of the available resources of local
businesses. According to earlier concepts it becomes another obstacle for the implementation of
sustainable practices.
Local tourism shows a high degree of seasonality related to some specific events and/or
the summer holiday. It seems that the villages, which are famous for some specific events, are only
focused on these events and they forget tourism during the rest of the year. Talking to the
respondents it was found that especially the smaller ones consider their firms as something
connected and added to their houses rather than their source of business. They see their tourism
activity as the place where they live and a way to take few euros, not their main activity.
About that, most of the day the owners are involved in other activities and guests have to
organize their holiday themselves. The studied establishments offer to their clients basic (standard)
facilities, Table (6-19), while additional services which would be a part of a sustainable tourism
offer, such as the organization of local tours and folklore culinary, are neglected especially by
Macedonian and Serbian establishments.

Facilities and additional services offered to the guests
Dolen

Leshten

Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino Brajcino Vevciani Guca Sirogojno Mecavnik

Eating place

x

x

x

x

Self catering

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

Swimming pool

x

Spa

x

x

Fitness room

x

x
x

Sport facilities

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Parking place

x

x

x

x

x

Internet access

x

x

x

x

x

Conference facilities

x

Sales of souvenir

x

info about village

x

Transport. services
Organ. Local tours
Folklore culinary

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x means that more than 50% of the respondents of the village choose this point, but part of them could not give a %

Table (6-19) Facilities and additional services
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According to the findings and earlier concepts, it's very difficult to imagine these kinds of
entrepreneurs as the drivers of the development of local economy and tourism. In author's opinion
their main goal is the survival and they don't have the needed resources and the will for the
development of their business as well as the implementation of sustainable practices.
All studied villages, including also Mecavnik, are not able to attract new firms and this fact
confirms the lack of the economic assumptions for the development of local businesses.
The case of Mecavnik
According to the description in the previous chapter, Mecavnik cannot be considered a
tourism offer agreeable to the principles of sustainable tourism. Its characteristics are those of
post-modern tourism rather than those of tourism designed by sustainability. Although most of the
concepts and the conclusion of this paragraph are valid also for the Serbian village-complex of
Mecavnik, this tourism destination is very different from the other ones.
This difference comes form its origin. In fact, Mecavnik is not a village, but the name of a
tourism invention by Mr. Emil Kusturica who built on the top of a hill a very nice traditional Serbian
village to be the set for some of his movies and later it became his residence as well as a famous
ethno-complex. From tourism standpoint, it aims to show visitors an old rural Serbian village and
the lifestyle of the locals in the past centuries. Visitors attend a kind of “show” inside a four stars
complex which offers highest comfort. May be some practices for energy-conservation and
preservation of other resources are present inside the complex, but its artificiality designed and
based especially on the pleasure of the clients, makes Mecavnik an example very far from the
concept of sustainability which inspired this research.
Talking about local economy it's clear that this complex has both positive and negative
effects on the area. Among the positive ones, the high increase of local population in the last 12
years thanks to the establishment and the development of the complex is surely the most
important. Thanks to the growth of local employment, local buildings have been enriched with
several new single-family homes. Moreover the high quality of the complex is a good chance for
the improvement of the professionalism of local workers, both in tourism and the related activities.
However during the visit of the place it was found out that the complex is the only sign of
the development of local tourism. Both along the national road and the secondary one which leads
to the complex, there are no restaurants, shops, small hotels and other firms related to tourism, but
only some private guest-houses. This research cannot explain why, from the tourism standpoint,
the development has not spread beyond the borders of the complex in these 12 years.
In a few words it seems like a “tourist enclave” surrounded by a total different context.
However my criticisms are not a negative opinion about the project by Mr. Kusturica, who has the
merit of having used and risked his energies in order to develop a part of his country. Regarding
this concept, the ethno-village shows a great availability of own financial resources.
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Among the studied villages also the Serbian Sirogoino bases its local tourism offer on the
ethno-complex shown in the chapter “field of research”, but its situation seems very different from
that of Mecavnik. In this case the complex is inside the village, while in Mecavnik the village almost
doesn't exist, and it has encouraged the establishment of several small wood shops, located
outside the complex, which sell local craft products.
Summary of the effects
Findings and concepts explained in earlier pages can be summarized and shown by the
following figure:
Businesses

Area

Negative trend of the
financial result

Depopulation

Obstacles which neutralize the
future growth of their sales

Old population

Lack of sustainable
practices

Agriculture is the
main economic field

Low number of services with
attitude to sustainability

Low local
commercial
spectrum

Most goods are bought
outside the village

Low part of the costs
remains in the village

Figure (6-2) Summary of the effects
In nutshell the obtained results cannot prove a direct relation between the causes and the
effects, however they outline a local situation (this applies to all studied areas) which from the
economic and social-demographic standpoints, agrees with the existence of the economic gap.
Conclusion about the first hypothesis
In order to check if local tourism entrepreneurs are really subjected to the cited economic
gap, according to the available data, I have looked for and analyzed the probable causes and
effects on local businesses and the area related to the cited gap.
This method is based on the idea that the economic gap comes from some causes and it
makes visible negative effects which at first are directed to local businesses and later they spread
over the area. The existence of the causes and the effects proves the existence of the cited gap,
according to a method of the inductive type. The causes depend on the characteristics of local
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small entrepreneurs, especially their own low knowledge and resources, as well as on the needs
for the implementation of sustainable practices.
According to reason the negative effects related to the cited gap outline local businesses
characterized by economic and financial problems, whose aim is the survival rather than the role of
driver of the development of local economy. There are no conditions to achieve a good level of
profit for this reason the area is not attractive for new investments and tourism entrepreneurs The
assumptions to reach a profitable profit are missing so the area is not able to attract new
entrepreneurs. The economic situation shown by the findings doesn't have the needed
assumptions for the implementation of sustainable practices by the studied entrepreneurs.
According to earlier concepts, it can be stated that the first research hypothesis has not
been fully proven.
6.3 Second hypothesis:
(Comparing the proposed theoretical model to the studied situation)
The first part of Chapter 4 shows the concepts and types of relationships between the
different subjects which are the basis of the territorial element. These relationships depend on
some variables among which, the most interesting and important are the involved subjects, the
administrative subdivision (municipalities, districts and regions) as well as the time that makes
great effect on these relationships especially about their complexity, nature, spread, etc.
It's possible and reasonable to hypothesize a natural trend of these relationships, which
grow with the passage of the time. In author's opinion, this trend is the natural and correct one,
because it agrees with the concepts developed by the theoretical method.
This trend begins from the “primitive” situation characterized by a low level of relationships
and joint actions between public and private entities in the area. At the beginning it's reasonable to
find a situation characterized by the lack of joint actions between various actors and the only one
existing depends on specific administrative law rather than on economic and social matters. An
example about that, would be the staff training imposed by local or national laws.
related to administrative licenses (for example the IATA courses for the opening of a tour operator
or an agency). Usually, training is organized by public or private subjects whose characteristics
about their education and professionalism are well stated by law.
Reasonably with the passage of time the system moves towards a "mature" situation where
relationships and cooperation between public and private subjects are the focus of local planning.
It was shown, that the cited theoretical model suggests that the economic assumptions for
the development of sustainable tourism are based on the solution of the economic gap which
characterizes small local entrepreneurs. This goal can be reached through the transfer of costs
related to some phases of management to other subjects. From another point of view, this transfer
is the sharing of some aspects-phases of management between different subjects interconnected
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to one another through the development of relationships and cooperation between public and
private subjects. Even the so called “transfer system” agrees with this concept. The relation
between public support and commercial transaction which represents the basis of this system can
be considered as a way for the developing of relationships between public subject, buyer and
seller. Moreover the method states that the development of relationships must involve public and
private subjects located both inside and outside the studied area.
In nutshell the proposed theoretical model agrees and supports the natural growth in terms
of number, complexity, nature and spread of cooperation and partnerships between public and
private subjects. In order to understand the second hypothesis “the studied situations show
common points or aspects with the proposed theoretical model” the author has compared the
situation found from the analysis of the findings shown and explained in the previous paragraph
and those related to cooperation and partnership with the following trend.
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6.3.2 Cooperation and relationships
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This paragraph shows and explains the findings related to public and private cooperation
and partnerships in the studied areas. Even relationships between local cultural and tourism
organizations and the studied entrepreneurs will be detected.
In order to give a clear explanation of this aspect, the paragraph is divided into two parts:
the first shows the opinion of the respondents about cooperation and partnerships, while the
second outlines the current situation in the studied areas, about this matter.
The opinion of the respondents about cooperation and relationships
The following table shows that most of the main stakeholders agree with the great role
played by cooperation and partnership for the development of their villages. Only one of the
studied entrepreneurs stated that cooperation and partnership are of little importance, while the
others consider it important or very important: all Bulgarian respondents stated that it's very
important.

Degree of importance of cooperation and partnership for tourism development in you village
Dolen Leshten Kovachevica Elsani Babino

Brajcino

Vevciani

Guca

Sirogojno

Mecavnik

No importance
Little
importance

25%

Some
importance
Importance
Great
importance

25%
100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

50%

100%

100%

Table (6-20) Importance of cooperation for tourism development
Experience shows that this is a very predictable answer. Usually, everyone agrees about
this matter, but while cooperation and partnership are easy to be accepted, they are difficult to be
put into practice due to psychological and economic limits of the involved subjects.
Regarding the content of cooperation and partnership, the findings give interesting
information which confirms some conclusions in previous chapters.

Content of cooperation and partnership (more than one answer was applicable)
Dolen Leshten Kovachevitsa

Elsani Babino

Brajcino

Vevciani

Guca

Sirogojno

Joint promotion 100%
for attracting
visitors

100%

100%

75%

100%

100%

100%

Joint planning
of tourism
development in
the destination

100%

100%

50%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Supply of info
for sights and

100%

100%

25%

100%

100%

100%
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Mecavnik

tourism supply
in neighbouring
village
Supply of info
for sights and
tourism supply
in the village

100%

75%

50%

50%

Joint creation
and
maintenance of
tourism
facilities

100%

75%

Simplification of
administrative
procedures for
the business

100%

75%

Effective
control over
tourism
activities and
product quality

100%

75%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

others

100%

The data about the villages of Vevciani and Mecavnik are not available

Table (6-21) Content of cooperation
Even a brief overview of the table shows that respondents consider the promotion of the
destination and the development of local tourism planning the focus of cooperation and
partnership. Aspects related to tourism facilities, administrative procedures and quality control are
not considered so important.
This table confirms that studied entrepreneurs agree with the importance of promotion and
planning, but at the same time, they consider these matters as a task of the local public institutions
and/or the local tourism and cultural associations. In particular, most respondents indicate the
public authorities as the leader in establishing cooperation and partnership in the area, Table (623). This shows the high degree of expectation by local entrepreneurs in the public support and in
the role played by the public subject for the development of local tourism. There are not significant
differences between the ten villages, which require explanations.
The following table gives another interesting information about the studied entrepreneurs.
In author's opinion, the fact that the cooperation with public subjects located outside the
area (shown in the table by the point “district administrations”) is neglected is another important
evidence about the limited strategic view of small tourism entrepreneurs who often consider
tourism as a local question. This is another limitation for the development of sustainability and it
has to be taken into account by the public planner.

Which local participants should be partners (more than one answer was applicable)
Dolen Leshten Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino
Municipality

100%

100%

75%

25%

100%
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Brajcino Vevciani Guca Sirogojno
100%

50%

100%

100%

Mecavnik

authorities
District
administrations

100%

75%

Local cultural
institutions

100%

75%

Local tourism
organizations

100%

75%

100%

75%

Different
entrepreneurs

100%

50%
75%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
100%

100%

Table (6-22) Local partners in cooperation

Who is the leader in establishing partnership and cooperation in the destination
Dolen Leshten Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino
Business

50%

25%

Local authorities

100%

100%

Brajcino Vevciani Guca Sirogojno

Mecavnik

100%
100%

100%

100%

100%

The data about the villages of Vevciani are not available

Table (6-23) The leader of cooperation
Current situation in the studied areas
The analysis of the findings shows that only some entrepreneurs of the villages of Elsani
and Guca and all located in Vevciani had joint activities with other entrepreneurs for tourism
development of their village, Table (6-24). Talking with respondents in the villages of Vevciani and
Guca it was found out that this fact depends on the events-festivals, organized here every year,
whose high complexity in managing makes the involvement of all local human and organizational
resources a need. These entrepreneurs see cooperation and partnership as a way to take
advantage and profit from these opportunities.
According to author's opinion, most studied entrepreneurs are not involved in cooperation
and partnership due to the lack of local tourism planning led by the local public subject. This
observation leads to this interesting conclusion: according to the findings, the establishment of
local cooperation and partnership must be introduced and driven by the public subject. Regarding
the village of Elsani it seems that the joint activities are related to the development of some ecopaths inside the nearby national park.

Joint activities with other entrepreneurs for tourism development in the village
Dolen

Leshten

Kovachevitsa

Elsani

Babino Brajcino Vevciani Guca Sirogojno Mecavnik

yes

0%

28%

66%

0%

0%

100%

80%

0%

0%

no

100%

72%

33%

100%

100%

0%

20%

100%

100%

Table (6-24) Joint activities between local entrepreneurs
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Local organizations related to tourism and their relationships with local small entrepreneurs are
other important aspects which have to be considered in order to reach the aim of this paragraph.
Through the analysis of the findings it was outlined that local organizations related to tourism exist
only in the villages of Brajcino and Guca (the respondents of the villages of Elsani and Sirogojno
didn't give information about that).
However from the following table it seems that the local organization of Brajcino is the only
one that works, in fact no respondent of the village of Guca states to be a member of the local
organization. No Serbian entrepreneur is a member of any kind of tourism association.

Member of any organization related to tourism development
Dolen Leshten

Kovachevitsa Elsani

Babino Brajcino

Vevciani Guca

Sirogojno Mecavnik

yes

50%

18%

33%

0%

75%

75%

0%

0%

0%

no

50%

82%

66%

100%

25%

25%

100%

100%

100%

Table (6-25) Respondents member of tourist organization
Conclusion about the second hypothesis
Through the analysis of the findings of this paragraph and the previous one, these
conclusions are obtained:
−

entrepreneurs spend their resources in supplying good accommodation, good services.
Their investments are focused on material goods, while the intangibles, such as the
promotion, are considered to be a task of the public subject developed through public and
private cooperation and partnerships promoted and led by local authorities;

−

public support for the development of local tourism businesses as well as a local tourism
planning is missing;

−

local entrepreneurs have low profit and often the conditions for their economic survival are
missing;

−

cooperation and partnership between public and private subjects are missing;

− most studied entrepreneurs are not involved in joint activities with other entrepreneurs and
no one is involved in stable joint activities belonging to a local project;
−

lack of local cultural and tourism organizations is an obstacle for the development of local
relationships. Some entrepreneurs are members of associations located outside the area.
According to concepts developed in the previous part of this chapter, through the

comparison between the hypothesized trend and the current situation of the studied areas, the
conclusions are shown in the following figure:
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Initial phase

Start-up

Horizontal development

Investments are focused
on material goods

Entrepreneur's
resources grow

Private cooperation
relationships grow

Intangibles almost
don't exists

Entrepreneur starts to
Invest in intangibles

Investments in
Intangibles grow:

Developing of
tourist products

- Promotion

Licenses and
obligatory training

- Advertising

Small public
support

- Reserach of
new products

Public support
doesn't exists
People and public subjects
don't consider this business
a chance for local economy
Cooperation and
relationships
almost don't exist

Vertical development

Total planning

Cooperation and relationships
are the focus of local planning

The sector became strategic
for local economy
Public and private cooperation
relationships quickly grow
Interest of public
subjects grows:
- Support

Development of small firms
and the local tourism is the
mission of all subjects
Economic assumptions for the
development of local economy
Implementation of
sustainable practices

- Regulatory

Representative situation

Figure (6-8) The current situation
The analysis of the findings shows that the most representative situation related to most of
the studied areas, is located between the start-up phases and the horizontal development one.
This is mainly characterized by local entrepreneurs focused on investments in buildings while
intangibles are only small investments in the development of their tourism offer. Important
intangibles, such as promotion and advertising don't belong to their focus. Public support as well
as cooperation and partnerships don't exist or are very limited.
Representative situation shows the studied areas as a whole however some specifications
are needed because between these two phases several levels/positions can exist. In nutshell the
cited trend is based on the following variables:
−

percentage on total investments of the intangibles;

−

public support;

−

the resources such as knowledge and financial ones;

−

positive perspectives on future business profit;

−

cooperation and partnerships;

− implementation of sustainable practices
The degree of intensity of these variables in showing the characteristics of the studied
areas is evaluated through the following Likert scale:

Intensity of the variables
1

null

Less than 10% respondent answered positively to this aspect

2

low

From 10% to 30% of the respondent answered positively to this aspect

3

medium

From 30% to 50% of the respondent answered positively to this aspect

4

high

From 50% to 90% of the respondent answered positively to this aspect

5

very high

More than 90% respondent shown this item
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Table (6-26) Likert scale about the intensity of the variables

Summary of the variables
Dolen Leshten Kovachevitsa Elsani Babino Brajcino Vevciani Guca Sirogojno

Mecavnik

Percentage on total
investments of the
intangibles

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Public support

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

Available resources

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

5*

Positive
perspectives on
their future profit

2

1

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

5

1

2

3

1

1

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

7

10

11

9

9

12

11

12

15

Existing cooperation
and partnerships
Implementation of
sustainable
practices

1

Total

8

1

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Serbia

8,3

10,25

12,6

Average
*both knowledge and financial ones

Table (6-27) Summary of the variables
The table shows some differences between the studied areas about the cited variables
mainly due to the available resources, the positive perspectives on future profits and some kind of
local cooperation. However there are no doubts about their location between the start-up phase
and the horizontal development one. Serbian villages are closer to the horizontal development than
the other ones (it confirms the better situation of Serbia described in the previous chapter), while
Bulgarian ones are the closest to the first phase, due to the weak situation of the villages of
Leshten and Dolen, as is shown in the following table:
Score

Total

Dolen

Leshten

8

7

Babino Brajcino
9

9

Kovachevitsa

Elsani

10

11

Guca Vevciani
11

12

Sirogojno

Mecavnik

12

15

Table (6-28) Score of the tourist destinations
It has to be noted that the Likert scale is only based on the percentages of respondents
who answered positively to some aspects. Regarding the point “existing cooperation and
partnerships” this fact neglects some other important variables such as the objects of these joint
activities between local entrepreneurs, their period, the number of the involved local subjects, etc.
Talking with respondents, it was found out that these cooperation and partnerships have been only
related to the organization of specific local events for a very short period and they didn't belong to
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a stable project of joint activities between local private subjects.
For this reason, according to the concepts developed in this research, no one among the
studied villages agrees with the characteristics needed by the “horizontal phase”.
It has to be noted that the highest score of Mecavnik is due to its resources and its positive
perspectives on future business profit which make it the basis of local economy.
The proposed theoretical model states that public support as well as private and public
cooperation and partnership are the best ways for the developing of local businesses and the
implementation of sustainable practices.
At the present moment the studied areas show a situation very far from that one suggested
by the cited method whose best effects start with the development of the horizontal relationships.
The studied situation shows some characteristics which can suggest a future trend similar
to that proposed by the theoretical model. However up to now no significant common points or
aspects with the proposed theoretical method exist.
According to earlier concepts, it can be stated that the second research hypothesis has not
been proven.
6.4 Third hypothesis:
(Applying the proposed theoretical model to the studied situation)
In order to understand the third hypothesis “the application of the data from the
questionnaire-survey to the proposed theoretical model has economic effects on studied
entrepreneurs” I have used a method which shows the profit growth of studied entrepreneurs
thanks to the application of the economic measures of the earlier theoretical model.
In the earlier chapter a method was shown based on two main measures intended to solve
the economic gap which affects small local tourism entrepreneurs through the reduction of the
costs of investments and operating phases:
−

the transfer system;

−

cooperation and partnerships between public and private subjects.
For this reason the aim of this paragraph is reached through a simulation which includes a

simple example of “transfer system” and some examples of costs reduction coming from
cooperation and partnerships applied to the data related to the studied establishments. Due to the
complexity of the matter and the lack of information, this simulation is based on some assumptions
and simplifications explained below. Despite these simplifications, often coming from experience
and reason, this simulation allows a good overview about the potential economic results on studied
entrepreneurs by the cited theoretical method.
6.4.1 Context
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Transfer system
In nutshell the earlier chapter has shown that the transfer system is based on the refund to
the sustainable entrepreneur of the public gain related to some economic transactions. The public
subject of the area which includes the supplier will refund its gain to the sustainable entrepreneur.
In principle, there are four subjects:
−

the sustainable entrepreneur, the buyer;

−

the supplier;

−

the public subject of the area of the buyer;

−

the public subject of the area of the supplier.

When the buyer and the supplier belong to the same area, the related public subject is one and the
same.
In order to develop the simulation I studied this economic simulation based on these points:
−

sustainable entrepreneur, the buyer, belongs to area A;

−

supplier belongs to area B;

−

local taxes are 5% of the gain both in area A and B;

−

gross profit of the supplier 20% of the price;

−

gross profit of the buyer 10% of the cost.

According to the concept of public contribution (refund) developed in Paragraph 4.5.1.2 of Chapter
4, this method is characterized by this simplification:
−

public subject refunds all its local taxes (5% of the gross profit of the businesses), but in
Chapter 4 it was shown that the so called “contribution” depends on the difference between
positive and negative public effects coming from the economic transaction, such as the
increase of local taxes, employment, demographic growth, but also higher level of pollution,
traffic, social problems, etc. When the public subject refunds all its local taxes related to the
economic transaction, it means that all other positive aspects have the same value as the
negative ones.

Cooperation and relationships
In principle, cooperation and partnerships can involve all management: planning,
organization, investments etc., they can be the object of specific types of cooperation and
partnerships between public and private subjects. However, in Chapter 4 it was explained that the
theoretical method is focused only on the types of cooperation and partnerships related to the
reduction of the costs of the investments and operating phases. My experience as an accountant
outlines that there is no significant difference in terms of discount between cooperation for
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investments and cooperation for operating costs. For this reason, according to the aim of this
paragraph, only the cooperation and relationships related to the reduction of the following
operating costs, which represent the main costs of the studied establishments, are explained and
applied:

− purchase of goods. Talking with local entrepreneurs, food is the main part of this category;
− purchase of energy. Talking with local entrepreneurs, electric power and gas are the main
parts of this category

− expenses for maintenance, especially that related to buildings and equipments;
− expenses for administration and services.
Experience shows that several private organizations in western countries can reduce some
operating costs of their members thanks to the bigger quantities of bought goods which means
higher bargaining power. They apply a simple economic rule “together we are strong”.
It has to be noted that the cost “salaries” is not considered because, as it was shown in the
diagram of the circles, it has low chances to be involved into cooperation and partnerships
between private subjects.
Purchases of goods
In Italy there are many interesting examples about cooperation and relationships related to
the purchases of goods, among them:
United purchasing groups for food (G.A.S.)
They are purchasing groups established by several private subjects, such as families, small firms,
etc. In Italy more than 600 GAS exist (about 200 in Lombardia) and they offer lower prices between
15% and 30% than those of the traditional markets.
The groups called “Goods at km 0”
They are a private organization which brings goods directly to the produces (their name “Km 0”
means that there is no distance between producers and customers) such as farmers, food
companies, etc. Usually the chosen producers are local ones hence a part of the discount comes
from the lower transport costs. The Italian COLDIRETTI estimates a discount of about 30% on their
purchases of food. This percentage is confirmed by CODACONS (consumers association). Even
CONAD, in its report 2011, shows discounts at the same level.
Other Italian United purchasing groups show the same values and characteristics.
Purchase of energy
During the last few years, the high growth of the costs of energy has led to the
establishment of purchasing groups for energy by some important European consumer
associations. Up to now these groups have 37.000 users in Great Britain, 180.000 in Holland
180.000, 46.000 in Belgium 46.000 and more than 500.000 in Portugal.
Italy is late about this matter, but the few existing purchasing groups for energy show good
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results: ESCO and “Agire per Reagire” show 8% off discount for electric power, while GAS Confapi
shows 16% off discount for the purchases of gas.
Expenses of maintenance
According to the fact that most maintenance is related to buildings and equipments, only
the cooperatives of maintenance of buildings are considered. There are no official data about the
economic advantages in using these cooperatives, but from my experience as an accountant, even
considering the fiscal advantages for their users, 20% off discount is surely reasonable.
Expenses of administration and services
Even about this matter official data doesn't exist, despite the fact that Italy is rich in
cooperatives and associations which offer special prices and conditions to entrepreneurs for some
services especially in the administration field. The telephone field shows some examples:
CONFCOOPERATIVE SARDEGNA and TELECOM IMPRESA SEMPLICE agreed on the reduction
of up to 40% of the costs for internet and telephone services of small local businesses. According
to experience and reason as well as the principle of prudence, 30% off discount for this category is
certainly realistic.
6.4.2 Simulation
The simulation uses the percentages of the most significant costs from Table (6-6):
Structure of the costs (% on total costs)

%

Subjects involved in cooperation and partnerships

salaries

22

local public subject and external public subject

cost of energy

22

external public subject and private subjects

purchase of goods

40

local public subject, external public subject and private subjects

administration and services

30

local public subject, external public subject and private subjects

maintenance

12

local public subject, external public subject and private subjects

Table (6-29) Costs structure
This table is explained in paragraph 6.2.1 “causes of the economic gap” of this chapter.

Discount from cooperation and partnerships

%

Notes

purchase of goods

25

food 30%, other goods 10%

energy

10

gas 20-30%, electricity 8%

administration and services

30

telephone 40%, other 30%

maintenance

20

Fonts: Coldiretti, CONAD report 2011, Ensco, Agire per Reagire, Italian G.S.A., Telecom Impresa Semplice

Table (6-30) Examples of discount
First case: standard
This situation doesn't involve both public support and cooperation between the subjects. It's
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called “standard” because it's the typical situation found in the studied areas.
Case: the sustainable entrepreneur located in A buys a product from the supplier in B. The price is
100 €.

Sustainable entrepreneur

Supplier

Cost

€ 100

Cost

€ 80

Revenue

€ 110

Revenue

€ 100

Profit before taxes

€ 10

Profit before taxes

€ 20

Local taxes subject A

€ 0,5

Local taxes subject B

€1

€ 9,5

Profit

€ 19

Profit

Total local taxes paid by two subjects € 1,5

Table (6-31) Profit – first case
The table shows that the supplier obtains the higher profit (€ 19) and the public subjects
obtain local taxes of 1,5 €. These data, if compared to the profit of the sustainable entrepreneur (€
9,5), lead to this consideration: public subjects have a profit (taxes) about 16% of the profit of the
sustainable entrepreneur, while the profit of the supplier is about 200% (the gross profit of the
supplier is supposed the twice that of sustainable entrepreneur). This table gives another
information about the potential economic results by the application of the “transfer system” and the
cooperation and relationships to the studied areas. In fact, the discount for the sustainable
entrepreneur comes from measures which transfer to him part of the gain of the other two subjects:
the public subject and the supplier. According to earlier data, the “transfer system” can give a
discount of up to 1,5 € (total local taxes), while from cooperation and partnerships it can be 19 €
(gain of the supplier) at most. Hence the potential maximum discount would be up 20,5 € on a total
cost of 100 €.
Second case: transfer system
Case:
−

the sustainable entrepreneur in A buys a product from the supplier in B. The price is 100 €;

−

the public subject B refunds to the sustainable entrepreneur its local taxes obtained by this
transaction.
Sustainable entrepreneur

Supplier

Cost

€ 100

Cost

€ 80

Revenue

€ 110

Revenue

€ 100

Profit before taxes

€ 10

Profit before taxes

€ 20

Local taxes subject A

€ 0,5

Local taxes subject B

€1

Profit

€ 19

Profit
Refund of paid local taxes
New profit
Increase of profit on standard (€9,5)

€ 9,5
€1
€ 10,5
11,00%
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Table (6-32) Profit – second case
The table shows that:
−

the profit for the supplier doesn't change;

−

local taxes for public subject B are 0;

−

the profit for the sustainable entrepreneur grows by 11%

−

local taxes for public subject A don't change.
About the last point the following observation is needed. In Chapter 4 it was written that no

public subject obtains profit (public gain) from sustainability. However one of the aims of the public
planner beside sustainability is a more homogeneous area from the economic standpoint. Through
the inclusion of the local taxes of the subject A into the public refund, no public subject will have
profit from the transaction, but, at the same time, one of the aims of sustainability will be neglected.
In my opinion, measures in order to reach a higher level of economic homogeneity are needed.
In Table (6-32) the profit grows up 11% of the profit of the first case, but usually profit is
expressed by a percentage of the costs. The profit growth expressed in percentage of the cost is
only 1% (from 9,5% to 10,5%) due to the low level of local taxes (5%).
Of course it doesn't represent a very good result and it cannot be considered the solution of
the economic problems of sustainable entrepreneurs. However it shows that, according to the
applied hypothesis, each 5% of taxes reasonably mean 1% of profit growth. In other words, this
method applied to national taxation, whose percentages are about to 20-25% of the business
profit, leads up to 5% of profit growth for the sustainable entrepreneur.

Third case: transfer system + cooperation and partnerships
Case:
−

the sustainable entrepreneur located in A buys some goods and services from the suppliers
in B according to the earlier structure of the costs, Figure (6-29);

−

public subject B refunds to the sustainable entrepreneur its local taxes obtained by these
transactions;

−

cooperation and partnerships in order to reduce the operating costs of sustainable
entrepreneur are developed. The total discount comes from Tables (6-29) and (6-30).

Part of total costs

Discount

costs of energy

22%

10%

0,02

purchase of goods

40%

25%

0,1

maintenance

12%

20%

0,02
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administr. and services

3%

30%

0,01

Total discount

0,15 = 15%

Table (6-33) Costs and discount
This table gives the average discount from the cooperation and partnerships applied to the
structure of costs of the studied entrepreneurs.

Sustainable entrepreneur

Suppliers

Cost (from 100 to 85 thanks to the -15%)

€ 85

Cost

€ 80

Revenue

€ 110

Revenue (from 100 to 85 due to the -15%)

€ 85*

Profit before taxes

€ 25

Profit before taxes

€5

Local taxes subject A

€ 1,25

Local taxes subject B

€ 0,25

Profit

€ 23,75

Profit

€ 4,75

Refund of paid local taxes
New profit
Increase of profit on standard (€9,5)

€ 0,25
€ 24
150,00%

*due to the discount (15%) the total revenue is € 85

Table (6-34) Profit - third case
The analysis of the table outlines a very important growth of the profit of the sustainable
entrepreneur: from 9,5 € of the first case the profit grows up to 24 €. The new profit reaches to 28%
of the new costs (85 €), which, in author's opinion, leads the sustainable tourism entrepreneur to a
very good level of profitability. Even a brief overview of the table shows that most increase of this
profit comes from a decrease of the profit of the suppliers. Cooperation and partnerships can give
significant support to all small businesses hence their implementation must be encouraged despite
the fact that this can mean a disadvantage for some other entrepreneurs.
The findings don't allow further analysis about the financial aspect, because most of studied
entrepreneurs don't use bank loans. In earlier pages, it was shown that lack of bank loans is a
great obstacle for the management especially for small local tourism entrepreneurs. Hence some
specifications about the opportunities coming from specific types of cooperation in the financial
field, are useful. It was explained that lack of bank loans depends on the characteristics of small
businesses and on the banking sector. In Italy since 60s, the so called cooperative of guarantees
related to main economic fields exist. Administrative law includes tourism into the trade hence its
specific cooperatives are related to Confesercenti and Confcommercio which represent the most
important trade associations. These cooperatives give to their members significant support for their
business financing, especially in having lower interest rates and the needed guarantees. Through
their social fund co-operative these organizations ensure 75% of the bank loan of their members
until (usually) 100.000 euro. This fact means far fewer problems for entrepreneurs in having bank
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loans and an interest rate about half than the standard ones.
Conclusion about the third hypothesis
The simulation shows that the application of the “transfer system” at local level, due to low
local taxes, gives a so low economic support which cannot play a significant role in saving the
economic gap of sustainable entrepreneur: considering 5% of local taxation, the profit has only
increased from 9,5% to 10,5% (1% in percentage of the costs). This observation confirms the
concept which was several times explained in this research: the solution of the cited economic gap
cannot be reached by a single measure or subject, but it depends on the involvement of several
public and private subjects into a specific project. Instead, through the transfer system and some
types of private cooperation and relationships the profit for the entrepreneurs grows to 28% of the
costs. Especially during a period of great economic crisis, low available public resources don't
allow local public subjects high cash support and the refund of taxes is a significant sacrifice for
them. This simple simulation shows that the economic results coming from cooperation and
partnerships are totally different from those of the local public support. Through a very simple
example using some types of cooperation and partnerships, a significant reduction of operational
costs has been reached as well as a very interesting increase of business profit.
In nutshell, this simulation leads to the following conclusions:
4) the “transfer system” can give good results especially at national level;
5) local public subjects have to be focused on the development of cooperation and
partnerships;
6) good results and probably the solution of the cited economic gap need measures based on
the involvement of all public and private subjects.
According to the results of this brief simulation, it can be stated that the third research
hypothesis has been proven.
6.5 Conclusions of the chapter
The aim of this chapter was to present the results of the quantitative and qualitative
research of this study in order to check the earlier three research hypothesis. In nutshell findings
show that most studied establishments are characterized by a very critical economic situation: low
resources, lack of investments in intangibles, lack of public support, negative perception of future
profits as well as lack of cooperation and partnerships are the most frequent concepts in earlier
pages.
Even the studied areas, with the exception of Mecavnik, from the economic standpoint show very
negative aspects, among them depopulation, old age structure, lack of attractiveness for new
businesses are those with the main effects on local entrepreneurs. The fact that very low resources
remain in the villages is another great obstacle and problem for local tourism development.
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Resources leave the area, local wealth decreases and the problem related to the low available
resources remains. Public support and/or bank loans could be the only one solution of this
problem, but only Bulgarian entrepreneurs show a balanced capital structure between own capital
and external one. All other are characterized by 100% of own capitalization that depends on their
national banking system and their limits in management. Even the public support doesn't exist or is
very limited.
Cooperation and relationships are considered very important by the respondents, however the only
existing ones are related to limited periods and events. They are not a part of a stable local
planning, but are a way to overcome the high concentration of clients related to some events
during a few days every year. This consideration agrees with the analysis of the findings outlining
that cooperation and partnerships are a public task both in their establishing and their developing
in order to help/support the entrepreneur about the intangibles, Tables (6-21 and 23). The great
importance of cooperation and partnerships for small local businesses development has been
proven by the economic simulation. Through a simple simulation of the positive effects on the
studied entrepreneurs by cooperation forms a growth up to 28% of their profit was shown (table 634). Of course it cannot be considered the solution of their economic problems, but this percentage
is surely a good economic result. The simulation also shows the low support by the transfer system
based on local taxation, Table (6-32).
According to the main concepts of the theoretical model a trend related to the development
of the relationships between public and private subjects in/outside the areas with the passage of
time was hypothesized. This trend includes five phases from the so called “initial” to the “total
planning” which represent the suggested correct development of relationships between public and
private subjects in order to reach the implementation of sustainable practices. All studied areas an
establishments are very away from the total planning phase and despite the differences among
them, all studied areas are included between the second and third phases. In nutshell this situation
is characterized by:
−

local establishments invest their resources especially in material goods;

−

investments in intangibles are very low especially in terms of promotion, advertising and
training;

−

public support doesn't quite exist;

−

cooperation and partnerships don't quite exist or don't belong to a stable planning/ business
strategy.
The available data cannot prove the existence of the cited economic gap, however

significant relationships were found between the characteristics of studied areas and the causes
which lead to this gap as well as its economic-social effects on local businesses and the area.
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Earlier Figure 6-1 shows these cause with low resources, low knowledge and high difficulties to
access to bank credit, while Figure (6-2) summarizes these effects as follow:
1) businesses related – negative trend of financial results, obstacles which neutralize the
future growth of their sales, lack of sustainable practices, low number of services with
attitude to sustainability and most goods bought outside the village;

2) area related – depopulation, old population, agriculture being the main economic field, low
local commercial spectrum and low part of the costs which remains in the village.
The results lead to the conclusion that no one among the studied establishments is able to
implement sustainable practices because some of them don't have the needed conditions and
some others have a business strategy very far from the concept of sustainable tourism. In my
opinion, with the exception of Mecavnik, entrepreneurs cannot play the role of drivers of local
development and survival has to be their main goal as it can be shown in Table (6-12), where 48%
of the respondents indicated a negative trend of their future financial results.
The research has led to the following conclusions about the three research hypothesis
First hypothesis
(the studied local tourism entrepreneurs are really subjected to the cited economic gap)
According to earlier concepts, it can be stated that the
first research hypothesis has not been fully proven.
Second hypothesis
(the studied situations show common points or aspects with the proposed theoretical model)
According to earlier concepts, it can be stated that the
second research hypothesis has not been proven.
Third hypothesis
(the implementation of the data from the questionnaire-survey to the proposed
theoretical model has positive effects on the studied entrepreneurs)
According to the results of this brief simulation, it can be stated that the
third research hypothesis has been proven.
In Chapter 5 the authors explained the reasons of choosing these countries and tourist
destinations based on his predictions about their probable effects, Tables (5-1 and 2), on the
economic aspects of the studied establishments. The comparison between these earlier concepts
of Chapter 5 and the findings shown in this one, leads to the following conclusions.
Bulgaria
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According to earlier concepts, Chapters (5 and 6), Bulgaria has the best conditions for the
development of tourism, Table (5-1), but, at the same time, its studied villages show more
problems and disadvantages about the infrastructure and tourism facilities and services than
Macedonian and Serbian ones. This critical situation was found for most Bulgarian establishments,
among them those of Leshten and Dolen are the closest among all studied ones to the Start-up
phase by the theoretical model: Table (6-28) and Figure (6-28).
The positive factors at national level of Bulgaria are neutralized by local problems which
characterize these villages. This fact leads to the obvious conclusion that: a national good situation
when it's not supported by good local policies cannot lead to good results. In my opinion, the
belonging of Bulgaria to EU and the good connection by low cost flights to EU are the main
national characteristics-aspects, Table (5-1), which give significant positive results to Bulgarian
establishments. In fact among the studied entrepreneurs, only Bulgarian ones use bank loans and
they have a more diverse foreign clientele.

Villages

Nations of clientele

Dolen

France, Great Britain, Germany and Holland

Lesthen

France and Great Britain

Kovachevitsa

France, Great Britain, Germany, Greece, USA, Belgium, Holland and Japan

Table (6-35) Clients structure for the Bulgarian Establishments
It's reasonable to suppose that the belonging of Bulgaria to EU and the cheap flight tickets
mean more opportunities of financing for the entrepreneurs and lower barriers for travellers.

Dolen

Local architectural heritage, its status of national architectural and historical reservation as well as the
production of stone for buildings don't seem to have positive effects on local tourist entrepreneurs.

Leshten

According to the results of table (6-28), the tourist entrepreneurs in the villages of Leshten and Dolen have
the lower score than the other ones. The entrepreneurs in Leshten don't seem to have benefits by the
proximity with the famous destination of Kovachevitsa.

Kovachevitsa The entrepreneurs in Kovachevitsa show the best situation among the Bulgarian ones (figures 6-27 and 28).
Reasonably it depends on the image and renown of the village on the tourist market.

Table (6-36) Bulgarian villages
Macedonia
In Table 5-1 the author supposed lower facilities than Serbia, due to the marginal position of
Macedonia inside the Yugoslav Federation. The findings outlined that Macedonia has lower
tourism facilities Table (5-6), general infrastructure Table (5-7) and a system of tourist information
Table (5-9) than Serbia. The author cannot say that this fact depends on the marginal position of
Macedonia inside the Yugoslav Federation, however Serbian general conditions seem to be better
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than Macedonian ones. Its pre-accession to UE doesn't seem to have positive effects on funding
opportunities of the studied entrepreneurs who have covered their investments with their own
capital.
The author doesn't have data to prove the existence of effects on studied entrepreneurs by
the political problems between Macedonia and Greece: among the 10 villages, only the
establishments in Kovachevitsa have some clients from Greece. According to these
considerations, the characteristics-aspects of Table (5-1) don't have significant effects on the
studied establishments.

Elsani

The entrepreneurs in Elsani are clearly affected by the proximity with the lake Ohrid in terms of seasonality and
type of investments: they are the only ones, among the studied ones, which bought some vehicles to ensure
the connection between the village and the main tourist places of the lake.

Babino

The local tourist attraction (the private library) doesn't have any effects on the local entrepreneurs. Tourists only
visit the village for its famous fish restaurant.

Brajcino

According to my opinion the entrepreneurs of this village could be positive affected by the proximity with
Greece (table 5-2). The findings of this chapter show a opposite situation to the predicted one: the villages
doesn't have significant benefits from Greece while, talking with some respondents, it was found that its
distance from Skopje, is a great obstacles for the tourists coming from the capital.

Vevciani

The findings confirm that the famous local carnival is one of the most important factors of local tourism
development.

Table (6-37) Macedonian villages
Serbia
The findings show that Serbia has lower level of foreign diverse clientele among the three
countries. Serbian respondents stated that their clients usually come from Italy, France, Poland,
Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Unlike Bulgaria and Macedonia, there are no clients from
Great Britain and Holland.
According to the predictions of Table (5-1), it's reasonable that the international tensions
which characterize the country are a barrier for foreign travellers especially for those coming from
Anglo-Saxon countries.

Guca

The findings confirm that the famous trumpet festival is the most important factors of local tourism
development. It's not too much to state that all local tourism turns around this event.

Sirogojno

The findings confirm that the etno-village is the most important factors of local tourism development.

Mecavnik

The findings show that the etno-complex didn't make significant effects in order to develop other local
entrepreneurs. Up to now it's the only sign of the development of local tourism.

Table (6-38) Serbian villages
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Introduction
The aim of the present research was the determination of the economic assumptions for
sustainable tourism development as well as the exploration of small tourism businesses from the
economic standpoint. Firstly, this chapter shows the conclusions as well as the implications related
to the main concepts developed and introduced by this study according to the studied literature
sources. Secondly some suggestions and recommendations to private and public subjects are
outlined. The chapter ends with the research contributions and the recommendations for future
research according to the concepts developed in Chapter 3.

7.2 Implications of research findings
Analysis of the literature sources outlines that authors are mainly focused on the
environmental and social dimensions of sustainability. The economic aspect is analysed from the
macroeconomic standpoint and almost no researcher considers the question as a problem of micro
economy. This vision is a great contradiction because, at the same time, most researchers agree
that small and locally owned firms play a great role for initiatives of more environmentally sensitive
businesses (Dewhurt and Thomas, 2003).
It's universally agreed that small businesses are the drivers of sustainable practices
implementation, but the presented studies don't give sufficient indications about the solution of the
economic limits/obstacles which characterise small local tourism entrepreneurs. Lack or insufficient
informations about the economic characteristics of these subjects is another consequence of this
contradictory vision of many researchers.
Another questionable vision of many authors is related to the reasons for adoption
sustainable business practices by local entrepreneurs. Some authors base the implementation of
sustainable practices on moral-ethical reasons, while both small and big entrepreneurs make the
profit among the main reasons for their investments and efforts. These considerations lead to the
conclusion that studied literature doesn't consider the economic aspect as the centre of the
question and doesn't give a concrete contribution to make the basis for the development and
survival of sustainable tourism.
The findings outline that most studied areas as well as their local tourism businesses are
characterized by a critical situation from the economic and social standpoints. Low resources, low
knowledge, problems in management as well as in financial and capital aspects, depopulation, old
age structure, lack of public support, negative perceptions about future financial results, etc., are
the most frequent concepts shown in the text.
These problems allow the simple survival of most subjects and they don't ensure the
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needed conditions for the implementation of sustainable practices. Small tourism entrepreneurs
cannot have the financial resources, skills, etc. to develop the long-term investment required by
sustainability. In addition to these obstacles, the results outline the lack of public support as well as
the very low use of bank credit by small local businesses, which could be the only chance for the
development of the high investments related to sustainable practices.
It was predicted that sustainable tourism entrepreneurs are affected by an economic gap
(first research hypothesis), but due to the lack of sustainable tourism entrepreneurs among the
studied ones, he couldn't prove it. However, the findings clearly outline that small local tourism
entrepreneurs are characterized by a very critical economic situation that puts survival as their
main business goal. According to these considerations it's very difficult to suppose them to be able
to satisfy the implications/needs of sustainability.
For this reason the focus was directed to the solution of this economic situation that the
author considers the main obstacle for the implementation of sustainable practices.
According to this purpose, a theoretical model based on the following main considerations
was developed:
−

sustainable entrepreneurs preserve a collective heritage, hence they develop a public
function for which they must be paid by everyone who obtain benefits from sustainability
(the payment of sustainable entrepreneur is one of the main aspects of author's vision);

−

each measure has to be focused on profit growth of small tourism entrepreneurs;

−

the solution cannot be reached by a single measure or subject, but it depends on the
involvement of several public and private subjects into a specific project.
According to this concept both public and private subjects must be involved in a

coordinated system of measures which includes three parts:
−

tourism fees;

−

the “transfer system”;

−

the development of cooperation and relationships between public and private subjects.
This research is mainly focused on the second and third parts because, it's accepted, the

introduction of a new taxation is not a great contribution for the solution of this problem especially
in present period of economic crisis. The transfer system and cooperation are the main innovations
of the present research in order to outline how to find and where to spend the resources to obtain
the maximum results in terms of economic support for small local businesses.
In nuthsell the transfer system is based on the principle that the gain achieved by the public
entity, as result of sustainable transactions between the sustainable buyer and its supplier, has to
return to the sustainable tourism entrepreneur: sustainability represents a collective heritage,
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hence it cannot be a gain for some public subjects. At the same time, it was shown that the transfer
system is not a cost for the public subject, but is a short-term investment and a temporary use of
financial resources which will come back to the public subject thanks to the higher local taxes paid
by the supplier who became more competitive according to the “feed-back”.
The public levy (public collective contribution) is one of the most used tools by public
subjects despite this fact that it can show the following contradiction. Due to the economic
transactions between sustainable entrepreneur and its supplier who reasonably belongs to the
highly developed areas, most public levy in favour of sustainability will return to the richest areas.
In principle, it can be supposed that public levy increases the economic differences among the
areas, while the transfer system leads to a higher level of homogeneity among them.
Chapter 6 shows a simulation about the economic effects in terms of costs reduction on the
studied establishments, by the “transfer system” and some types of cooperation and partnerships.
These simple examples outline that the “transfer system” gives a very low economic support, if it
used at local level, due to the low local taxes. Instead it can play a significant role in helping
sustainable entrepreneurs when it includes national taxation.
The development of cooperation and relationships between public and private subjects is
another central point of the proposed theoretical model. According to the outcomes, cooperation
and relationships have given the best economic results in terms of costs reduction for small local
businesses.
In principle, coordination between government bodies and other sectors are stated by
several authors such as Lickrish (1991), Singh (1999) and Butler (2009), however their
considerations mainly belong to macro-economy. This research, instead, is focused on microeconomy level. Cooperation and partnerships are analyzed and studied in order to find their
objects and contents as well as the roles played by public and private subjects involved in the
same specific measures. This matter is analyzed through a graphic tool, called “diagram of the
circles”, giving several interesting indications about the characteristics of private and public
cooperation. Considering the following three categories, local public subjects, external public
subjects and private subjects, these suggestions are obtained:
−

most operational costs must be included into measures based on cooperation among the
three cited subjects;

−

production and development of new tourism offers have to include local public subjects and
private ones;

−

promotion and advertising of tourism offers have to include private subjects and public
subjects located outside the area;

−

financial matter must involve private entities and public subjects located outside the area,
while local public subjects must be focused on the guarantee of bank loans;
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−

external public subjects play a great role in local sustainable tourism entrepreneurs survival
and development.
This last point leads to this important-obvious consideration: sustainability is not a local

matter, but involves private and public subjects located everywhere.
The cited simulation has shown that some simple types of cooperation and partnerships,
thanks to their positive effects on costs reduction, lead the profit of the sustainable entrepreneur
up to 28% of the costs, that surely represents a good level in tourism field. Of course, it cannot be
stated that these measures are sufficient for the implementation of sustainable practices, however
they are a good increase of the profit and the first important step for the solution of the question.
The great role played by cooperation for survival and development of small businesses has
been proved by the findings which have given an important indication. The respondents consider
cooperation a very important tool for their management as well as for the intangible investments
such as promotion and advertising, but, at the same time, they have indicated public subjects as
the leader of the cooperation and partnerships between local subjects. These two considerations
lead to this conclusion: small local entrepreneurs consider intangibles a very important part of
management, but, probably due to their limited resources, they consider these investments a taskduty of joint actions between public and private subjects which must be lead by the local public
subject. However, despite these considerations, the findings include only a few examples of joint
actions between the studied entrepreneurs: only a few entrepreneurs have been involved in some
local joint actions with other subjects, related to specific events for very short periods. These are
occasional cooperation and don't belong to the central part of their business strategy.
The theoretical model includes among its main parts the development of joint actions
between public and private subjects. For this reason the author has proposed a hypothesis about
the trend of cooperation and partnerships with the passage of time. This trend includes five phases
which represent different levels of cooperation development between public and private subjects.
According to the findings the studied areas have aspects in common only with the first phases of
this trend (the so called “representative situation” is between the second and third phase), hence
they don't show the most interesting characteristics hypothesized/suggested by the cited
theoretical model, which instead are in the next phases to the third.
The study of the economic characteristics and needs of small tourism entrepreneurs has
been another aim of this research. Through the findings analysis it was found out that often the
hypothesized conditions at national level are not confirmed at local level.
Bulgaria is an interesting example. Thanks to its architectural-historical heritage, policy,
etc., this country has the best conditions for local tourism development. Bulgarian villages as well
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as local tourism entrepreneurs instead show the worse conditions in terms of infrastructures, tourist
facilities and services among the studied ones. The advantages at national levels are neutralized
at local level and this fact probably depends on the lack of good policy aimed to make these
advantages as a local strength.
Serbia shows the opposite situation to Bulgaria. At national level it's characterized by
several potential problems and limits for tourism development, most of them coming from its recent
international events, while its destinations have the best conditions for local tourism development.
It has to be noted, however, that most Serbian destinations are too focused on specific events or
tourist attractions which often don't transfer their positive effects to the other local tourist
businesses. Mecavnik represents the best example. In fact, despite its great role played in
development of the area, such as local demographic growth and buildings development, up to now
this tourist complex has not been able to stimulate the establishment and development of other
local tourism businesses.
In nutshell the main concepts and results of the present research can be summarized by
the following table:

Theory
Most literature sources study the economic aspects of small sustainable entrepreneurs mainly at macroeconomic level
In order to obtain concrete indications, this matter has to be dealt at microeconomic level
This matter has to involve both public and private subjects as well as several measures in support of sustainability
Sustainable entrepreneur has to be paid for its public function
No public subjects have to obtain a gain from sustainability
Public levy can became a support for the richest areas
The transfer system is not a cost for the public subject, but it's a tool of leverage
The transfer system gives significant results only at national taxation level
Cooperation and partnerships can give a concrete support for small sustainable entrepreneurs
The support of small sustainable businesses is not a local question, but it also involves subjects outside the area
The support of small sustainable entrepreneurs has also to come from mass tourism
Certification of sustainable tourism is one of the main conditions for the implementation of sustainable practices
It's reasonable to suppose that cooperation and partnerships will grow with the passage of the time
The diagram of the circles is both a presentation and analysis method
Findings
Establishments
Most local tourism entrepreneurs have low financial resources
Most local tourism entrepreneurs have low knowledge both in economic and technical fields
Small local tourism entrepreneurs have great obstacles for having bank loans
Except of Bulgarian small local tourism entrepreneurs, the other ones only use their own capital
Public support is missing
Small local tourism entrepreneurs are only focused on investments in material goods
Small local tourism entrepreneurs reject the investments in intangibles
Investments in intangibles are the object of public and private cooperation and partnerships
Small local tourism entrepreneurs show great contradictions in their management between their purposes and actions
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Only a few small local tourism entrepreneurs were involved in joint actions, but for a very short period, with other subjects
Small local tourism entrepreneurs consider the public subject as the leader of local cooperation and partnerships
No studied local tourism entrepreneurs implement sustainable practices
Most respondents suppose negative trend of their future profit
Tourism destinations
Bulgaria has the best conditions for tourism development at national level
Bulgarian villages and entrepreneurs show the lowest conditions, in terms of infrastructure and tourism facilities and
services, for local tourism development
Serbian villages and entrepreneurs show the best conditions for local tourism development
Serbian villages are focused on specific events or local attractions hence the effects on local tourist entrepreneurs are not
so significant.
Serbian villages have a very low level of foreign diverse clientele, probably due to its international problems-tensions
All studied destinations can be potential actors in sustainable projects thanks to their cultural and natural heritage
Except of the villages of Brajcino and Mecavnik, all studied areas are characterized by depopulation
Public subjects are involved in environment protection
All villages are characterized by a low local commercial spectrum
Agriculture is the main economic field
Most local benefits coming from tourism leave the areas
Mecavnik doesn't show the characteristics needed by sustainable tourism and it's both a good and a negative example of
tourism effects on rural areas

Table (7-1)
7.3 Suggestions and recommendations
Overall the research showed that the studied areas as well as their local businesses are
characterized by a critical situation and lack of conditions for the implementation of sustainable
practices by local tourism entrepreneurs. Many problems and obstacles must be solved in order to
develop sustainability which is rightly considered the best chance of economic growth for most of
rural areas.
In author's opinion, sustainability development cannot be reached through single projects,
but it must come from a great planning process involving all public and private subjects. It's a taskduty of everyone who has benefits from sustainability. For this reason, suggestions and
recommendations have to be proposed both for public and private subjects.
7.3.1 Public subject
Develop a sustainable planning between all public and private subjects
Local sustainability is a task-matter of local public planning which must involve all public and
private actors. Implementation of sustainable practices by some private enterprises when it doesn't
belong to a local sustainable public planning cannot lead to significant results. Public subject must
be the driver of the development of local sustainable project.
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Develop awareness campaigns of sustainability
Sustainability is a life-style that ensures the well-being both of the present and future generations.
Its achievement needs great efforts in communication by public institutions and measures aimed to
the whole population.
Develop specific local training for sustainable entrepreneurs
It was found out that lack of knowledge is one of the main obstacle for businesses development as
well as for the implementation of sustainable practices. The establishment of local training as well
as life-long learning can be the way to solve the lack of knowledge in economic and technical fields
which characterized small local tourism entrepreneurs. The organization of local meetings between
entrepreneurs and experts is surely another interesting growth opportunity for local businesses.
Trainings about the categories with disabilities and the basic medical care cannot be forgotten.
Establish a public advisor in economic and technical matters for local sustainable local
entrepreneurs
Experience shows that especially old people often have many difficulties in attending professional
courses. This problem can be solved through a free economic and technical consulting service
provided by local public institutions (e.g. also involving local schools and/or professional
associations). In order to save time and money the use of internet is recommended.
Include in school programs sustainability concepts
Primary and secondary education must include the teaching of sustainability principles.
Sustainability is not a choice but a duty of everyone and school is surely the best context to learn
these principles.
Use public properties as guarantees for bank loans for sustainable local entrepreneur
The guarantees required by bank loans are quite always a great obstacle for small enterprises
characterized by low resources. At the same time local public institutions have often some
properties which can be used as a guarantee for social projects. This measure must be a part of a
brave planning which, in accordance with law, aims to develop a new long-term relationship
between public and private local actors.
Encourage the development of specific agreements-conditions between sustainable entrepreneurs
and banks
Public subjects must develop the conditions for the access to bank credit by small local
businesses. Thanks to their bargaining power and institutional role, they can play a basic role for
the reduction of borrowing costs for local sustainable businesses.
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Encourage the development of local cooperation and partnerships
According to the findings, local cooperation and partnerships must be established and lead by
public subjects. The development of stable forms of cooperation must be the main goal, but, in the
author's opinion, it's difficult to be achieved by small local tourism enterprises without public
support-help. The public subject shows a too limited vision of his role in tourism development. It
pays much attention to some important general aspects, but it totally forgets the cooperation and
the relationships between public and private subjects so required by most of the tourism
entrepreneurs in the area.
Encourage the establishment of cooperatives of services and guarantee as well as purchasing
groups
Western experience shows that the cooperatives of guarantees give to their members significant
support for their business financing, especially for having lower interest rates and the needed
guarantees. Considering the high difficulties of small tourism entrepreneurs for having the needed
financial resources, cooperative of guarantees can be a significant support for the solution of the
economic problems of local businesses.
Encourage the increase of local commercial spectrum
Lack of local suppliers forces local entrepreneurs to buy the needed goods and services outside
the area. Hence only a very low part of the costs remains in the area and this fact leads to a
progressive impoverishment of the area and community.
Encourage the establishment of local tourism associations
Tourism associations are often the first step for the implementation of joint actions between local
entrepreneurs and they give several advantages to their members. Among them the comparison
and cooperation with other members are the most significant.
Encourage the development of certification of sustainable tourism
“Sustainable” has to become an official trademark for the true sustainable actors. Tourists should
be able to identify and separate those initiatives that use sustainability only for commercial ends,
from those that, instead, truly represent the spirit of the philosophy.
Encourage the development of the transfer system at national level
It was shown that the transfer system can lead to economic local growth and in the short time it's
not a cost for public subject thanks to its leverage effect. According to this statement, higher
administrative and operational cost coming from the use of this method are the only disadvantage
for the public subject. However, in order to achieve a concrete financial support for sustainable
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entrepreneurs, it has to be applied at national level.
Develop public supports for the investments in intangibles of local small businesses
Experience as well as the findings show that small local entrepreneurs have many difficulties to
investment in intangibles, despite the fact that these assets are very important conditions for
business success. According to the earlier concepts, the public subject has to focus on the support
of the aspects-parts of management representing an obstacle for small businesses. Especially
when available resources are very low, it makes little sense to support aspects of management
which will be made by the entrepreneur in any case.
Be focused on economic problems-needs of local businesses
Local businesses are one of the main actors for the development of local economy, hence local
economic conditions for their survival are needed. Public planning often forgets that small local
tourism entrepreneurs can survive and develop only when the rules of business profit are satisfied.
Regarding the achievement of these conditions the public subject plays a basic role.
7.3.2 Entrepreneurs
Investments in intangibles especially in professional, promotion, advertising, training, etc.
Small entrepreneurs have to change their business vision based on material aspects, which must
be considered a simple tool for their management and never their business goal. Today
professionalism is the basic condition for business success and often small enterprises owned by
old persons don't grow because their owners consider their experience enough for the
development of their business and for the solution of daily difficulties. When I was teaching I often
used to say this principle: “a firm is like a plant, when it doesn't grow, means that it's dying”.
Be business-oriented
Findings outline that most establishments are not managed according to basic economic rules
probably due to the lack of business vision of their owners. When survival is their main goal and
business profit is only a small part of family revenues, the conditions for business development are
missing: the enterprise doesn't grow and the decreasing of the profit will lead to the end of the
business.
Have a long term vision in business
In the author's opinion the short-term business vision that usually characterizes small
entrepreneurs is one of the main obstacles for the implementation of sustainable practices and a
risk for survival of their own firm. In principle each firm needs a short-term project belonging to a
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long-term planning.
Consider the implementation of sustainable practices their own best growth opportunity
Most studied destinations outline a stagnant economy that leads to depopulation of the villages:
hence changes are needed. It was found out that sustainability cannot be achieved by small local
tourism entrepreneurs without the support from other subjects, but at the same time it's the best
opportunity for local economy development. For this reason small local tourism entrepreneurs have
to be focused on the achievement of the economic and operational conditions for the
implementation of sustainable practices.
Make cooperation and partnerships the central part of own business strategy
Cooperation and partnerships cannot be a marginal aspects of management and a tool to be used
only during a few days a year. Experience shows that an entrepreneur only focused on the
protection of his garden cannot go far.
Establish local join actions with other subjects
As above.
Use bank loans in the business
Talking with some local small entrepreneurs it was found out that often they don't use bank loans
due to the lack of the economic conditions (e.g. for high interest rate) and their great diffidence for
the banking sector. However, according to the results of the present study, bank loans are a very
important management tool and often the only opportunity for the economic development of many
studied enterprises. The achievement of the economic and operational conditions for having bank
credit must be a main point of their management.
Develop tourism offers and services for categories with disabilities
Talking about tourists with disabilities, often small entrepreneurs only think about persons with
great disabilities such as people in wheelchairs, blind etc. This is a great mistake because also
older people often have needs which depend on small disabilities: architectural barriers, special
bathrooms, lifts, specific foods as well as the diapers for the elderly and basic medical care such
as the control of blood pressure are some examples. According to the fact that in future older
tourists will became a large part of tourism demand, this aspects will have to be present in the
establishment.
7.3.3 People
Consider sustainability as a duty
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Sustainability is not a choice but a duty for the present generation in order to ensure the economic
development of future generations. In accordance with this principle, the cited question-declaration
of Lorenzo de Medici “Who would rather be happy tomorrow if it is not certain?” cannot be
accepted. It was said that everyone has to support sustainable development and this leads to
sacrifices in terms of new tourism fees and changes in own tourist habits. Sustainable
development depends on public institutions, entrepreneurs and people, each of them has to do
his/her own duty.
Develop the sustainable tourism demand
In the author's opinion this is one of the most important assumptions for sustainable development.
Business economics teaches that quite always tourism offer depend on demand whose
characteristics conditions tourism products as well as management of tourism enterprises. Until the
sustainable tourism demand remains at very low levels, sustainable tourism development will
depend only on the futuristic vision of a few entrepreneurs. A significant growth of sustainable
tourism demand will be the best condition to start up both the political and management process
needed to make sustainability the central part of local economy development.
−

Research contributions

The present research contributes to tourism and economic literature about the economic
aspects of small local tourism businesses and the implementation of sustainable business
practices. Moreover it proposes a model for sustainable tourism development.
In nutshell the main research contributions can be summarized as following:
−

to theory:
−

a model of sustainable tourism development whose strengths are
−

the spread of the support of sustainability on all public and private
subjects;

−

the leverage effect obtained;

−

the achievement of the best economic effects from the available
resources;

−

a trend that, showing the reasonable and best phases of the development of
cooperation and partnerships with the passage of time, gives important
indications to the public planner concerning the future local planning;

−

a new vision about the role played for collective heritages protection by
sustainable tourism entrepreneurs.

−

to methodology:
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−

a graphic method used both for presentation and analysis;

−

indications related to the solution of the operational issues of the present study
for further research.

−

to research:
−

study of the economic characteristics and needs of small local tourism
businesses;

−

study of the tourist situation of small rural tourism destinations in the Balkans;

−

comparison between the economic characteristics of small rural tourism
destinations and local tourism businesses located in three Balkans countries.

7.5 Recommendations for future research
This study only represents a first attempt to investigate the topic of the economic
development of sustainable tourism entrepreneurs and further research is required to gain more indepth insights. I can be stated that the applied methodology is certainly appropriate for the aim of
the present research, however the recommendations shown in Paragraph 3.3.6 “Advantages and
disadvantages of the methodology” of Chapter 3 are necessary for future tourist surveys.
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Appendix (A)
Bulgaria
Population

7.327.000 Bulgarians 85%, Turks, 9%, Rom 5%, others 1%

Area

100.900 sq/km

Location

Southern-east Balkans

Currency

Lev

Euro = 1,95 Leva

Government Parliamentary Republic
Tourism
(main
aspects)

Cultural:
- Thracian, Romans, Neolithic, etc. archaeological sites;
- Medieval architecture and fortress, old traditional houses, ethno-villages;
- Orthodox architecture and churches-monasteries;
- local folk events
Summer vacation:
- mountaineering and hiking;
- beach holiday;
Winter vacation:
- skiing
Health
- springs and mineral spa;
- health tourism

Macedonia
Population

2.082.000 Macedonias 65%, Albanias, 25%, Turks 4%, others 6%

Area

25.700 sq/km

Location

Southern Balkans

Currency

Denar Euro = 61,6 Denar

Government Parliamentary Republic
Tourism
(main
aspects)

Cultural:
- Romans, Neolithic etc. archaeological sites;
- Medieval architecture and fortress, old traditional houses;
- Orthodox architecture and churches-monasteries;
- Ottoman architecture and mosques;
- local folk events
Summer vacation:
- mountaineering and hiking;
- lakes
Winter vacation:
- skiing
health
- springs and mineral spasm
- health tourism
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Serbia
Population

7.000.000 Serbians 83%, others 17%

Area

88.500 sq/km

Location

Central Balkans

Currency

Dinar Euro = 116 Dinar

Government Parliamentary Republic
Tourism
(main
aspects)

Cultural:
- Romans, Neolithic etc. archaeological sites;
- Medieval architecture and fortress, old traditional houses, ethno-villages;
- Orthodox architecture and churches-monasteries;
- local folk events
Summer vacation:
- mountaineering and hiking;
- rivers
Winter vacation:
- skiing
Health
- springs and mineral spa
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Appendix (B)

Leshten (BG)
Population

8

Elevation

1093 m

Location

Southern part of Bulgaria

Strengths

Nearby with Greece, good cross-border transport infrastructures
Traditional architecture: the church of St. Paraskeva (1837), about 30 old houses (mid XIX – XX
centuries)
Natural beauties: Mount West Rhodopes, the gorge of the Kanina, whose name means "bloody river",
the Thracian sanctuary in the Koziya Kamak, or Goat's Stone, cliff, the hot mineral springs by the
Kanina
Small tourism businesses since mid 1990s especially in rural and ecotourism
Kovachevica (BG)

Population

42

Elevation

1050 m

Location

Southern part of Bulgaria

Strengths

Nearby with Greece, good cross-border transport infrastructures
Traditional architecture: the church of St. Nikola (1848), numerous well preserved traditional houses,
Natural beauties: Mount West Rhodopes, River Kanina, the same of Leshten
Small tourism businesses since mid 1990s especially in rural and ecotourism
In the past numerous artists of national importance spent a lot of time in the village. It gas the setting
for many films.
Dolen (BG)

Population

370

Elevation

1020 m

Location

Southern part of Bulgaria

Strengths

Nearby with Greece, Good cross-border transport infrastructures
Traditional architecture: the church of St. Nikola (1834), 70 houses from XIX century. The village was
declared in 1977 as historical and architectural reservation
Natural beauties: Mount Rhodopes
Small tourism businesses since mid 1990s especially in rural and ecotourism
Babino (MK)

Population

18

Elevation

700 m

Location

Central part of Macedonia

Strengths

It preserves the first private library established in 2004 with decision of the minister of culture of
Republic of Macedonia, This library, with its old newspaper, maps, photos and more than 15.000
books, is considered the main tourism attraction of the region of Demir Hisar
Traditional architecture: some old houses in bad conditions
Natural beauties: Mount Sopotnica
It includes a fish restaurant famous all over Macedonia and a important breeding of trouts
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Brajcino (MK)
Population

160

Elevation

1000 m

Location

Southern part of Macedonia

Strengths

Only 6 km far from lake Prespa
Nearby with Greece
Traditional architecture: traditional houses and some old churches , the Monastery of St. Petka
Natural beauties: National Park of Pelister
Famous for its river rich in fish
Small tourism businesses since mid 1990s especially in rural and ecotourism
Elsani (MK)

Population

750

Elevation

850 m

Location

Southern part of Macedonia

Strengths

Nearby to lake Ohrid
Traditional architecture: the church of St Elia
Natural beauties: National Park of Galicica, wonderful view of lake Ohrid
Small tourism businesses since mid 1990s especially in rural and ecotourism
Vevciani (MK)

Population

2433 (2002)

Elevation

850 m

Location

Southern part of Macedonia

Strengths

Nearby to lake Ohrid
Carnival of Vevciani
Traditional architecture: old houses, the church of St Nikola, the Monastery of St. Spas
Natural beauties: several springs of mineral water, its region was declared as National Reserve, Mount
Jablanica
Small tourism businesses since mid 1990s especially in rural and ecotourism
Guca (SBR)

Population

3708

Elevation

335 m

Location

Southern part of Serbia

Strengths

Trumpet festival
Small tourism businesses since the establishment of the Trimpet festival (1961)
Sirogoino (SBR)

Population

650

Elevation

830 m

Location

Southern part of Serbia

Strengths

Nearby to Zlatibor
Ethno-village Staro Selo
Traditional architecture: it was declared a Monument of Culture of Exceptional Importance in 1983, the
church of St Peter and St. Paul (XIX century)
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Natural beauties: Zlatibor Mountains
Small tourism businesses connected to the etnovillage

Mecavnik (SBR)
Population

800

Elevation

800 m

Location

Western part of Serbia (Drvengrad)

Strengths

On the main road which connects Serbia to Sarajevo
Wooden town of Emil Kusturica
Sargan eight train
Traditional architecture: Wooden town
Natural beauties: Mogra Gora mountains
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1. Basic information about the establishment (Macedonia):
1.1. Type and name of the
establishment
1.2. Category
1.3. Capacity (No of beds/seats)
1.4. Year of opening
1.5. Function period

¨01 all year round

1.6. Does it have a cultural monument
statute?

YES

¨02 seasonal (months from .............. to ................)
NO

¨01...............

1.7. Location

¨02 …..............

¨03

….........................

1.8. Place of company’s registration
1.9. Name and position of the
respondent
1.10. Contact details
2. What type of tourism services do you offer? (more than one answer is applicable)

Accommodation

Food

Additional services

¨01

¨02

¨03

3. What type is your establishment’s organisation? (various legal types)

ЕТ

ltd

eood

ad

Физическо лице

¨01

¨02

¨03

¨04

¨05

4. What type of facilities and additional service do you offer to your guests?

¨01 Eating place – type and No of seats .......................................................................................................................
¨02 Facilities for self catering (kitchen, barbecue, use of kitchen utensils)
¨03 A swimming pool
¨04 A SPA center
¨05 A fitness room
¨06 Other
sports
facilities
and
services
(please
specify
their
type) ..................................................................................
¨07 A parking place- No of places
¨08 Internet access
¨09 Conference and seminar facilities and services
¨10 Rent of various items (please specify which) .........................................................................................................
¨11 Sale of souvenirs and other tourist items
¨12 Delivery of information about the village’s and region’s sights ................................................................................
¨13 Transportation services (please specify what
type)......................................................................................................
¨14 Organisation
of
sightseeing
tours
in
the
region .........................................................................................................
¨15 Organisation of folklore/culinary/adventure attractions (please specify)
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................................................................................................................................................................................................
.....
¨16

Other (please

specify) ...............................................................................................................................................
5. How many people work in your establishment and how many of them are hired personnel?

Working all year round
Total ............. persons Incl. hired personnel…....…persons

Total ......... persons

Seasonal workers
Incl. hired personnel…..…persons

6. How many people of those working in your establishment live in the same municipality?

Working all year round
Live in the municipality ....... Live outside the municipality
persons
personnel.......persons

Seasonal workers
Live in the municipality ....... Live outside the municipality
persons
personnel.........persons

7. How many people working in your establishment have experience and/or training (education) in the field of tourism?

Experience in tourism
No of persons .....................

Specialised education
No of persons .....................

Short term training
No of persons .....................

8. What is the age structure of those working in your establishment?

Under 18 years
No of persons ………

18 – 29 years
No of persons ……..

30 – 55 years
No of persons ……..

56 – 65 years
No of persons ……..

Over 65 years
No of persons ……..

9. For how many people working in your establishment tourism is a main source of revenue? ...............................
10. Do you gather constant information about your clients? (more than one answer is applicable)

¨01
¨02
¨03
¨04
¨05
¨06

No
Registration book
Computer database
Periodical visitors’ reports
A database of constant (loyal) clients
Other (please specify) ...............................................................................................................................

11. Please give exact or approximate information about your establishment’s visitors in 2010

І

ІІ

ІІІ

ІV

No of visitors
Macedonian
Foreigners
No of overnights (only for accommodation establishments)
Macedonian
Foreigners
12. What is the type of your clients?
10.1. Foreigners’ nationality
(please give an approximate percentage)
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V

VІ

VІІ

VІІІ

ІХ

Х

ХІ

ХІІ

10.2. Cities/regions from which Macedonia tourists
come (please give an approximate percentage)
10.3. Approximate % of organized and not
organised tourists

Macedonian
Org......Not org.....

10.4. Approximate percentage of loyal clients

10.5. Other specifics (age, family status, interests,
living standard)

Foreigners
Org..... Not org…

Total
Org…. Not org…...

Macedonian

Foreigners

Total

…...............

………………

…………….

Macedonian ...................................................................................................
Foreigners.......................................................................................................

13. What is the type of travel of your clients? (please give and approximate %)
Macedonian

Foreigners

Sea vacation (the Aegean)
Mountain vacation
A SPA resort vacation
Round trip in Serbia
Round trip in Serbia and Greece/Bulgaria
Weekend trip
Business trip
Other (please specify) ........................................................................
14. Which sights/ attractions in your village and the region do your clients visit?

................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................................
...............
15. What is your estimate of the village guests who come to visit it without staying overnight (stay in another place)? Please
give an approximate %

Macedonian ........................ %

Foreigners .......................... %

16. Do you work with intermediary companies and why?

¨01 YES
because...........................................................................................................................................................................................

¨02 NO because
............................................................................................................................................................................................
17. What type of intermediary companies do you work with?
¨01
Predominantly servicing the national market (please
specify) ........................................................................................................

¨02

Predominantly servicing the international market (please
specify) ................................................................................................
18. How do you promote your establishment? (more than one answer is applicable)

¨01

Brochures, leaflets and other printed materials (please
specify) ....................................................................................................
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¨02

Advertisements in printed media (please
specify).............................................................................................................................
¨03
Radio and TV advertisements (please
specify.............................................................................................................................
¨04
Internet (please
specify)..............................................................................................................................................................
¨05
Participation in tourism fairs and exhibitions (please
specify) ......................................................................................................
¨06
I do not promote my establishment in any way

19. What are the present minimum and maximum prices in your establishment (for 1 bed in a room with 2 beds)?

Max price (denars)

Min price (denars)

(please specify the period of validity)

(please specify the period of validity)

Unorganised tourists (no
intermediary company)
Organised tourists
(through intermediary company)
Groups
Individual
20. How do you estimate the financial results of your establishment during this year compared to the previous one?
Better
¨01

Worse
¨02

No change
¨03

21. What are you expectations for next year demand for and prices of your product?
Demand
Prices

¨01 Growth
¨01 Growth

¨02 Decrease
¨02 Decrease

¨03 No change
¨03 No change

22. What are you expecting to happen to the demand and prices of your product next year?
Demand
Prices

¨01 Growth
¨01 Growth

¨02 Decrease
¨02 Decrease

¨03 No change
¨03 No change

23. Have you made any investments for the establishment’s development in the last 5 years?(more than one answer is
applicable)
¨01
NO

¨02
¨03
¨04
¨05

Yes, in increasing the capacity (please specify)..........................................................................................................
Yes, in increasing (improving) the standard (please specify)……………………………………………………………..
Yes, in the development of additional facilities and services (please specify).............................................................
Other (please specify)..................................................................................................................................................

24. How are your main investments divided? (please give and approximate %)
%

Material goods
Buildings
Furnishings
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General equipments
Electronic equipments
Vehicles
Intangible goods
Formation expenses (notary, accountant, etc.)
Licensing-permissions
Research - development (to make the products)
Commercial expenses (durable – 2 years at least)
Advertising expenses (durable – 2 years at least)
Training expenses (durable – 2 years at least)

25. How are your fundings divided? (please give and approximate %)
%
Capital by the owner
Capital by bank credit
Capital by public institutions (UE, State, etc.)
Capital by other subjects
24. Have you taken a bank credit for the development of your business?

¨01

YES please specify when .............why..............................................................................................

¨02

NO

25. Was any public financing received for the development of the establishment?

¨01
¨02

YES (please specify the financing program/s)...............................................................................................................
NO

25. Was specific public support/help (not only money) received for the development of the establishment?

¨01
¨02

YES (please specify)
NO

¨01
¨02
¨03
¨04
¨05
¨06
¨07
¨08
¨09
¨10
¨11
¨12
¨13
¨14
¨15
¨16
¨17
¨18
¨19

for buildings (purchases, renovation, rent, ect.)
for furnishings
for general equipments
for electronic equipments
for vehicles
for formation expenses
for licensing-permissions
for research – development (to make the products)
for commercial expenses (durable – 2 years at least)
for advertising expenses (durable – 2 years at least)
for training expenses (durable – 2 years at least)
for establishment of guarantee
for salaries (employees)
for energy
for administration and service
for maintenance
for purchases of goods
for bank interests
for bank charges
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¨20

other (please specify).........................................

26. What part of the costs of your activities remain in the municipality? Please give an approximate %.............................
27. What are the main costs and investments bought outside the municipality? (more than one answer is applicable)

¨02
¨03
¨04
¨05
¨06
¨07
¨08
¨09
¨10
¨11
¨12
¨13
¨14
¨15
¨16
¨17
¨18
¨19

furnishings
general equipments
electronic equipments
vehicles
formation expenses
licensing-permissions
research – development (to make the products)
commercial expenses (durable – 2 years at least)
advertising expenses (durable – 2 years at least)
training expenses (durable – 2 years at least)
salaries (employees)
energy
administration and service
maintenance
purchases of goods
bank interests
bank charges
other (please specify).........................................

28. How are your costs divided? (please give and approximate %)
%
salaries (employees)
energy
administration and service (not durable advertising, training and commercial)
purchases of goods
bank interests
bank charges
maintenance
other (please specify).........................................
29. Are you a member of any organization related to tourism development?

¨01
¨02

YES (please specify which)...............................................................................................................
NO, because…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

30. Have you participated in any joint activities with other entrepreneurs for tourism development in the village/the
region? (e.g. development of joint attractions and services, joint promotion activities, etc.)

¨01
¨02

YES (please specify)...............................................................................................................
NO, because…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

31. What is your main purpose in the future development of your business? (One or more answers?)
¨01
Attracting new clients
¨02
Development of loyal clients
¨03
Increasing the length of visitors’ stay
¨04
Improving the product’s quality
¨05 Increasing the prices
¨06 New investments (please specify where)
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¨07
¨08

Other (please specify)...............................................................................................................................................
I am closing down the business (why?)
32. What are the main obstacles for you in implementing the ideas about the development of your business? Who can
solve the problems?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………….

Thank you for your cooperation and Good Luck!

Questionnaire
for major tourism development stakeholders
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Village

1

□ satisfactory

□ medium

□ very little

□ no

□ to a certain extent

□ significantly

□ to a very great extent

□ not much

□ medium

□ yes

□ very much

Which are the types of tourism most perspective for your village-municipality?

4
□ cultural

□ rural

□ eco

□ SPA

Which are the main factors for tourism development in your village (more than 1 answer)

□ good accessibility
□ close proximity to developed Macedonian resorts
□ close proximity to Greece
□ clean and picturesque nature
□ welcoming and well maintained village
□ hospitable local population
□ preserved local culture (folklore, traditions, etc.)

□ natural attractions
□ historic, architectural and cultural attractions
□ active cultural institutions
□ interesting tourist paths (tours)
□ existing tourist facilities and services
□ others (please specify)
…............................................................................

Which are the main obstacles for tourism development in your village (more than 1 answer)

□ bad accessibility
□ bad accessibility of the major sight and attractions
□ badly maintained and unfriendly village environment
□ damaged natural environment (garbage areas, erosion,
industrial pollution etc)
□ lack of attractive sights and events
□ lost (vanished) traditions, crafts and local products
□ lack of/insufficient tourism facilities
□ lack of/ insufficient tourism services

7

□ excellent

Are local people willing to develop tourism?

3

6

□ very good

Do you think that tourism development can help revive the economy of your village-municipality?
□ not really

5

Firm - company

How do you estimate the conditions fro tourism development in your village-municipality?
□ bad

2

State

□ lack of/insufficient information and
promotion of local sight and attractions
□ low quality/lack of medical services
□ lack of skills and knowledge for work with
visitors
□ unwillingness to work with tourists
□ others (please specify)
…....................................................................

What in yours opinion is the degree of importance of cooperation and partnership for tourism
development in your village-municipality
□ no importance

□ little importance

□ some importance
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□ importance

□ very importance

What do you think this cooperation should include?

8

□ joint promotion for attracting visitors to the
destinations
□ supply of information for the sights and tourism
supply in the village
□ supply of information for the sights and tourism
supply in neighboring village
□ joint creation and maintenance of tourism
facilities/services

□ joint planning of tourism development in the
destination
□ simplification of administrative procedures for
the businesses
□ effective control over tourism activities and
product quality
□ others (please specify)
…....................................................................

In your opinion which local participants should be partners?

9
□ municipality authorities
□ district administrations
□ different entrepreneurs

10

□ local cultural institutions
□ local tourism organizations
□ others (please specify)
…....................................................................

Who do you think should play the leading role in establishing
partnership and cooperation in the destinations?
□ the businesses

11
(
(
(
(

□ the local authorities

In case it depend on your decision where would you direct your efforts
in supporting tourism destinations? (please range your answer 1- most important, 9 least important)

) protection and preservation of tourist resources
( ) improvement of customer services
) general infrastructure development
( ) marketing research activities
) increase of existing accommodation/food facilities
( ) personnel training
) improvement of standards in accommodation and food sectors

12

What in your opinion is sustainable tourism development (please give only 1 answer)

□ attraction of more tourists and increasing the supply
in any possible way
□ development of ecological tourism in protected
natural territories
□ achievements of tourism in harmony with the other
sectors of socio-economic life

□ increase of tourism revenues while keeping
visitors' numbers the same
□ others (please specify)
…....................................................................

You are representative of:

13

□ NGO □ local administrations □ cultural institutions

□ private businesses

□ other.............................

You live/work in:

14
□ the village-municipality

□ other village-municipality
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□ outside the region
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Basic information about the village-municipality
Village

State

1

Area of the village-municipality

Structure of the earth areas of the village-municipality
□ woods

□ agricultural lands

□ urbanized areas

□ infrastructure territories

□ water areas

□ damaged territories

Others.....................................................................

2

Population

No of movements
Charge
2001-2011(..........)
….............
Immigration
Emigration
…...................... ….......................

Birth rate
…........................
Difference
…....................

3

Death rate
…....................

Difference
….............................

Age structure %
0-17 …...........

18-35................

35-64..................

4

Over 64...............

Education structure 2011 %
High................

Medium.................

Basic...............

Elementary..........

5

Ethnic structure 2011 %

Macedonian............. Bulgarian ...............

Serbian...............

6

Gypsies............

No education..........

Others...............

Religious structure 2011 %
Christians.............

Muslims ...............

Others...............

7

Social structure 2011 %

Workers........... Agricultural workers.......

Administration.......

Unemployed........
8

Craftsmen.......

Free professions........

Others.....................................................................
Economic activity and unemployment %

No, population...........
9

No/%, active people..........

No/% unemployed.........

Sector employment %
Agriculture.............

Forestry...............

Processing industry..........

Services..........

10
Working in the village........
11
□ medical center
□ pharmacy

Hunting and fishery......

Mining industry..........

Hotels and restaurants....................

Approximative structure of active village population %
Working in the municipality .........

Working outside the municipality.........

Is there in the village-municipality (more than 1 answer)
□ public toilet
□ station/bus station
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□ bank branch
□ shops (type................................................)

12

□ GSM
□ satellite

No/capacity of the facilities in the village-municipality

Accommodation establishments........
13

Food and entertainment establishments..........

Is there a museum or other cultural institutions in village-municipality?
□ yes

Type........................................................................................

14

No of cultural monuments in the village-municipality
Archaeological................

15

Architectural(of national or regional importance).............

What is the present condition of the cultural monuments in the village-municipality?
□ bad

16

□ medium

□ good

No of religious site in the village-municipality available for visitors
Churches...........

17

Monasteries..............

Others...............

Cultural and other events in the village-municipality
Name...................................

18

Period and specific...........................................................
Preserved crafts and traditional products

…..................................................................................................................................................
19

Other cultural-historical sites and attractions in the village-municipality
…..............................................................................................................................................

20

Natural sites and attractions in/round the village (more than 1 answer)

□ rocks
□ rivers
□ waterfalls

□ lakes
□ springs
□ protected territories

21

Are there walking, cycling, horse-riding and other paths round the village (more than 1 answer)

□ yes

Length in km and hours...............
signage...............
specific facilities...................
maintenance....................

22

Main characteristic of the general infrastructure (more than 1 answer)

□ organized garbage collection and disposal
□ separation of garbage
□ illegal garbage areas
□ water network
□ water supply problems
□ potable water
□ electricity supply problems

□ guarded parking areas
□ public transportation: type.......................
frequency........................................
□ green areas
□ ecological problems
□ others (please specify)
…....................................................................
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total length of road: paved............ unpaved................
23

Signage in the village and outside it (more than 1 answer)

□ road signs (incl. in foreign language)
□ for tourist sights

24

□ for tourists facilities
□ info signs

Tourism information for the village and region (more than 1 answer)

□ maps
□ CD
25

□ brochures
□ flyers
Local organizations related to tourism

Name............................................../........................................................./.................................................
Year of foundations............................./.................................................../......................................................
Location.................................................../.............................................../.................................................
Activities.............................................../.................................................../..................................................
26

Completed projects in support of tourism development

Name............................................../........................................................./.................................................
Description............................./.................................................../......................................................
Financing organization.................................................../...........................................................................
Period of implementation.....................................................
27

Projects ideas for tourism development (not implemented)

….........................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
28

Which are the main problems for tourism development regarding the demographic situation
and employment in the village-municipality?

….........................................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................
29

Which are the main problems for tourism development regarding
the general infrastructure in the village-municipality?

….........................................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................
30

Which are the main problems for tourism development regarding
the development of tourist resources in the village-municipality?

….........................................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................

Thank you for your cooperation
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